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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

Before the Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Board

in the Matter of )
)

PHILADELPHIA ELECTRIC COMPANY ) Docket Nos. 50-352
) 50-353(Limerick Generating Station, )

Units 1 and 2) )
.

RESPONSE OF THE COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA
TO THE APRIL 18, 1985 APPEAL BY THE GRATERFORD INMATES'

AND APRIL 16, 1985 SUPPLEMENTAL PETITION OF GRATERFORD INMATES

1. INTRODUCTION

in accordance with the Appeal Board's Order of April 23, 1985, the Commonwealth

of Pennsylvania (Commonwealth) hereby responds to the April 18, 1985 Appeal of the

Graterford Inmates from the Licensing Board's April 12, 1985 Memorandum and Order

denying inmates proposed contentions and dismissing them from this proceeding.The

Commonwealth responds as well to the April 16, 1985 Supplemental Petition by Inmates

for review of the Appeal Board Order of February 12, 1985 dismissing without prejudice

the inmates' Petition for Directed Certification. For the reasons stated below, the

inmates' Appeal of April 18, 1985 and Supplemental Petition of April 16, 1985 should
be denied.

D. BACKGROUND.

On December 13, 1985, counsel for the Graterford inmates received an unclassified,

sanitized version of the evacuation plan for the State Correctional Institution at
Graterford (Plan 1). Plan 1 provided counsel for the inmates, as well as his expert,

substantial information as to the concept of operation of the plan. For example, Plan 1
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disclosed that the inmates would be transported away from the institution in buses, I

vans and othen, vehicles; that support personnel would be dispatched to the institution;

that restraints would be used and other security-type information. It also indicated

that different actions would take place as the plant incident became more serious.

Other information that would be useful in developing contentions regarding the adequacy |
'

of the- plan can be discerned from reading Plan 1.

On December 19, 1984, counsel for the inmates filed a Motion for Full Disclosure
:

} with the Licensing Board and also requested additional time to file contentions. Oral
;

argument was scheduled on January 29, 1985 on the above motion. During the oral

argument on the motion, the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania (hereinafter Commonwealth)

I presented the testimony of the second ranking officer in the Department of Corrections,

! Deputy Commissioner Erskind DeRamus. Deputy Commissioner DeRamus's testimony

] focused on the need for limiting disclosure of the plan for security. reasons. Counsel

for the inmates had no expert present at this oral argument to describe the types of

information that the expert would need to help frame the proposed contentions.
, ,

Furthermore, despite repeated requests by the Licensing Board for a list of information

Mr. Love would need to form his proposed contentions, the list was still not forthcoming-

on January 29, 1985. For these reasons, the Board denied the inmates' Motion for Full

| Disclosure and gave inmates twenty days to file contentions. A Memorandum and Order

was issued on Fahr tary 5,1985 which memorialized the oral decision.

On February 3,1985, the Graterford inmates filed a Not' ice of Appeal of the

Licensing Board's ruling on disclosure with this Appeal Board. The Appeal Board !

[ characterized the appeal as a request for directed certification. The Appeal Board

; dismissed the petition without prejudice by Order dated February 12, 1985. The Appeal
i

| Board commented that parties should attempt to reach a middle ground in this case -

!

j with regard to additional disclosure of portions of the Graterford plan.-

i
;.
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On February 15, 1985, the inmates filed proposed contentions based on Plan 1.

! Although counsel for the inmates consistently claims that Plan 1 provided his expert |

and himself with very little information, a review of the contentions reveals they are '

I quite comprehensive in subject matter.

On February 27, 1985, the Licensing Board convened the first of two conferences
'

among the parties to accommodate the competing interests regarding the Graterford

plan. The Com'monwealth of Pennsylvania had present at the February 27, 1985 meeting,
~

the Commissioner of the Department of Corrections, as well as the Director and Deputy

Director of the Pennsylvania Emergency Management Agency (hereinafter PEMA). Using

the proposed contentions of the counsel for inmates as a guide for the discussion,

counsel for the inmates and his expert were asked as to each proposed contention what

information they would need to satisfy them that there were reasonable assurances that

the safety of the inmates was protected. Counsel for the inmates and his expert were
,

given substantial information by Commissioner Jeffes, as well as by PEMA Director

Patten. On each of the propc, sed contentions, Mr. Love was requested to indicate what

information he needed to be satisfied.

Specific information requested by Mr. Love and his expert was provided by the

Commonwealth in the " Response of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, Department of

Corrections to Requests for Information Raised at the February 27, 1985 Atomic Safety

and Licensing Board Conference" filed on March 15, 1985. In an attempt to be
! cooperative, the Commonwealth provided to counsel for the inmates and his expert,
! under protective order, a version of the Graterford Plan which contained only minimal.

deletions (Plan 2). This plan was made available to counsel for the inmates and his

expert on March 18, 1985.t

| A second conference among the parties took place on March 22, 1985. Counsel -
,

requested additional information and attempted to raise new issues, based on his claims
! that his review of Plan 2 prompted new concerns.
!

|
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The Licensing Board rejected these claims by counsel for the inmates and provided

the parties an opportunity to respond to the ' remaining proposed contentions raised by

counsel for the inmates. The applicant, Commonwealth and the NRC staff filed responses.
I

Ill. THE APRIL 16, 1985 SUPPLEMENTAL PETITION SHOULD BE DENIED

The sole issue raised by the inmates in their pleading of April 16, 1985, is whether
,

the Licensing Board erred in denying inmates' counsel the opportunity to use the

information obtained from additional disclosure of the Graterford Evacuation Plan to
,

update the inmates' contentions. (see Commission Order of April 23, 1985 and attached

letter from Samuel J. Chilk, Secretary).

The Commonwealth has provided this Appeal Board with Plan 2, which is a plan

that was provided to inmates' counsel and his expert as a result of the encouragement
i

of this Appeal Board in its' Memorandum and Order dated February 12, 1985. Plan 2

was covered by a protective order and affidavits of non-disclosure signed by all parties-

who viewed the plan other than NRC staff. Throughout the March 22,1985 conference,

counsel for the inmates indicated that Plan 2 satisfied his concerns regarding the

disclosure issue. Furthermore, on Page 3 of the counsel for the inmates "Intervenor

Graterford Inmates Supplemental Petition for Review of Appeal Board Order Dismissing

Petition for Directed Certification" filed with the Commission on April 16, 1985, counsel
l

for the inmates specifically states that "they were satisfied with the further disclosure '

brought forth by the review of Plan 2".
.

Counsel for the bmates _ has not indicated what further information, if any, he

would need to be able to further evaluate the plan. He has also r.ot kovided any {
expert testimony as to the necessity for any further disclosure. The relief he seeks is

an opportunity to respecify the proposed contentions based on the information contained

in Plan 2, yet he does not specify how the information in Plan 2 is different than the

information in Plan 1 to support his delay in filing the proposed contentions.
.

|
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IV. THE APRIL 18, 1985 APPEAL OF THE LICENSING BOARD'S
( APRIL 12,1985 MEMORANDUM AND ORDER SHOULD BE DENIED
: .

j There are really two primary issues to be discussed under this heading. The first

issue is whether the contentions should be admitted even though they were late-filed,

and the second issue is whether these proposed contentions are lacking in specificity
"

and bases.

| A. The Contentions Should Not Be Admitted Since They Are Late-Filed

Late-filed contentions rnay only be admitted if the Licensing Board finds

that on balance the five factors enumerated in 10 CFR I 2.714(aX1) balance in favor

of the intervenor.
.

The factors under this regulation are:

1. Good cause, if any, for the failure to file on time.

2. The availability of other means to protect petitioner's interest.,

3. The extent to which petitioner's participation may reasonably be,
.

expected to assist in developing a sound record.

'4. The extent to which existing parties will represent the petitioner's

interest.4

5. The exter.t to which petitioner's participation will broaden the issues
I or delay the proceeding.
4

A review of these factors indicates that the balance is in favor of not
admittirg counsel for the inmates late-filed contentions.

| The Commonwealth acknowledges that counsel for .the inmates could not
,

'
submit proposed contentions without viewing a version of the evacuation plan for SCIG.

A version of the evacuation plan was submitted to counsel for the inmates on December -
'

13, 1984. The counsel for the inmates formulated and filed, in a timely fashion with

the Board, contentions based on the evacuation plan filed December 13, 1984.
.

With regard to counsel for the inmates' claims that he should be able to

respeelfy or revise his contentions based on the disclosure of Plan 2, the Commonwealth

malptains that he has riot shown good cause for the delay in filing contentions. We

- - -n_ -
-
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are specifically referring to the alleged new concerns or modifications of his contentions

that are referned to in the March 22, 1985 conference. The information provided in

Plan 2, although of much greater specificity, did not give counsel for the inmates a

reason for filing or modifying his existing contentions.

There are other means to protect petitioners' interests in this matter. One

means has already taken place .Ind that is the review by counsel for the inmates and

his expert of the plan ano the two conferences that have taken place, during which
,

; they supplied input as to the sufficiency of the plan. There has already been formal

litigation on the medical care issue. At this stage in the proceedings, counsel for the

inmates' remaining reservations are apparently not whether the Department of Corrections

has arrangements with medical care facilities or whether these health care facilities

meet certain standards imposed by the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals,

but rather whether the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals (hereinafter

JCAH) standard is sufficient to provide reasonable assurances of sufficient medical

facilities. This issue has already been litigated and is covered by a partial initial;

'

decision by the Licensing Board in this case. In that decision, the Licensing Board

found that the JCAH Accreditation was sufficient to provide reasonable assurances that

sufficient medical care would be available.

To date, it appears that the late-filing party in this case is going to be of |

little, if any, assistance in the development of a sound record. The only expert that

has been identified by counsel for the inmates is IWajor John Case. Although the |

Commonwealth does not concede Major Case to be an expert in evaluating a statewide
.

correctional system, the Licensing Board has deemed him sufficiently expert to participate
'

in this case. Mr. Case has provided insight into the security aspects of the evacuation !
I

plan and has expressed little, if any, concern regarding the sufficient of the plan (Tr.

pp. 20,530-20,548; 20,559-20,568; 20,580-20,581; and 20,664-20,665). In reviewing the

Vita of Major Case.provided by counsel for the inmates, there is clearly no expertise

.
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with regard to either medical care issues or radiological issues. Counsel for the inmates
*

has not fulfille,d its responsibility to identify its prospective witnesses and summarize2

their proposed testimony. Mississippi Power and Light Company, et al., (Grand Gulf

Nuclear Station, Units 1 and 2) ALAB-704,16 NRC 1725,1730 (1982).

Although there is no other party who directly represents the interests of !;

i \

the intervenor, this is obviously a rather unique situation in that the Department of '

! Corrections is charged with the responsibility of the care, custody and control of the
i

inmates. Only the Department of Corrections has the requisite expertise to plan for
,

the inmate care, custody and control in the dourse of an evacuation. Counsel for the

inmates' statement in his Notice of Appeal that PEM A has little or no experience in;

the correctional field is certainly true; however, it misses the mark in that the only
'

part PEMA played in developing the evacuation plan was with regard to the radiological

equipment and standards. PEMA is unquestionably experts in this area and is charged
,

j with the responsibility of providing assistance to institutions developing radiological
1

| emergency evacuation plans.
i

Without a doubt, admission of inmates' contentions on behalf of the inmates,

I

would delay the proceedings. But for these proceedings, the hearings on all off-site

! emergency planning contentions were completed on January 29, 1985. It is also clear

that to admit any contentions would also broaden the issues. Although it appeared as:
i

i~ of the February 2' ' wnference that the issues were of limited number and limited
'

scopc, the record o. . .Vlarch 22, 1985 hearing clearly shows that at every turn in

this proceeding, the number of proposed contentions increases and that the scope of
.

; those proposed contentions widens.

For the above reasons, we request that the Appeal Board uphold the finding
i

of the Licensing Board that c balancing of the above factors does not support admission .

! of the late-filed contentions.
I

i,

f'i

'
,

e
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B. The Proposed Contentions Lack the Requisite Soccificity and Basis and Were
| Properly Hejected by the Licensinc Board
i

As the Licensing Board outlined in its April 12, 1985 Memorandum and Order,

pursuant to 10 C.F.R. 2.714(b) proposed intervenors are required to file "a list of the

contentions which petitioner seeks to have litigated in the matter, and the bases fori

each contention set forth with reasonable specificity". The Licensing Board Memorandum

and Order of April 12, 1985, at Page 6 and cases cited.
i

j Counsel for the inmates' readily admits that the contentions he filed were
>

general (see Notice of Appeal, Page 10). He attempts to provide for specificity and

i basis by referring to three less general issues. These are: the medical services in the

plan are not sufficient, that civilian bus drivers should be afforded the same opportunity

for training as civilian bus drivers evacuating school children and other such persons in

the EPZ and that there is no reasonable assurance that the general concept of evacuation,

i as outlined in Attachment A, Page E-1-A-1, will provide for the safety and security of
:
i the inmates and SCIG personnel during the evacuation. Addressing these issues seristim,

it is clear that they lack the specificity and basis to form the foundation of an admissible

contention.

Contrary to the representation of the counsel for the inmates in his Notice

of Appeal, there is no debate on the standard with which the hospitals should meet to

provide reasonable assurances of adequate medical services.1 The standard a hospital

must meet with regard to the care of radiologically contaminated and injured persons

was the subject of litigation in an earlier phase of this proceeding. In the Licensing

Board's second partial intial deelsion, the Board found that JCAH accreditation was

sufficient to provide a reasonable assurance of the suffielency of medical servlees

Philadelphia Electric Company (Limerick Generating Station, Units 1 and 2), LBP-84-

31, 20 NRC 446, 531-34 (1984). In response to counsel for the inmates request for
.

1. On Page 10 of the Notice of Appeal to this Board, he states "A debate has arisen
regarding the standards with which hospitals are charged...".
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further information at the hearing on February 27, 1985, the Commonwealth provided.

counsel for the inmates with examples of addenda to statements of understandings that

are currently in effect with hospitals at each of our support institutions to be utilized

in the possible evacuation. The addenda states that "this is to certify that

Hospital complies with the provisions of the Joint Commission on the Accreditation of
I

Hospitals, Standard No. 5, Emergency Services dealing with the treatment of radioactively
!
"

contaminated wounded." Furthermore, the Commonwealth provided a copy of the JCAH,

Standard No. 5, for review by counsel for the inmates. Counsel for the inniates indicated

j that JCAH accredidation would be sufficient to satisfy him at the February 27, 1985

conference (see T pp. 20,555-20,562). It is apparent that counsel for the inmates is

; attempting to go against the representations he made at the February 27, 1985 hearin;-
!

with regard to this issue. Additionally, counsel for the inmates has not indicated, in

any way, how the JCAH standard fails to provide for reasonable assurance of medical

care for the inmates. Therefore, there is no basis for this proposed contention.

The second issue which counsel for the inmates raises in his Notice of Appeal is

the training for civilian bus drivers. At the March 22,,1985 conference, the Licensing

Board made a substantial effort to try and determine exactly what type of training
i

counsel for the inmates felt would provide a reasonable assurance that the civilian bus
'

drivers would participate in the evacuation.2 Counsel for the inmates acknowledged
I

that these individuals could not be forced to take training and also recognized that if

a bus driver volunteered to drive and had not had any special emergency response
f

training with regard to the use of radiological equipment for his own protection that

the Department of Corrections should not refuse to allow the bus driver to drive the

bus (Tr. pp. 20,689-20690). Further, the record demonstrates on every bus with a
'

civilian bus driver, there will be Department of Corrections personnel who have had .|
! l

2. This is so even though it is clearly a matter of record that the Department of,

! Corrections will maintain sufficient nun.bers of Department of Corrections staff to drive )

; every bus necessary to accomplish the evacuation (Transcript p. 20,517-20,518; 20,688).
;

.. .. . . _._ _ __ _. - - - _ _ _ - - . . - ___ -. .- -
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training in the radiological response field. Counsel for the inmates fadicated that he

; thought emergency response training would be sufficient. In response to a question by

counsel for the Commonwealth, if a letter from PEMA was sent to the civilian bus,

|
; companies which have been recruited by the Department of Corrections to provide

services in the event of an evacuation at Graterford offering the same level of training,

was sufficient to satisfy his concerns, counsel for the inmates responded in the affirmative

(see Tr. pp. 20,690-20,691).
.

: A copy of this letter was attached to the " Answer of the Commonwealth of

Pennsylvania to Proposed Contentions of the Graterford Inmates With Regard to the,

*

Evacuation Plan" as Exhibit B, a copy of which was served upon Mr. Love, counsel for
i the inmates. Thus, Mr. Love's raising this issue at this time, is not only contrary to
|

his representations to the Board, but also indicates that there is no basis or specificity

|~ for his contention.
'

The third issue raised by the inmates is the general concept of evacuation. The,

,

;. Commonwealth readily acknowledges that the general concept of evacuation in Plan 1

is heavily censored. This section as provided in Plan 2 is, in contrast, essentially

uncensored. The general concept of evacuation discussed on E-l-A-1 is' basically a ;

!
ipreamble to the specifics of the plan, all of which Mr. Love has been able to review.;

2

Yet, the inmates failed to describe specific information that they find troubling with
,

i

)reference to this section of the Graterford Plan. This contention is thus lacking in

requisite basis and specificity and was, therefore, properly denied.
||

;

1

i

I

) !
'

.
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{

For the foregoing reasons, the Commonwealth respectfully requests that the April
18, 1985

Appeal from the Licensing Board's Memorandum and Order and the April 16,

1985 Petition for Directed Certification be denied and the Licensing Board's Memorandum

and Order of April 12, 1985 be affirmed.

Respectfully submitted,

.
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"
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Board
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Louisiana Power & Light Company
(Waterford Steam Electric Station,
Unit 3), ALAB-801, 21 NRC
(March 22, 1985) 23. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Metropolitan Edison Company (Three
Mile Island Nuclear Station, Unit 1),
CLI-83-3, 17 NRC 72 (1983) 11. . . . . . . . . . . .

Metropolitan Edison Company (Three
Mile Island Nuclear Station, Unit 1),
ALAB-697, 16 NRC 1265 (1982) 11. . . . . . . . . . .

Metropolitan Edison Company (Three
Mile Island Nuclear Station, Unit 1),
ALAB-658, 14 NRC 981 (1981) 11. . . . . . . . . . .

,

Mississippi Power & Light Company
(Grand Gulf Nuclear Station, Units
1 and 2), ALAB-704, 16 NRC 1725 (1982) 27. . . . . .

Philadelphia Electric Company (Limerick
'

,

Genera ~ ting Station, Units.1 and 2),
'

ALAB " Order" (April 23, 1985) 10
'

. . . . . . . .

ALAB-804, 21 NRC (April 10, 1984) 3,16,17. . .

ALAB " Memorandum and Order" (February 12,
1985) 5. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

ASLB " Memorandum and Order on
Graterford Prisoners Proposed
Contentions" (April 12,.1985) 3,6,9,. . . . . . .

15,20,26

ASLB " Memorandum and Order Regarding
Graterford Prison" (February 5, 1985) 5,6,11. . .

ASLB " Memorandum and Order"
(November 8, 1984) 3. . . . . . . . . . . . .

,

LBP-84-31, 20 NRC 446 (1984), appeal
pending 3,17,19. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

LBP-84-18, 19 NRC 1020 (1984) 4. . . . . . .

LBP-83-11, 17 NRC 413 (1983), rev'd
in part, ALAB-785, 20 NRC 848 (1984) 3. . . .

LBP-82-43A, 15 NRC 1423 (1982) 3. . . . . . , .
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Portland General Electric Company (Trojan
Nuclear Plant), ALAB-627, 13 NRC 20 (1981) 11. . . .

Public Service Company of Oklahoma (Black
Fox Station, Units 1 and 2) , CLI-80-8, 11
NRC 433 (1980) 11'. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

United States Department of Energy (Clinch
River Breeder Reactor Plant) , CLI-82-23,
16 NRC 412 (1982) 11. . ,. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

'

Washington Public Power Supply System
(WPPSS Nuclear Project No. 3 ) , ALAB- 7 4 7,
18 NRC 1167 (1983) 25,27. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Wisconsin Electric Power Company (Point
Beach Nuclear Plant, Unit 1), ALAB-719,
17 NRC 387 (1983) 23. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

-
.

.
-

Regulations

10 C.F.R. 52.714 (a) (1) (i)-(v) 23. . . . . . . . . .

10 C.F.R. 52.714a 1,9. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

10 C.F.R. 52.78 6 (b) (1) 10. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

10 C.F.R. Part 50, Appendix E 23. . . . . . . . . .

10 C.F.R. S50.47 . 23,28. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

10 C.F.R. 550. 47 (a) (1) 28. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

10 C.F.R. 550.47 (a) (2) 28. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

10 C.F.R. 550.47 (b) (12) 15. .. . . . . . . . . . .

44 C.F.R. Part 350 27. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

44 C.F.R. S350.10 26. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.
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l UNITED STATES OF AMERICA |
~

[ NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION |
.

Before the Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Board

In the Matter of )
).

Philadelphia Electric Company ) Docket Nos. 50-352
) 50-353

(Limerick Generating Starion, )
'

Units 1 and 2) )

APPLICANT'S BRIEF IN OPPOSITION TO GRATERFORD
PRISONERS' APPEAL OF THE ATOMIC SAFETY-AND

LICENSING BOARD'S ORDER DENYING ITS CONTENTIONS
AND APPLICANT'S ANSWER TO GRATERFORD PRISONERS'

SUPPLEMENTAL PETITION FOR REVIEW

Introduction
,

,

The matters before the Atomic Safety .and Licensing
Appeal Board (" Appeal Board") involve an appeal by inter-
venor Graterford Prisoners pursuant to 10 C.F.R. 52.714a and

a request by intervenor for further disclosure of the

-radiological emergency response plan for the State Correc-

tional Institution at Graterford ("SCIG").
!

The presiding Atomic Safety and Licensing Board ("Li-
,,

censing Board") properly determined that intervenor's,

|

proposed contentions did not meet the Commission's " basis, .

and specificity" requirements or the additional requirements
for late-filed contentions. The Licensing Board also

correctly refused to order full disclosure of the SCIG

emergency plan, which had previously been releasr.d in a
|

.

sanitized version to intervenor's counsel and-expert consul-
tant on prison security with practically no dele.tions.'

.

t
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Intervenor fails to demonstrate any legal error by the

Licens(pg Board in finding the proposed contentions inadmis-

sibly vague and without foundation. Although intervenor

would weigh the five factors for admitting late contentions

differently than the Licensing Board, its analysis reveals

no abuse of discretion by the Board in finding, on balance,
that the : tors weigh against admitting the late con-

tantions.

Also, intervenor has not shown any abuse of discretion

by the Licensing Board in not compelling full disclosure of

the Graterford Prison emergency plan. Intervenor does not

actually contest the validity o f, the . Licensing Board's

actions. In reality, intervenor is aggrieved only by the

Licensing Board's denial of its proposed contentions. It is

apparently- pursuing an. appeal as to full plan - disclosure
with the misconception that an appeal will enhance its

position on the admissibility of its proposed contentions.

Accordingly, the decision of the Licensing Board should be
affirmed.

Statement of Facts

The Licensing Board in this proceeding has now issued a

First and Seccnd Partial Initial Decision ("FID") which,

together with the Third PID anticipated shortly, will

(assuming a disposition favorable to Applicant) provide the

basis for the Board's authorization to the Director of
Nuclear Reactor Regulation for the issuance of a full-power

operating license for Unit 1 of the Limerich Generating
.

9
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Station (" Limerick") .1 The only contested issues left for

resolut, ion after the First and Second PID's were offsite

emergency planning contentions. Except for those proposed

by the Graterford Prisoners,. emergency planning contentions

were the subject of evidentiary hearings held from November
19, 1984 through January 29, 1985 and a disposition is

forthcoming.2/ Content; ions filed by the Graterford Prison-

ers we e ruled inadmissible in a separate Memorandum and

Order on April 12, 1985.3_/

As the Licensing Board discussed, a petition for

intervention was filed on behalf of the SCIG inmates on
September 18, 1981 by the Philadelphia Chapter of the -

,

National' Lawyers' Guild. The Licensing Board admitted the

Graterford Prisoners as a consolidated party under that
collective designation.M In a separate order admitting and

f

1/ See Philadelphia Electric Company (Limerick Generating-

Station, Units 1 and 2) , LBP-83-ll, 17 NRC 413 (1983),
rev'd in part, ALAB-785, 20 NRC 848 (1984); LBP-84-31,
20 NRC 446 (1984), appeal pending. Following ALAB-785,
the Licensing Board. dismissed the remainder of the
remanded case in an unpublished Memorandum and Order
(November 8, 1984), which the Appeal Board affirmed in
ALAB-804 (April 10, 1985).

2/ Intervenor's counsel did not participate in or attend
those hearings.

.

3/ Limerick, supra " Memorandum and Order on Graterford-

Prisoners Proposed Contentions" (April 12, 1985).
4/ Limerick, supra, LBP-82-43A, 15 NRC 1423, 1446-47

(1982). The Board based its grant of the petition for -

intervention upon its conditional admission of a single:
'

(Footnote Continued)
,

e
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denying various emergency planning contentions, the Licens-

ing Board ordered intervenor to file its proposed con-

tentions 20 days after receipt of the Graterford emergency
plan.5_/

On December 13, 1984, the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania

provided intervenor's counsel with a sanitized versica of

- the Graterford emergency plan. The Bureau (now Department)

of Corrections deleted a substantial portion of the plan,

(Footnote Continued)
contention proposed by the Graterford Prisoners,
alleging inadequate plans to evacuate prisoners at
Graterford Prison,-which is locate.d within the 10-mile
EPZ. The Board held that intervenor would be required
to' respecify its contention (s) at the time an emergency.

plan for Graterford Prison became available. I_d,. atd
1520.

Although perhaps unclear at the time the Board so
ruled, licensing boards lack authority to admit a
nonspecific contention conditionally, subject to
respecification when new information becomes available.
Rather, a board must await the submission of a
contention with the requisite specificity and bases and
then determine whether the petitioner has met the
five-prong test for late contentions. .As the Appeal
Board stated in Catawba, "a licensing board is not
authorized ' to admit conditionally, for Jan reason, a
contention that falls short of meeting the specificity

|requirements." Duke Power Company (Catawba Nuclear
Station, Units 1 and 2) , ALAB-687, 16 NRC 460, 467
(1982), rev'd on other grounds, CLI-83-19, 17 NRC 1041
(1983) (emphasis in original). As the Appeal Board
added, the Commission's rules regarding bases and.

,

specificity do not permit "the filing of a vague,
unparticularized contention, followed by an endeavor to
flesh it out through discovery against the applicant or
Staff." 16 NRC at 468. Therefore, the Board should
have- denied the Graterford Prisoners' petition for
intervention and ruled upon a resubmitted petition
after_the Graterford emergency plan became_available.

5/ Limerick, supra, LBP-84-18, 19 NRC 1020, 1030 (1984).
.

-W
_
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which was released without the benefit of a protective
.

4

order, for security reasons. On December 20, 1984, inter-

venor filed a motion seeking full plan disclosure. At a

hearing on January 29, 1985, the Licensing Board heard oral,

1

argument from the parties and inquired into the particulars;

of intervenor's alleged need for further plan information to

draft its contentions (Tr. 20424-83) . The Board also heard

from the Deputy Commissioner for the Department of Cor-
,

) rections regarding the reasons for the deletions (Tr.
.

j. 20430-57).

The Licensing Board orally denied the motion for full
4

' disclosure of the Graterford evacuation plan _(Tr. 20479-81) .

and ' subsequently issued a written denial.M An appeal of
-

that denial was dismissed without prejudice by the Appsal
Board on February 12, 1985. Nonetheless, the Appeal Board

suggested that the parties, with the Licensing Board's

assistance, attempt to work out their-differences towards a
1

fuller disclosure of the plan subject to a protective

order.1I -

,

i

:

|

6/ Limerick, supra, ." Memorandum and Order Regarding,

Graterford Prison" (February 5, 1985).. The Licensing,
'

! -
Board ruled that intervenor had not demonstrated a need
for additional information 'in order to formulate its
contentions.,

'

2/ Limerick, supra, ALAB " Memorandum and Order" (February .

, 12, 1985). Nonetheless, intervenor sought Commission
review in a petition filed February 21, 1985.

; .

i-

i

!
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On February 15, 1985, intervenor filed its proposed

contentJons,El consisting of three broadly stated issues

and ten supporting bases (the actual contentions) as to the

capability for protecting the Graterford inmates in the

event of a radiological emergency.A

Thereafter, the Licensing Board convened two prehearing

conferences in an attempt to resolve intervenor's request

for further plan disclosure as well as its sub'stantive
concerns. As a result of a compromise reached at the

prehearing conference on February 27, 1985, virtually the

entire Graterford emergency plan, with only minor deletions

for security reasons, was made available on March 18, 1983
.

.

to intervenor's counsel and expert consultant under' a
protective order and affidavits of nondisclosure.EI

At the prehearing conference on March 22, 1985, counsel

for the Graterford Prisoners conceded that both he and
intervenor's consultant were able "to see the plan virtually

,

8/ The Licensing Board had ruled that the Graterford-

Prisoners must file any contention (s) based upon the
Graterford emergency . plan ,no later than February 18,
1985. Limerick, supra, " Memorandum and Order Regarding
Graterford Prison" (February ' 5, ' 1985) (slip op. at 3) .

9/ Proposed Contentions of the Graterford -Inmates with-

Regard to the Evacuation Plan (February ~ 15, 1985).

10/ See Limerick, supra, " Memorandum .and Order on-

Graterford Prisoners Proposed Contentions" (April 12,
1985) (slip op. at 4).

.
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in its entirety" (Tr. 20612-13). On the basis of his

personal review, counsel stated:

MR. LOVE: . . . .

So with regard to the issue of
disclosure, I do believe that we are
satisfied and that we are willing to
drop that issue except for one or two
points that we think need clarified so I.
will wait until the end of the meeting
before I make that decision, however it
seems to me that this does satisfy our
concerns regarding the disclosure issue
(Tr. 20613].

As intervenor frankly concedes on appeal, it had been its

intention "to drop the present action (for further plan

disclosure] as they were satisfied with the further disclo-
~

'

sure brought forth by the review" of the plan on March 18,
1985. b

only after intervenor's counsel expressed dissatisfac-

' tion with the Licensing Board's denial of new, late con-

tentions did he change his mind and state anew his intention

to pursue an e.ppeal as to full plan disclosure.- As he

stated midway through the prehearing conference on March 22,

1985 after discussing the proposed contentions:

MR. LOVE: Those are my concerns. I
will drop my motion for further disclo-
sure. I am quite satisfied with the
information that has been forthcoming
however, I would reserve the right to
file additional contentions based upon
the discussions today. (Tr. 20657]

.

11/ Intervenor Graterford Inmates' Supplemental Petition at
3 (April 16,'1985).

.

.
.,

1

.
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Later, counsel added "that we have had full disclosure or at

least to my satisfaction" of the Graterford emergency plan.
With regard to the substantive issues, intervenor

expressed a desire to supplement its filed contentions with
;

new contentions which supposedly arose from its counsel's

and consultant's review of the less sanitized plan (see,

. e.g., Tr. 20613, 20615). Intervenor's counsel described.

several subjects on which it wished to propose new con-

tentions,El but no contention as such was proposed at the

prehearing conference nor has any ever been submitted by
intervenor for a ruling as to admissibility.

.

Moreover, at no time has intervenor demonstrated or
.

. .

even attempted to demonstrate any _ nexus between the review

of the less sanitized plan by its counsel or expert with the
allegedly "new" areas'of concern. In any event, intervenor

has elected not to pursue these issues on appeal.NI
,

p

12/ Those concerns were described as a desire to have-

further input into the plans from the union
representing Graterford Prison guards (Tr. 20624); the '

possibility of " panic" or."some kind of a stampede to
the front door" upon notification to the inmates.of a

|radiological emergency (Tr. 20655); notification of I

off-duty . prison personnel (Tr.' 20626-27); and 'an j
evacuation time estimate for Graterford (Tr. 20641) . '

M/ Intervenor states that "they will continue to appeal
this denial (of new contentions based upon subsequent
plan disclosures} which is currently pending before the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission" rather than before the
Appeal Board. See Notice of Appeal from the Licensing
Board's Memorandum and Order on Graterford Prisoners'
Proposed Contentions at 2 (April 18, 1985). As

(Footnote Continued)
,

e
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I. ' As to those unresolved contentions which were submitted
in writing on February 15, 1985,EI the Licensing Board

e

determined that - they lack the requisite specificity and,

i
j bases and also fail to satisfy, on balance, the Commission's

requirements for admitting late contentions.

Thereafter, intervenor sought appellate review of these

issues by supplementing his petition filed with the Commis-

sion for review of the Appeal Board'c order denying directed
certification on the issue of full' plan disclosureE and

by appealing the Licensing Board's denial of its proposed

contentions.EI In an Order dated April 23, 1985, the-

Appeal Board. stated that intervenor's sapplemental ple,ading
-

. .

.

(Footnote Continued) '

discussed infra, there is no basis in the Commission's
regulations for this attempted bifurcation of the
issues relating to . the admissibility - of intervenor's
proposed contentions.

14/ A number of the contentions were voluntarily withdrawn-

by intervenor at the prehearing conference on March 22,.

1985 as a result of the further plan disclosures and
additional information and explanations provided by the
Acting Commissioner of and counsel for.the Department
of Corrections (Tr. 20677-94). See Limerick, supra,
" Memorandum and Order on Graterford Prisoners Proposed
Contentions" (April 12, 1985) (slip op. at 5).

15/ See Intervenor Graterford Inmates' Supplemental |-

Petition for Review of. Appeal Board Order Dismissing
i

Petition for Directed Certification (April 16,'1985).- |

M/ See Notice of Appeal from the Licensing Board's
Memorandun and Order on Graterford Prisoners' Proposed |
Contentions (April 18, 1985). Although styled as a
" Notice of Appeal,";it'is clear that.the denial of all *

of its proposed contentions is governed by the appeal
procedures of 10 C.F.R. 52.714a(b).

.

e

9
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to the Commission had been referred to the Appeal Board and

would be considered concurrently with intervenor's ap-

peal.EI The Appeal Board further stated that, because

there was " good cause for acting expeditiously," all replies

on both matters should be received on April 30, 1985.EI

Argument

I. The Licensing Board Did Not Abuse its
Discretion in Denying Full Disclosure
of the Graterford Emergency Plan.

As discussed, the issue of full disclosure of the

Graterford emergency plan initially arose when intervenor

sought directed certification of an- order issued February 5,
.1985 in.which the Licensing Board denied full disclosure of -

*

the plan, which had previously been released in a sanitized

form.E! As recounted above, the ultimate outcome of events
,

17/ The Appeal Board informed the parties by telephone the-

preceding day of the substance of the Order.

M/ Limerick, supra, ALAB " Order" (April 23, 1985). The
redirection of the supplemental petition to'the Appeal
Board was confirmed by an Order from the Secretary of
the Commission, dated April 23, 1985. In a letter to
intervenor's counsel the same day, the Secretary stated
that the Commission had not granted review of
intervenor's original petition because the issues
raised had been eliminated by agreement of the parties
and because a petition for review of a denial of
directed certification is impermissible under 10 C.F.R.
52.786 (b) (1) .

H/ The Licensing Board ruled that, despite repeated
directives to specify information allegedly needed by
intervenor to formulate and litigate its contentions,
beyond information disclosed in the sanitized version
of the plan, it had not done so. The Board further

(Footnote Continued)
.

-
-
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thereafter was the release to intervenor's counsel and
expert.of a far less sanitized version of the plan, which

e
contains only very minor deletions.

Accordingly, the request for full plan disclosure is

now moot. Notwithstanding some equivocation, intervenor's
'

counsel has stated that he is satisfied with the extent of
plan disclosure.El Thus, the supervening events have

mooted intervenor's request for relief.NI Moot issues may

not be litigated.N I
It is quite clear from intervenor's supplemental

petition seeking full plan disclosure that the controversy,
if one exists, is limited to the right of intervenor te file

, ,

'

new contentions following its review of the less sanitized

(Footnote Continued)
ruled ' that security concerns outweighed intervenor's
interests in obtaining further plan disclosure.
Limerick, supra, " Memorandum and Order Regarding
Graterford Prison" (February 5, 1985).

2,0 / See pages 6-8, supra.

21/ See Metropolitan Edison Company (Three Mile Island-

Nuclear. Station, Unit 1) , CLI-83-3, 17 NRC 72, 74
(1983); United States Department of Energy (Clinch
River Breeder Reactor Plant), CLI-82-23, 16 NRC 412,
419 (1982); consolidated Edison Company of New York,
Inc. (Indian Point, Unit No. 2) , CLI-81-7, 13 NRC 448,
W (1981) ; Public Service Company of Oklahoma (Black
Fox Station, Units 1 and 2) , CLI-80-8, 11 NRC 433, 435
(1980).

22/ Three Mile Island, supra, ALAB-697, 16 NRC 1265, 1273 !-

(1982); ALAS-658, 14 NRC 981, 982 (1981); Portland .I
General Electric Company (Trojan Nuclear Plant), I

ALAB-627, 13 NRC 20, 23 (1981).
;.

J_ _ . -s- ; ._- _ m - , . .. - -
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version of the plan. E In effect, intervenor has confused

two di cinct issues, i.e., its claim to full plan disclosure

without deletions and its asserted right to file a new round

of contentions following its review of the less sanitized

version of the plan.

Even if the Appeal Board were to consider the merits of

full plan disclosure, intervenor has not demonstrated or
'

even alleged that the Licensing Board abused its discretion

in not requiring complete disclosure of the Graterford

emergency plan. There is no claim, nor could there rea--

sonably be any such claim, that the very limited

nondisclosures-in the less sanitized version of the plan in
,

any way prejudiced intervenor. The deletions were so sparse

that they could not possibly have impaired th'e drafting of

& As intervenor states:

Thus, the Inmates have been denied the
right to refile their contentions and
the right to respecify the bases for
their contentions, despite the allowance
of further disclosure, i.e. a review of
the Plan 2 (the less sanitized version].
For these reasons, the Inmates have no
other option but to continue to pursue
their request for full disclosure and to
supplement said request with a provision
regarding the right not only . to review
the additional information, but to
update their initial contentions based
upon a review of the second plan.

Intervenor Graterford Inmates' Supplemental Petition .

for Review of Appeal Board Order Dismissing Petition
for Directed certification at 5 (April-16, 1985). )

.

|

|

)
i
!

l
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'..
proper contentions.El Inasmuch as intervenor has failed to

'

point to any specific deletion of the plan which prejudiced
its ability to formulate contentions, there is no real

controversy for the Appeal Board to decide and certainly no

merit to intervenor's request to see a totally uncensored

copy of the plan.

II. The Licensing Board Properly Denied
Intervenor's Proposed Contentions.

A. The Contentions Lack Specificity
and Bases.

On February 15, 1985, intervenor filed three general

contentions supported by ten bases, which are really more in

the form of proposed contentions themselves, ,wh,olly lacking
,

' in any' specificity.E As noted, most of the " bases" were

withdrawn by intervenor because it was satisfied with the

a

23 / For example, intervenor bases one contention upon the
" general concept of evacuation" stated at page E-1-A-1
of the plan. See pages 22-23, infra. It is evident
that only the exact rulocation points and staff numbers
have been deleted.

25/ The third contention was withdrawn at the prehearing-

conference on March 22, 1985 (Tr. 20677). The other
two contentions were:

A. There is no reasonable assurance
that the evacuation plan will protect
the staff and inmates at the State
Correctional Institute (sic] at
Graterford.

B. There is no reasonable assurance
that the evacuation plan will provide a
safe and secure evacuation from the

.

State Correctional Institute [ sic] at
Graterford.

.

O

4
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information .
.

furnished by the Department of Corrections in

the plan and at the two prehearing conferences.EI The only
~

remaining " bases" in dispute are:

D. Medical. Services

There is no reasonable assurance
that medical services will be.

provided to individuals contaminat-
ed by radiation. Inmates cite as a
basis for this 10 CFR 50.47 (b)12.

. . . .

G. . Training

There is no reasonable assurance*

that SCIG personnel, drivers (once
identified), and the Pennsylvania
State Police will receive any
training in preparedness for a
nuclear, emergency at SCIG.' Inmates.
cite as a basis for this contention. .

10 CFR 50.47(b)15.
. . . .

J. General Concept of Evacuation

There is no reasonable assurance
that the general concept of evac-
uation as outlined in Attachment A
page E-1-A-1 will provide for the
safety and security of inmates and
SCIG personnel during said evac-
uation.21/

__

26/ The Department of Corrections provided- additional-

information in a separate report to'the Licensing Board
and parties. See Response ~ of the Conunonwealth of
Pennsylvania, Department of Corrections to Requests for
Information Raised at ' the February 27, 1985 Atomic
Safety and Licensing Board Conference (March 15, 1985).

27/ See Proposed Contentions of the Graterford Inmates with
S ard to the Evacuation Plan at 8-9 (February 15,

-

1985); Notice of Appeal from the Licensing Board's
Memorandum and order on Graterford Prisoners' Proposed
Contentions at 6 (April 18, 1985).

.

>

'.
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Although intervenor pays lip service to the requirement
for specificity and bases in pleading its contentions,E#
it scarcely addresses the findings of insufficient speci-

.ficity and bases on appeal. Rather, it simply asserts that

a " debate has arisen regarding the standards with which

hospitals are charged" in rendering medical services to

radiologically contaminated inmates in the event . of an

emergency and that, as to training, "the civilian bus

drivers [who will assist in transporting inmates if evacu-

ated in an emergency] should be afforded the same opportuni-

ty as civilian bus drivers evacuating school children and

other such persons in the EPZ.."E! As to the third . basis, ,
,

regarding the general concept for evacuation, intervenor
-

'

cannot even point to any provision in the more recently
disclosed plan which provides any basis for the con-

tention.EI The Licensing Board was correct in finding that
the proposed contentions lack specificity and bases.

1. No basis has been alleged to dispute the adequacy

of medical services for inmates. This proposed contention '

does nothing more than paraphrase the language of 10 C.F.R.

28/ See generally Limerick, supra, " Memorandum and Order on-

LTaterford Prisoners Proposed Contentions" (April 12,
1985) (slip op. at 6-8).

M/ Notice of Appeal from the Licensing Board's Memorandum
and Order on Graterford Prisoners' Proposed Contentions
at 10 (April 18, 1985).

.

30/ Id. at 11. See note 24, supra.
,,

,

6
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550.47 (b) (12) requiring availability of medical services for

contaminated injured individuals.E# It points to no

inadequacy in the Commonwealth's plan for radiological

emergencies in providing medical and health support.EI Nor
.

is there any showing that existing procedures and resources

within the Limerick EPZ or adjacent areas which might be

called upon in an actual emergency are in any way inadequate

to treat contaminated injured inmates at Graterford.

Although the vagueness of this proposed contention

would have warranted its denial even if the Graterford

emergency plan had been available at the outset of the

proceeding, the lack of specificity is even more pronounced
,

'

in the context of the existing, well developed record.

Adequate . specificity and bases, like good cause for late-

ness, must be judged in that context. E
,

31/ The regulation states: " Arrangements are made for-

medical services for contaminated injured individuals."

32/ See Disaster Operations Plan - Annex E, Appendix 13.-

E Commonwealth's plan is maintained and updated by
the Pennsylvania Emergency Management Agency ("PEMA").

M/ The Appeal Board has recently recognized this principle
in another aspect of this proceeding. In ALAB-804, the
Appeal Board affirmed the Licensing Board's denial of-
new contentions proposed by another intervenor, related
to environmental ' impacts of the supplemental cooling
water system for Limerick, on the ground that the
intervenor had' not formulated contentions which
specifically took issue with statements in the existing
record as to those impacts. As here, intervenor "did
not have to prove its thesis, but was expected to
supply some cognizable basis as support for the charge"

(Footnote Continued)
. .

*

^

_
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; Although related to the adequacy of medical services
!-
j ' for Applicant's onsite personnel, the issue of medical

f
'services for contaminated / injured persons has already been

i
j the subject of evidentiary hearings and detailed findings by
1 i

the Licensing Board. Those findings encompass the very ;

narrow issue raised by intervenor as to the effect of[ '

; hospital accreditation, as discussed below. Nonetheless, !

i
'

the proposed contention ignores that record entirely and is

| utterly bereft of any attempt to show why hospital accred-
i ;

! itation suitable for onsite planning is insufficient here. ;

i- +

! As background, the Licensing Board has held that- f
considerable planping exists to provide medical services for ;

.

contaminated injured individuals.EI The Board found that
4

i there are 20 hospitals within the Limerick EPZ capable of
I

providing radiation exposure / contamination treatment.35/ '

i outside the Limerick EPZ, the Hospital of the University of~ r
'

s

Pennsylvania and other hospitals would be available. E
{
, .

At the last prehearing conference, intervenor's counsel ;

iasserted that there should be another designated hospital j

iwhose capacity for handling contaminated injured individuals
.

1

|
'

i

I (Footnote Continued)
j in the proposed contention. Limerick, supra, ALAB-804,
i 21 NRC (April 10, 1985) (slip op. at 12) . .

J-

i M/ Limerick, supra, LBP-84-31, 20 NRC 446, 531-34 (1984).
|

'

| M / g. at 535. *|
1
i ),6/ g. at 531-36.6
;

| !

: .

'

r !.,

I |
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t had been reviewed and found acceptable in addition to the
;

two hqspitals where Limerick workers would be taken if

contaminated (Tr. 20616-18). Counsel stated that he was

j unwilling to rely upon the previous findings by the Licens-
,

$ ing' Board that accreditation by the Joint Committee on

Hospital Accreditation ("JCHA") is sufficient to reasonably
,

assure the capacity of the hospital to treat contaminated |
'

.

injured individuals (Tr. 20667-70).
,

< In its Second PID, the Licensing Board did, however,
4

. hold that JCHA accreditation provides such reasonable
; assurance. The Board stated: I

, '

!
.

Neither the Applicant nor RMC have made -

; arrangements with any of these . . .i hospitals (other than Pottstown Memorial
' or HUP] to receive contaminated injured

from the plant, but the Applicant argues
that, even so, none of these hospitals,

!
would refuse to accept a contaminated '

; injured patient, for all of them are
i accredited by the principal national
j accrediting organization, the Joint
! Committee on Hospital Accreditation

(JCHA). The JCHA requires that eacha

! accredited hospital have some plans for
treating contaminated injured patients.'
. . . .

1 Regarding the availability of other.
! hospitals in the highly unlikely event
i that Pottstown Memorial is evacuated,

the County Radiological Emergency
Response Plans (RERPs) show that there,

i are twenty hospitals in the three county
i risk areas listed with radiation expo-
! sure/ contamination treatment capability'

.(Montgomery County - 12, Berks County -
; 3, Chester County - 5). While the Board' has no detailed knowledge of the specif-

ic abilities and training of the emer- *

! gency medical service personnel at these
; potential alternative receiving hos-

pitals, who might handle " contaminated

1

1

i

. . _ _ _. _ _ _ _ _ _ - . _._ _. - _ - - - - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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injured,"''it is not unreasonable to
assume that they are adequately
prepared. It may also be rea-. . . .

sonably assumed that in the event of a
hospital evacuation, trained personnel
and some equipment would travel to the
. receiving hospital and provide assis-
tance.E/,

Intervenor has not disputed the representation by the

Department of Corrections that adequate agreements for

medical services go exist between hospitals and the Depart-o

ment's correctional institutions in the area 'where

Graterford prisoners would be relocated if evacuated (Tr.

20619-20).EI Likewise, there is go dispute regardingo

hospital accreditation. Intervenor acknowledges that each

of theJhospitals to which SCIG inmates would be transported- -

if contaminated and injured h accredited by the JCHA (Tr.
20620). Documentation provided by the Department of Cor-

rections establishes its ongoing relationship with hospitals
and clearly indicates JCHA accreditation.E

Thus, the only contested issue stated.by intervenor was
the legal effect of JCHA accreditation. The Licensing Board

37/ Limerick, supra, LBP-84-31, 20 NRC 446, 534-35 (1984).-

The correctness of this holding by the Licensing Board
is presently pending disposition on appeal.

H/ Accordingly, though not raised by intervenor, there is
no question as to compliance with GUARD v. NRC, No.
84-1091 (D.C. Cir., February 12, 1985).

H/ Lee Response of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania,
Department of Corrections to Request for Information
Raised at the February 27, 1985 Atomic Safety and
Licensing Board Conference (March 15, 1985) (Exa. F).

,

,

e
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correctly followed its previous ruling as the law of the

case t, hat JCHA accreditation meets the NRC's regulatory -

requirements for providing medical services in a

radiological emergency.El

Notwithstanding the contention's lack of any legal

basis, Applicant went one step further to establish the

absence of any possible issue. At the prehearing conference

on March 22, 1985, intervenor took the position that its

concern as to medical services would be satisfied by an

affidavit from Dr. Roger E. Linnemann, Applicant's medical

expert in the earlier proceeding, as to the capability of

the hospital which routinely treats SCIG inmates to. handle ,
contaminated / injured individuals (Tr. 20720). Applicant

-

obtained such an affidavit and filed it with the Licensing
Board in response to the proposed contention.

Dr. Linnemann's affidavit states that he has personally
reviewed the capability of Montgomery County Hospital in
Norris town, Pennsylvanian / for handling contaminat-
ed/ injured patients and has determined that " Montgomery

County Hospital has adequate facilities, plans, procedures
and trained staff to handle contaminated and injured

40/ Limerick, supra, " Memorandum and Order on Graterford
~

Prisoners Proposed Contentions" (April 12, 1985) (slip
op. at 15) .

41/ Counsel for the Department of Corrections had advised .-

that this particular hospital routinely provides
medical services for SCIG inmates.

.

s
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patients."M/ While that information was unavailable to
i '

intervenor at the time it submitted its proposed contention,

its failure on appeal to point out any residual concern,
having been provided the very information it sought, con-
firms the lack of any basis for pursuing the contention.

2. Bus driver training concerns have been met. The
,

second " basis" raised by intervenor boils down to an argu-
ment that training should be afforded bus drivers of those,

private companies which will be providing transportation to

relocate Graterford inmates in the event of a radiological
emergency.NI Intervenor's counsel expressly stated that

j intervenor would be satisfied (drop the contention) if,a
,

! commitment were made to provide those bus drivers with an

opportunity to receive the same training offered to bus

providers which have agreed to assist in the evacuation of

school children and other transportation-dependent individu-
'

als in the event of a radiological emergency at Limerick
(Tr. 20687-90).UI

M/ Affidavit of Roger E. Linnemann, M.D. at 14 (April 4,
1985).

M/ Although the Department of Corrections declined to
release precise numbers for security reasons, a
substantial number of prisoners would be evacuated by
means of Department-owned vehicles.

M / See also Notice of Appeal from the Licensing Board's .

Memorandum and Order on Graterford Prisoners' Proposed
Contentions at 10 (April 18, 1985).

.

e
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i In a recent letter from PEMA to all bus companies which

would he providing the Department of Corrections with buses
|

| in the event of a radiological emergency, PEMA offered

I dosimetry training to bus drivers.EI Additionally, Appli-
i

cant has represented on the record that bus driver training,

|

by Energy ConsultantsN will be made available on the same

basis as to other bus providers which have agreed to assist

in an evacuation.N I Accordingly, intervenor's claims as to

bus driver training have been renderved moot because the

I parties have met the very term's it has requested. Put

differently, intervenor has show no basis for pursuing the

| proposed contentions. -.
,

. .

,
,

3. Remaining concerns relating to a " generalized -

concept of evacuation" lack merit. Whatever issues inter-

venor might now seek to group under this umbrella con-

tention, its analysis is clearly an afterthought. The

Licensing Board properly rejected this catch-all contention,
whatever it means. Although intervenor does not contend on

|

45/ See Answer of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania to-

i Proposed Contentions of the Graterford Inmates with *-

i Regard to the Evacuation Plan, Exhibit B (April 4,
i 1985). -

1
'

M/ Energy Consultants is a consulting firm retained by
Applicant to provide assistance to counties and
municipalities within the EPZ in preparing their
emergency plans and achieving emergency preparedness.

E/ Le_e Applicant's Answer to Proposed Emergency Planning *

Contentions of the Graterford Prisoners at 4 n.3 (April
4, 1985).

.
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appeal that this particular " basis" encompasses the new

mattero it wishes to raise, b the Licensing Board properly

rejected those new issues as beyond regulatory requirements

under 10 C.F.R. 550.47 and 10 C.F.R. Part 50, Appendix E.

B. The Licensing Board Did Not Abuse
its Discretion in Balancing the
Five Factors on Late Contentions
to Deny Their Admission.

Under the Commission's rules for admitting late con-

tentions in 10 C.F.R. 52.714 (a) (1) (1)-(v) , late contentions

-
.

.

48/ At'the time of the prehearing conference on March 22,~-

1985, intervenor's counsel took the position that new
issues not pleaded in the written contentions filed on
February 15, 1985 could be subsumed within the " general
concept of evacuation." Clearly, none of the new
matters raised by intervenor at the prehearing
conference (Tr. 20691) falls within the ambit of this
contention. On appeal, intervenor does not pursue this
theory, but rather limits this alleged " basis" to
concerns regarding page E-1-A-1 of the plan.
It is unclear whether intervenor is attempting to
preserve a right to file contentions along the lines
discussed at the prehearing conference on March 22,
1985 (see note 13, supra) or other new contentions. It
is each party's job "to present its respective position
in an intelligible form to the decisionmaker."
Louisiana Power & Light Company (Waterford Steam
Electric Station, Unit 3), ALAB-801, 21 NRC (March
22, 1985) (slip op. at 6) . Whatever its intent,
intervenor has indisputably failed to brief the merits
of any such claim. As sach, it has waived any such
claim regarding the admission of those contentions.
Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company (Perry Nuclear
Power plant, Units 1 and 2) , ALAB-802, 21 NRC
(March 26, 1985) (slip op. at 10-11 n.30); Wisconsin
Electric Power Company (Point Beach Nuclear Plant, Unit
1) , ALAB-719, 17 NRC 387, 395 (1983).

.
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should~ not be granted unless, on balance, the intervenor

demonstrates that: (i) good cause exists for.its failure to

file timely; (ii) other means are unavailable to protect its

interest; (iii) its participation may reasonably be expected
to assist in developing a sound records (iv) the existing

. parties will not adequately represent its interest; and (v)

its participation will not broadan the issues or delay the
proceeding. D Applicant agrees with the Licensing Board's

~

evaluation and balancing of the five factors in this in-

stance.

In the WPPSS proceeding, the Appeal Board restated the

standard it would utilize in reviewing the balance. struck by
a licensing board in granting or denying a late petition or
contention as follows:

The Commission long ago referred to
the " broad discretion" conferred by
Section 2.714(a) upon licensing boards
in the fulfillment of their responsibil-
ity to decide whether a particular
intervention petition should be rejected
because of untimeliness. Accord-. . .

ingly, as we recently had occasion to
observe, "neither this Board nor the
Commission has been readily disposed to

.

49/ The Appeal Board in Catawba held that good cause is-

shown where the late contention " (1) is wholly
dependent 'upon the content of a particular document;
(2) could not therefore be advanced with any degree of
specificity (if at all) in advance of the public
availability of that documents and (3) is tendered with
the requisite degree of promptness once the document
comes into existence and is accessible for public
examination." Catawba, supra, ALAB-687, 16 NRC 460, *

469 (1982), aff'd in part, CLI-83-19, 17 NRC 1041,
1043-44 (1983).

.

t
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substitute its judgment for that of the
Licensing Board insofar as the outcome
of the balancing of the Section 2.714(a),

(lateness] factors is concerned."
. . . .

It follows that the (appellant) has a
substantial burden on this appeal. It
is not enough for it to establish simply
that the Licensing Board might justi-
fiably have concluded that the totality
of the circumstances bearing upon the
five lateness factors tipped the scales
in favor of denial of the petition. In
order to decree that outcome, we must be
persuaded that a reasonable mind could

reach no other result.H/
1. Good cause exists, but is not controlline. Appli-

cant believes that good cause exists for the late filing of
contentions in writing, by intervenor on February 15, ,

} 1985.N Nonetheless, contrary to intervenor's belief, good*

cause alone is not controlling. The institutional un-

availability of an emergency plan until after the period for
filing timely contentions does not automatically warrant
admission of late contentions related to the plan. The

contrary proposition was squarely rejected by the Commission
in Catawba, which holds

(T]he Commission believes that the
Appeal Board erred in holding that
Section 189a. of the Atomic Energy Act
requires a Licensing Board to' treat the

M/ Washington Public Power Supply System (WPPSS Nuclear
Project No. 3) , ALAB-747, 15 NRC 1167, 1171 (1983)
(emphasis added) (brackets in original) .

H/ Again, Applicant notes that intervenor has not pursued *

its orally stated issues on appeal and has waived any
rights thereto. 333 note 48, ggggg.

.

.
*e
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good cause factor as controlling in
ruling on the admissibility of a con-
tention that is filed late because it is.

based solely on information in institu-
tionally unavailable licensing-related
documents. Rather, the Ccmmission finds
that all of the factors in 10 CFR
2. 714 (a) (1) should be applied by the
Licensing Board, including the Appeal
Board's three-part test for good
cause.5_2/

2. Other means are available to protect intervenor's

interest. In addition to the candid and free-flowing

information provided by officials from PEMA and the Depart-
ment of Corrections, E intervenor's counsel or

.

52/ 17 NRC at 1045. The Commission stated, inter alia,-

that "the admission of late-filed contentions must be
balanced against the public interest considerations in
the efficient and timely conduct of administrative
proceedings." Id. at 1046-47. It therefore overruled
the Appeal Bo'ard's conclusion that, where "the
nonexistence or public unavailability of relevant
documents made it impossil;1e for a sufficiently
specific contention to have been asserted at an earlier
date, that factor must be deemed controlling; it is not
amenable to being overridden by other factors such as
that relating to the broadening of the issues."
Catawba, supra, CLI-83-19, 17 NRC at 1044, citing
ALAB-687, 16 NRC at 470.

53/ See Limerick, supra " Memorandum and Order on Graterford~

Prisoners Proposed Contentions" (April 12, 1985) (slip
op. at 11). At both of the prehearing conferences on
February 27 ar.d March 22, 1985, the Director of PEMA,
the Acting Director of the Department of Corrections as
well as both agency's counsel were present 'to respond
to the various inquiries by intervenor's counsel and
expert consultant. Further explanation of emergency
preparedness at Graterford was provided by the
Department in its Response of the Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania, Department of Corrections to Requests for -

Information Raised at the February 27, 1985 Atomic
Safety and Licensing Board Conference (March 15, 1985).

.

F
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representative will have the opportunity to ' comment on the

Graterford . emergency plan at the public hearing required
under 44 C.F.R. 5350.10. Accordingly, the Licensing Board

correctly . held that other means are available to protect
intervenor's interest.

3. Intervenor's participation will not assist in

developing a sound record. As the Licensing Board also

held, intervenor made a very weak, showing that its par-
ticipation may reasonably be expected to assist in develop-
ing.a sound record. It wholly failed to meet the Grand Gulf

criteria for particularizing precise issues, identifying

prospective witnesses and summarizing their proposed testi-
,

many. The input to be expected from intervenor's expert
consultant is problematical; he demonstrated no expertise in

the area of medical services for contaminated individuals or
bus driver training.

4. Intervenor's interest will be protected by the

r_asponsible agencies. The Licensing Board correctly found.

that . intervenor's interest in adequate emergency prepared-

nt.ss at Graterford will be adequately protected by PEMA and

th4 Department of Corrections, as amply demonstrated by the
,

54/ Mississippi Power & Light Company (Grand Gulf Nuclear-

Station, Units 1 and 2) , ALAB-704, 16 NRC. 1725, 1730
(1982). See also Washington Public Power Su pply System
(WPPSS NuMar Project No. 3) , ALAB-747, 18 NRC 1167,
1177 (1983); Long Island Lichting Company (shoreham
Nuclear Power Station, Unit 1; , ALAB-743, 18 NRC 387,
399 (1983).

.
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highly professional and cooperative attitudes of those

agencies in responding to the concerns expressed by inter-
venor's -counsel in its pleadings and at two prehearing

conferences.

Moreover, both the Federal Emergency Management Agency

(" FEMA") and the NRC Staff will represent the intervenor's
interest in the adequacy of emergency preparedness at

Graterford by fulfilling their respective roles under 10

C.F.R. S50.47 and 44 C.F.R. Part 350 in finding, prior to

issuance of a full-power operating license, " reasonable

assurance that adequate protective measures can and will be

taken in the event of a radiological emergericy" for the
.

benefit of Graterford inmates,E based upon a FEMA finding

and determination that the Graterford emergency plan is
" adequate" and "can be implemented."EI

An exercise to test emergency preparedness at

Graterford was conducted on March 7, 1985 and evaluated by
FEMA. Its evaluation of the exercise was transmitted to the
NRC with a memorandum dated March 27, 1985, which' stated

that "the Graterford authorities adequately demonstrated an

understanding of the emergency response procedures and the

5_5,/ 10 C.F.R. $50.47 (a) (1) . '

g/ 10 C.F.R. 550.47 (a) (2) .
.

*6
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ability to adequately implement them."El This amply
'

demonst> rates that intervenor's interests will be adequately.

represented by the existing parties.

5. Admitting the late contentions will significantly

delay the proceeding. The final factor,- delay of the

proceeding and broadening of the issues, weighs very strong-
ly against admitting intervenor's contentions. Now that the

proceeding before the Licensing Board is about at an end

with the issuance of the Third PID, admitting the late-filed

contentions .would not only " delay" the proceeding but

it.El Moreover, admitting new con-effectively reopen

tentions at this very. late stage would undoubtedly delay the.
. .

issuance of an operating license for Limerick unless the

cutstanding application for an exemption were granted. EI

57/ See Memorandum from Richard W. Krimm, Office of Natural-

and Technological Hazards. Programs, FEMA, to Edward L..
Jordan, Office of Inspection and Enforcement, NRC
(March 27, 1985).-

58/ It is noted that the fifth factor involves delay of the-

proceeding, not delay of the operation of the facility.
Detroit Edison Company (Enrico Fermi Atomic' Power
Plant, Unit 2) , ALAB-707, 16 NRC 1760, 1766 (1982),
citing Fermi, supra, LBP-82-96, 16 NRC 1408, 1434
(1982); Shoreham, supra, LBP-83-30, 17 NRC 1132, 1146
(1983).

M/ Presumably as a result of its denying intervenor's
contentions in.their entirety, the Licensing Board has
not ruled upon Applicant's Motion for Exemption from
the Requirements of 10 C.F.R. 550.47(a) and (b) as They
Relate to the Necessity of Atomic Safety and Licensing
Board Consideration of Evacuation Provisions of the ',

Emergency Plan for the State Correctional Institution
at Graterford (February 7,1985) .

.
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Intervenor's argument that it is not_at fault for any

delay b simply a repetition of its " good cause" argument

for late filing. As the Commission held in catawba, howev-

er, there is a countervailing interest in the timely and

efficient conduct of'its proceedings, which the fifth factor

encompasses, regardless of any fault on the part of an

intervenor for the delay.S

In sum, the Licensing Board correctly found that only

one of the five factors favored admission of intervenor's

proposed late contentions. The other four factors weighed

strongly against their admission. The Licensing Board did

not abuse its discretion.in balancing the weight of the five .

factors against admission of the contentions. On the
-

.

record, intervenor has not met its heavy burden of persuad-
ing this Board that "a reasonable mind could reach no other

result" than to admit the late contentions.b
Conclusion

For the reasons discussed above, the Appeal Board

should affirm the Licensing Board's denial of the' late-filed

contentions proposed by intervenor on the grounds that they

are impermissibly vague and without basis or, alternatively,

g/ See note 52, supra.
.

g/ WPPSS, supra.

.
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because they fail to satisfy the Commission's five-factor
i

balancing test for admitting late-filed contentions.

Further, intervenor's claims as to full plan disclosure are,
by its own admission, completely satisfied and hence moot.

Respectfully submitted,

CONNER & WETTERHAHN, P.C.

-

,
_ _

.

Troy B. Conner, Jr.
Robert M. Rader
Nils N. Nichols

Counsel for the Applicant

April 30, 1985
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NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

_Before the Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Board

In the Matter of )
)

Philadelphia Electric Company ) Docket Nos. 50-352
) 50-353

(Limerick Generating Station, )
Units 1 and 2) )
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U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Robert J. Sugarman, Esq.
Commission Sugarman, Denworth &
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Atomic Safety and Licensing 101 N. Broad Street
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U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission Director, Pennsylvania
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Philadelphia Electric Company and Safety Building
ATTN: Edward G. Bauer, Jr. Harrisburg, PA 17120

Vice President &
General Counsel Martha W. Bush, Esq.

2301 Market Street Kathryn S. Lewis, Esq.
Philadelphia, PA 19101 City of Philadelphia

Municipal Services Bldg.
Mr. Frank R. Romano 15th and JFK Blvd.
61 Forest Avenue Philadelphia,.P6 19107 .

. Ambler, Pennsylvania' 19002 -

Spence W. Perry, Esq.
Mr. Robert L. Anthony Associate General Counsel ;
Friends of the Earth of Federal Emergency i

the Delaware Valley Management Agency :106 Vernon Lane, Box 186 500 C Street, S.W., Rm. 840 i

Moylan, Pennsylvania 19065 Washington, DC 20472

Miss Phyllis Zitzer Thomas Gerusky, Director
Limerick Ecology Action Bureau of Radiation
P.O. Box 761 Protection ;762-Queen Street Department of Environmental
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Governor's Energy Council
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Department of Emergency -

Services
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

t
ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

BEFORE ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGES:

HeTen F Hoyt, Chairperson '

Or. Richard F. Cole
,

Dr. Jerry Harbour

.

)
In the Matter of ) Docket Nos. 50-352-OL

) 50-353-OL
PHILADELPHIA ELECTRIC COMPANY ) (ASLSFNo 81-465-07-OL)

)
(Limerick Generating Station, ) March 20,.1985

Units 1 and 2)- )
)-

-
-

PROTECTIVE ORDER

1CounseT and . representatives of the. parties to this proceeding who -

have executed an Affidavit of' Non-Disclosure in the form attached shall

be permitted access to " protected information" upon the following

conditions-

~

1
For the purpose of'this Protective Order reference to parties is
limited to the Graterford Inmates, Comonwealth of Pennsylvania,
Philadelphia Electric Company, and the NRC. Staff.

2
As used in this order, " protected information" has the same meaning

,as used in the Affidavir of Non-Disclosure, attached hereto. The 1

provisions of this Protective Order do not apply to Nuclear '

Regulatory Commission employees; they are subject to internal "

requirements. (See NRC Manual Appendix 2101) concernir.g the
treatment of protected information.

,

'
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I.. OnTy counsel and representatives of the parties who have

executed art Affidavit of Non-Disclosure may have access ta protected'

information. All executed Affidavits. of Non-Disclosure or copies shaTT

be provided to the Licensing Board and the parties.

Z. Counsel and representatives who receive any protected

informatierr (including transcripts of in camera hearingr, fiTed

testimony or other documents that revea.ls protected infonnation) shall

maintairr its confidentiality as required. by the. attached Afffdavit of

Non-Disciosure, the ter.nr of which are hereby incorporated into this

protective order. - --

. .T. Counsel and representattver who receive any protected

infermatiert shall use it solely for the purposer of participatierr in

matters dilectly pertairring to this proceedtng and any further ' '~

oroceedings- irt this case and for no other purposes.

4. Counsel and representatives. shall keep a record. of all

documents. containing protected information irt their possessforr and. shall

account for and deliver that infomation to counsel for the staff irt

this. proceeding in accordance wittr the Affidavit of Non-Disclosure that

each has executed.

5. In order to keep the service Tist ar limited as possible and

thus to reduce the possibiTity of materials becoming lost or misplaced,

copies of documents will be fonnally served on each Board. member and
:

only on the following, who shall be considered " lead. counsel" for

service purposes:
.
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Counsel for Inmaten Angus E Love, Esq.
Montgomery County Legal Aid
107 East Ma.irr Street

-

Norristown, Pennsylvania 19401

Counsei for Comonwealth
of Fennsylvania, Departnent
of Corrections: Theodore G. Otto, III,. Esq.

- Department of Corrections
Comonwealth of Pennsylvania
P.O. Box 598
Camp HiTT, Pennsylvania.17011

.

Counsel for Governor's
Energy CounciI: Iort Ferkirt, Esq.

Governor's Energy Council
P.O. Box 8010
1625 N_ Front Street ~

~

Harrisburg, Pennsylvania.17105 -_

Philadelphia ETectric: Troy Conner,. Jr... Esq.
Mark J. Wetterhahrr, Esq..

Robert Rader, Esq.
Conner and Wetterhahn
1747 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washingtorr, DC 20006

N'RC Sta.ff: Dona.ld F. Hassell, Esq.-
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Cannission
Washingterr, DC 20555

6. There shall be a limit of two transcripts per party for any -

proceeding conducted on the record in which protected informatiort is

disclosed.or discussed. Parties sha.ll not photocopy these transcripts

without the express prior approval of the Board.

7. Authortzed persons may review at a. designated facility the RERP

as modified. by Order of this Licensing Board. In addition, (a) any

notes which authorized persons have made from their review of the RERP,
.

(b) copies of pleadings and. testimony containing protected information,

J'

/
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may be ma.intained by authorized persons at the following designated

offices:

Staff: Dona.id F. Hassell,. Esq..
U.S. Nuclear Reguiatory Consnission
Washington,. DC 2055E

Comonwealttr
of Fennsylvania: Zori- Ferkin, Esq.

Governor's Energy Council
P'.0 Box 8010
1625 N. Front Street
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17105

*

Theodora G. Otto, III, Esq.
Department of Corrections_ .- .

ComonweaTttr of Pennsylvania-
F.O. Box 59E
Camp Hill, Pennsylvania 1701I.

Counse1 for
Inmates: Angus: E. Love,. Esq

Montgomery County Legal Aid
107 East Ma.in Street
Norristown, Pennsylvania.19401

PhiTadelphia.
ETectrie: Troy Conner, Jr., Esq.

Conner and Wetterhahn
1747 Pennsylvania. Avenue, N.W.
Washington, DC 20006

.

'

8. Counsel for Inmates, in keeping prctected informa' tion at the.

above-designated office,. shalT take such protective measures and

procedures as follows:

( a.) The building in which the protected information (i.e.,

notes and. pleadings) will be maintained will qualify as a controlled

_

4
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access buiTding in that it is either attended around the clock or locked.

at night;.

(b) The protected infomation,. when unattended,. will be

stored in a: Tocked securtty storage conta.iner. Access to the security

storage container will be positively controlled by use of keys or other

comparable means; and

(c) White im use,. the protected infomation wiii be under the

soTe contral of an authorized persorr.

9. With respect to transportatiorr of the protecter.c information in

question, procedures will be utilized which ensure compTiance with this
.-

order. Specifically documents containing- protected informatiert, when

transmitted outside an authorized place of use or storage,. will be

enclosed in two sea. led envelopes. or wrappers, wittr the inner envelope or-

wrapper containing the name and. address. of the intended recipient and

marked on both sides, top and bottom, with the words "PRuTEt.tw

INFORMATION." The outer envelope or wrapper will contain the. intended

recipient's name and address, with no indicatiart that the document

inside containt protected information. Protected information will be-

transported by registered or certified mail or by other courier methods

or hand delivery which ensure that a. receipt is obtained to verify

delivery or by an individuai authorized access pursuant to this order.

Any authorized individual transporting the protected information in

questiorr wil'1 be instructed to retain the documents in his personal
,

possession at all times.

.
,
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10 Anyone who has reason to suspect that documents containing

protected information may have been- lost or misplaced. (for example,.

becausa arr expected paper has not beerr recaf ved) or that protected

infonnatiert has otherwise become available to unauthorized persons shalT

nottfy this Board promptly of those suspicions and the reasons for them.

11..- Counsei, representatives, or any other individuals who has

reasorr to suspect that documents containing protected. infonnation may

have beerr Test or misplaced (for example,'because an expected paper has

not been received),. or that protected infonnation- has otherwise become

available to unauthorized persons, shall notify this Board promptly of
_ .

those suspicions and. the reasons for thenr.

IT IS SQ ORDERED.

FOR THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND
LICc ING BOARD

D
| h|

NOa,

Halerr F., Hoyt, Chairperson L
Administrative Judge '~

Dated 'at Bethesda, Maryland
this 20th day of March,1985.

Attachment: Affidavit of Non-Disclosure

.
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ATTACFMENT

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

ATOMIC ~ SAFETY AND LICENSING ~ BOARD

BEFORE ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGES:

Helen F. Hoyt, Chairperson
Dr. Richard F. Cole
Dr. Jerry Harbour

)
In the Matter of ) Docket Nos. 50-352-OL

) . 50-353-OL
PHILADELPHIA ELECTRIC COMPANY ) (ASLSP No. 81-465'-07-OL)

)
.(Limerick Generating Station, )

.

Units 1 and 2) - - -

AFFIDAVIT OF NON-DISCLOSURE

L I, being duly sworn state:
'

1. As used in this Protective Order:
.

" Protected information" is (1) any form of the Pennsylvania' a.

Bureau of Correction Radiological Emergency Response Plan (Appendix

E-Annex 1 (RERP)); and (2) any infonnation obtained by virtue of this
'

proceeding which is not otherwise a matter of public record and which

deals with or describes features of the RERP. -

b. " Authorized person" is (1) a person designated by this
,

Board from lists furnished by the- parties who has executed an Affidavit -

of~ Non-Disclosure and filed it with the Board, including counsel for the

inmates- of the State Correctional Institute at Graterford (Counsel for -

Inmates) and any expert who has been determined to be qualified by the

Licensing Board,. (2) an employee of the Nuclear Regulatory Comission
.

h
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entitled to access to protected infor:rptier.,I (3) any other persort so.
-

designated by the Licensing Board as 5$ ting a. need to review the

protected information Nothing in this definition shall be deemed to

deny or affect access by arr officer, employee, or contractor of a party

to information maintained in the normai course of business by that,

party, or to deny or affect access to protected infomation by members

of ttris Board, the cognizant Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Board,.

the Comission,. their respective staffs,. and appropriate law enforcement

agencies.

c. A " lead attorney or representative" is an individual -

designated by a party and approved by this Board to accept service- of

protected informatiert, insure that it is distributed only to those

persons authorized to receive it arr beha.lf of that party, and to assume-

overail responsibility for the control and protectiorr of sensitive

) information in the hands- of that party.

d A " des.ignated facility" is the State Correctional Institute

at Graterford or the offices of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, '

Department of Corrections, at Camp Hill, Pennsylvania. ~'

A " designated office" is one office approved by each partye.

for the preparation of. written pleadings and testimony containing

protected information and for the storage of protected information in

the hands of that party.

2. I shall not disclose protected information to anyone except- [,
another authorized person, unless that infor :ation has previously been

disclosed in the public record of this proceeding. Authorized persons

/
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| shall safeguard protected information (including any portions of
:

transcripts of g camera hearings, filed testimony or any otheri

documents that contain such information) so that it remains at all , times.

under the control of an authorized person and is not disclosed to anyone

else.

3. I sha11 not photocopy any protected infonnation by any means

.

without the Board's express approval or direction except to the extent

necessary ta make required service on another party. So Tong as an

authorized person possesses protected information, he or she shall

concinue to take these precautions until further order of the Board.

~4. E shat 1 simdarly safeguard and hold in confidence any data,

notes, or copies of protected information and alt other papers which

contain any protected infonnation by means of the following:

a reviewing and using the document constituting the RERP

(whictr shall not be photocopied or otherwise reproduced) only at a

designated. facility, and may make notes wittr respect to the document and

remove such notes. to a designated office;

b preparing writtert pleadings and testimony containing ._

protected information only at a designated facility or a designated

offica;
.

c. keeping and safeguarding all such materials in a safe or

locked filing cabinet to be located at all times in a designated -

facility or a designated office; and
.

d. performing necessary typing or reproduction services or

.other secretarial work connected with the preparation of papers

.

O
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containing protected information at a. designated facility or a-

designated office.

S'. I sha.lT use protected information onTy for the purpose of

preparation for this proceeding or any further proceedings in this case
- deaTing with evacuation of the State Correctional Institute at.

Grater #ord, and. for no. other purpose
I

6. I shall keep a record of aTT protected. infomatfort in my

possession and in the possession of any authorized person acting on

behs.Tf of the party I represent incTuding any copies of that infonnation

made- by or for thenr .At the conclusion of this proceeding, they shall -

-

acccunt ta the Ecard or to a Conmission empToyee designated by the Board

for all the papers or other materials containing protected information

in their possessfort. When they have finished using the protected

information, but in no event later than the conciusion of this '

proceeding, they shall deliver those papers and materials to the Board

(or tar CounseT of the pennsylvania Department of Correction), together

! with all notes and data. which conta.in protected infomatiorr.
. . . ,

T. E shalT not corroborate to any unauthorized person the

accuracy or ina'c~ciracy of information obtained outside this proceeding,

by using protected information gained through the hearing process.
.

-
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GLEN JEFFES . , _ ,[ . ERSKIND DERAMUS,
.,,

Acting Commissioner T
.7 ' V ,, Deputy Commissioner ,
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PENNSYLVANIA DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS"

.

P. O. BOX 598
CAMP HILL, PENNSYLVANIA 17011

(717)787 7480
'

April 4,1985

'855786'.

Docketing and Service Section .- -

Office of the Secretary -3 '
' ' ' ~

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission E' '
Washington, D.C. 20555 ' *

s..,.

RE: In the Matter of Philadelphia Electric Company
Docket Nos. 50-352, 50-353

Dear Sir:

Enclosed please find the original and two copies of the " Answer of the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania to Proposed Contentions of the Graterford Inmates with
Regard to the Evacuation Plan" in reference to the abovnaptioned matter.

Very!
trul y rs, ,3

/ b/I'l
// e/>

,

, ,-

,/$?ff ffd5,

/ heodore G. Otto, III

Assistant Counsel

// (717) 787-1147 -

TGO:bs

ec: As per Certificate of Service

/
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

.

Before the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board

in the Matter of )
)

PHILADELPHIA ELECTRIC COMPANY ) Docket Nos. 50-352
) 50-353

(Limerick Generating Station, )f;'i
Units 1 and 2) . V. .~..

. .

.
....

.

.

ANSWER OF THE COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA
TO PROPOSED CONTENTIONS OF THE GRATERFORD
INMATES WITH REGARD TO THE EVACUATION PLAN

I. INTRODUCTION

On April 20, 1984, the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board ordered the Graterford

inmates to submit specific contentions within 20 days following the receipt of the .

evacuation plan for Graterford. On December 13, 1984, counsel for the inmates received

a " sanitized" version of the evacuation plan for Graterford. On December 19, 1984,

the Graterford inmates moved for full disclosure of the Graterford plan, as well as

asking for additional time in which to file their contentions. On January 29,1985, the

Board denied the inmates' motion for full disclosure and ordered them to submit their

contentions within 20 days. Counsel for the inmates filed proposed contentions on

February 15, 1985.

In response to the January 29, 1985 order of the Board denying any further

disclosure, counsel for the inmates filed an appeal with the Atomic Safety and Licensing -

Appeal Board on February 8,1985. Although the Appeal Board dismissed the appeal of

,
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the inmates', the Appeal Board also expressed its opinion that the parties should attempt

to find a middle ground with regard to the disclosure issue. i

In response to the language in the Appeal Board order, this Board held a hearing

on February {7,1985, between the parties to try and find a middle ground. Using the
~

proposed contentions of the inmates as a structure for the hearing, the Board reviewed

each contention with all the parties and had counsel for the inmates specify what,

information would satisfy him. As a result of that hearing, the Commonwealth of.

Pennsylvania (hereinafter Commonwealth) filed a Response of the Commonwealth of
.;; .

Pennsylvania, Department of Corrections Jo'; Request for Information Raised at the
,

February 27, 1985 Atomic. Safety"ank Licensing Board Conference. Furthermore, the

Commonwealth made available to counsel for the inmates, as well as other interested

parties, a substantially less sanitized version of the plan under the aegis of a protective

order and affidavits of non-disclosure. On March 22, 1985, another hearing was held

with the interested parties present. At the conclusion of that hearing, counsel for the

inmates had not withdrawn all of his proposed contentions, and had raised some new

" concerns".1 This is the Answer of the Commonwealth to the remaining contentions

and new " concerns". Our answer will use the same format as the proposed contentions

of the Graterford inmates, including answers to the new " concerns" where appropriate.

II. GENERAL CONTENTIONS

A. Counsel for the inmates has not withdrawn his proposed contention. The

Department of Corrections objects to the language in the proposed contention that

refers to the staff of the State Correctional Institution at Graterford since counsel for

the inmates only has standing to represent the Graterford inmates pursuant to the

\*

i1. The term " concerns" is used to describe the new matters raised by counsel for the i

inmates at the March 22, 1985 Hearing. The Board correctly viewed the actions of !counsel for the inmates as attempts to amend or add to his original proposed contentions. '

The Commonwealth agrees with the Board but addresses the new concerns here to
)ensure our position is clear. ~

]
;
'
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Atomic Safety and Licensing Board Order in this case at Philadelphia Electric Company

(Limerick Generating Station, Units 1 and 2), LBP-83-39, 15 NRC 1423 (1982).
.

Furthermore, the Commonwealth objects to the proposed contention because it is not

reasonably sp,ecific and is unsupported by specifle bases.
,

B. Counsel for the inmates has not withdrawn this proposed contention. The

Commonwealth objects to this contention since it is again not specific and reises no,

litigable issue in itself. It also is overly broad in that it is not limited to representing

the interests of the inmates.
.. . r;

C. Counsel for .the Graterford inmafes withdrew this proposed contention at the

March 22,1985 Hearing a,t Transcr.ipt Pages 20,677-20,678.

III. SPECIFIC BASES FOR CONTENTIONS

A. Transportation

At the March 22, 1985 Hearing, Mr. Love was satisfied that there would be

a sufficient number of buses, vans, ambulances and drivers available to complete the

evacuation. His satisfaction was indicated at the March 22, 1985 Hearing at Transcript

Pages 20,678 through 20,681. Therefore, the transportation issue is resolved.
.

B. Preparation for Evacuation
'

1. Manpower

At the February 27, 1985 Hearing before the Atomic Safety and

Licensing Board, Mr. Love was asked what concerns he had regarding the manpower

issue. At that time, he requested information regarding the call-up procedure and was

given that information. Furthermore, Mr. Love requested information regarding whether

the system worked. He also requested information regarding the number of offleers in

the compliment at the State Correctional Institution at Graterford and explained that
,

,

the National Guard was not a necessary part of the evacuation plan, as they were only

being used for back-up (see Tr. 20533 through 20537).

k
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In the Response of the Department of Corrections to the Request for

Information,'the Department of Corrections indicated the specifies of the call-up system. '

|
j Furthermore, we provided the information that the system was test'ed as of January,

1985, and.the system worked. We also provided information regarding the number of

officers and other employes available to conduct the evacuation.

At the March 22, 1985 Hearing, counsel for the inmates indicated he

was satisfied with the amount of manpower (see Tr. 20,681). However, counsel for the. -

inmates then raised new " concerns" regarding the manpower issue. One concern was
. ;. . 6.

with the use of commercial telephone lines' in' the call-up system and the second was
,

'

with regard to the lack of correctionaTofficer union participation in the hearings before

the board.

With regard to the commercial telephone line issue, the Department of
,

Corrections objects to what would result in a new contention. Counsel for the inmates

has not shown any good cause for his failure to include this with his original proposed

contentions and to fully litigate this issue would significantly delay the proceedings.

Counsel for the inmates can protect the interests of his clients with regard to the

commercial telephone line issue ,by expressing his concerns to either the Federal

Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) or the Pennsylvania Emergency Management

Agency (PEM A). He has offered no information regarding any possible testimony that

would help this board in developing a sound record. With regard to this issue, the

counsel for the inmates has not shown how the inmates' interests are any different

than other individuals with regard to the evacuation and, therefore, the inmates' interests

were represented by other intervenors. For all the reasons referred to above, we would

suggest that this new " concern" should not be admitted due to its lateness in filing.

The Commonwealth further objects to this concern due to counsel for

the inmates having no basis for his contention. Furthermore, it lacks specifielty

.

, , , . - . , _ % * n o -. a - - - - - - - m_
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and, thus, fails to meet the requirements of 10 C.F.R. I 2.714(b). We also suggest
i

that this is not a litigable issue and should be dismissed for that reason.

The other new " concern" that counsel for the inmates raised was with

regard to the participation of the correctional officers at the State Correctional
"

Institution at Graterford in the evacuation plan. Again, counsel for the inmates has

not offered any reason for the lateness of this contention and has certainly not met,

,
the good cause standard in 10 C.F.R. I 2.714(a). It is clear, even in the sanitized

version of the evacuation plan filed with this Board on December 13, 1984, that the
*- .s

correctional officers would blay a significynt-part in the evacuation. It is clear that
.

any additional testimony on this issQe would broaden the issues and delay this proceeding.

Therefore, we request that the contention not be admitted due to its lateness.

The Commonwealth also objects to the proposed contention because

counsel for the inmates has expressed no basis for his contention. Additionally, it is

not reasonably speelfic and, thus, fails the requirement of 10 C.F.R. I 2.714(b). Finally,

since the correctional officers are employes of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania,

Department of Corrections, they are subject to discipline for failure to obey direct

orders. The Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, Department of Corrections would be the

party to provide testimony with regard to the officers participation in the plan.

2. Security Equipment

Counsel for the inmates was satisfied with the provision of security

equipment for the evacuation. This is indicated on Transcript Page 20,681 of the March

22, 1985 Hearing.

3. Communications Equipment

Counsel for the inmates was satisfied with the provision of

communications equipment. This is indicated on Transcript Pages 20,681-2 of the March
.

22, 1985 Hearing.

.

. !
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4. Radiological Equipment

i
# Counsel for the inmates was satisfied with the provision being made

'

for radiological equipment. This satisfaction is indicated on Transcript Page 20,682 of

j the March 27,, 1985 Hearing.
,

4 C. Notification to the Public

Counsel for the inmates was satisfied with the notification system in place.

This satisfaction is indicated on Transcript Page 20,682 of the March 22, 1985 Hearing..

,

D. Medical Services
r

The Commonweal h would objec the proposed contention on this subject
"

... .

since it refers to individuals contaminated by radiation and not solely to inmates (see

Inmates' Proposed Contention at Page 8). Counsel for the inmates only has standing
I

to raise issues on behalf of the inmates, and, therefore, the contention, if admitted,

must be limited to medical services for the inmates.,

; At the February 27, 1985 Hearing, counsel for the inmates was requested to
,

specify what information he required on this issue. The relevant responses by counsel
4 -

for the inmates were "...we just think there should be some mention of what medical

services could be provided if someone were seriously contaminated". Tr. at 20.555.

! Furthermore, beginning on Tr. Page 20,557 and continuing onto Tr. Page 20,558, the
,

following exchange took place:
,

Mr. Otto:,I think we could offer this at this point: At our support

; correctional institutions, we obviously have contracts - I don't know if it's I

j obvious or not. We have contracts with local hospitals to take care of our

inmates when they have serious medical needs, because we really don't run,

our own hospitals inside of our institutions. And I see no reason why those

hospitals couldn't be used for decontamination.]

-

1

Judge Boyt: If, in fact, those institutions, those medical institutions would

have that capability, Mr. Otto, that's the kicker.
i

4

i

. - , - - . ,- - - - - .-, - - - - . .. - . , -. _ -. -
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Judge Cole: Don't we have evidence in our record that indicates that

certified hospitals, by virtue of their certification, are qualified to handle
,

contaminated inmate personnel? '

My Ferkin: There is some testimony, and I believe it was addressed in

one of the initial decisions, that that was a finding by the Brenner Board.

Judge Hoyt: I think we had better revise that particular piece of,

. Information smo. and be certain that we have it.

Now that, Mr. Love, would appear to me that what you're after,

and what the D.C. Circuit opInEdb 'seems to indicate we need to have.
'.

.. .

Mr. Love: Certainly; just n'n' assurance that there is provision for radiological,

not just any kind of - Because I assume it's a whole different type of

medication (sic).
.

During further testimony on the medical service issue, the following

exchange took place at Tr. Pages 20,561 through 20,562:

Ms. Ferkin: I think what Judge Cole is referring to - and correct me

if I'm wrong -is the Joint Committee on Hospital Accreditation, am I correct?

Judge Cole: Y s.

Ms. Ferkin: There is also a certification procedure for hospitals by the

Pennsylvania Department of Health which, frankly, I am completely unversed

with. I'm not sure how that fits in with what Judge Cole is referring to, but

I do recall very clearly the findings that Judge Cole is referring to.

Judge Cole: And I believe it's a national accreditation. |
1Judge Boyt: Anything else, Mr. Love, that you need on the medical

1

servlees?

Mr. Imve: Nothing, just so it's something from the Bureau. Because I don't -

agree with Mr. Rader that the ansu*ances for the public are sufficient for

the inmates, because the inmates are in the custody of the Bureau, and

i

__ _ __ _ __. .- - - - - ~
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anyone that wants to treat the inmates would have to go through the Bureau

first.

So, I think something has to come forth from the Bureau.

Pursuant to that testimony, the Commonwealth had executed, by each of the

hospitals for the Department of Corrections support institutions, an addendum to the

hospitals statement of understanding with the institution. That addendum indicated that,

the hospital complied with the provisions of the Joint Commission on the Accreditation

of Hospitals, Standard 5, which deals with the treatment of radioactively contaminated

wounded. Furthermore, the Commonwealth' attached to our response to the request for
'

information the Joint, Commission on'the Accreditation of Hospitals Standard No. 5,

which indicated the requirements of that sta'ndard.

At the March 22, 1985 Hearing, counsel for the inmates was not satisfied

with what he had originally indicated would be satisfactory and expressed new " concerns".

His concerns were expressed on Pages 20,665 through 20,671 of the Transcript and

centered around his belief that the JCAH Accreditation was not sufficient to give him
.

a reasonable assurance that adequate medical services were available for the inmate:.

The Commonwealth objects to the new " concern" of counsel for the inmates.

He has not established good cause as to why this late-filed contention is so late. He

has also not shown that there are not other means to protect the interests of the

inmates with regard to this issue. Furthermore, this Board has heard substantial

testimony with regard to the sufficiency of medical services for the general public and

what the standards for the medical care should be. Thus, the inmates' interests as to

the standards to be used to measure the hospitals have already been represented by

existing parties. Any additional testimony on this issue would be cumulative and would

certainly delay the proceedings. For the above reasons, we request that this new

" concern" not be admitted since it was late-filed.
.

e
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The Commonwealth would also argue that this issue has already been litigated
'in 'this proceeding. This Board has clearly held in its second partial initial decision

that the accreditation by the Joint Committee on Hospital Accreditation indicates that

these hospitaJs have plans for treating contaminated, injured patients. See Philadelphia
'

Electric Company (Limerick Generating Station, Units 1 and 2) LBP-84-31, 20 NRC 446

(1984). The decision by this Board is not affected by the recent District Court opinion
,

, in the case of Guard v. NRC, since the Guard opinion only held that a mere list of

hospitals for the radiation exposed public was insufficient. In the case presently before
: ; .

the Board, the Department of Correctio$ has existing agreements with our support
.

Institution hospitals, all of whic'h[are.JCAH accredited.
~

E. Monitoring

Counsel for the inmates was satisfied with the information provided regarding

monitoring. This satisfaction is indicated on Transcript Page 20,683 of the March 22,

1985 Hearing.

F. Simulated Evacuation Plan Exercise

Counsel for the inmates indicated that he would be satisfied with regard to,

this proposed contention upon receipt and review of the FEMA evaluation of the Table

Top Exercise conducted by FEMA, PEMA and the Department of Corrections on March

7,1985 with the reservation that the FEMA Report would indicate that "[the exercise]

is fine, then that would end my concern". Tr. 20,684. Attached as Exhibit A is the

FEMA Report on the March 7,1985 Table Top Exercise which states "the Graterford *

authorities adequately demonstrated an understanding of the emergency response

procedures and the ability to adequately implement them...".

G. Training

The concerns of the counsel for the inmates were satisfied. To satisfy .

counsel for the inmates, PEMA agreed to offer emergency response training to civilian

.
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bus drivers. Counsel for the inmates recognized that we could not force the people
i

to attend this training, but stated he would be satisfied if PEMA sent a letter to the

bus providers offering the training. This satisfaction was indicated on' Transcript Pages

20,684 through 20,691 of the March 22, 1985 Hearing. A copy of the letter that was

sent by PEMA is attached hereto as Exhibit 3.
i

H. Recovery and Reentry,

,

Counsel for the inmates was satisfied with the information provided on the.

recovery and reentry procedures. This is indicated on Transcript Page 20,691 of the
. ; '. -. .

March 22,1985 Hearing.
. . -

''

-

'
. .

I. Sheltering . ' ' * "
.,

Counsel for the inmates was satisfied with the information provided regarding

sheltering in the plan. This is indicated on Transcript Page 20,691 of the March 22,
'

1985 Hearing.
,

| J. General Concept of Evacuation

The Commonwealth objects to this contention since it is lacking in specificity

or bases. It appears to be a " catch-all" contention which raises no litigable issues.

At the March 22, 1985 Hearing, Mr. Love raised new " concerns", under this
-

i heading (See Tr. 20,693 through 20,694). The one concern was with regard to the

estimated time of evacuation and the second was with regard to the possible panic at
.

,

the institution during evacuation.'

;

; The Commonwealth objects to the " concerns" of counsel for the inmates new

concern with regard to the ETE. At the time he filed his original proposed contentions,

he was very much aware that it would take six to ten hours to evacuate the institution.
'

(See Inmates' Proposed Contentions, Page 5.) At the February 27, 1985 Hearing, he
I

,

! was given an opportunity to raise any concerns he had with regard to the six to ten *

hour evacuation estimate. Therefore, it is patently obvious that counsel for the inmates
'

;

'

has not shown good cause for this late-filed contention. To pursue this issue any
I i

| .

1:

l !

!
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further would certainly broaden the issues and delay the proceeding. Therefore, we
,

ask that the . Board not admit this proposed contention.

The Commonwealth also objects to the admission of this contention since it

is not reason, ably specific and has no basis. NUREG-0654 does not specify a minimum

or maximum evacuation time. Furthermore, counsel for the inmates own expert, Mr.

Case, indicated that he had no problem with the ETE (See Tr. 20,665). Therefore, the
,

Commonwealth submits that this is not a litigable issue.,

Counsel for the inmates'second new " concern" under this heading is a concern
..s-
.

that an evacuation would cituse a pani.e. .',"This concern was raised at the March 22,
'

'. -

1985 Hearing.
,

,.
' - - -

.

The Commonwealth requests that this proposed contention not be admitted

since it is late-filed, and counsel for the inmates has not shown good cause for the

late filing nor has he shown any of the other requirements for permitting late-filed

contentions in 10 C.F.R. I 2.714(a).

The Commonwealth objects to this contention since it is not reasonably
,.

specific and lacks a basis. Counsel for the inmates' alleged basis for this proposed

contention is Louisiana Power and Light Company (Waterford Steam Electric Station,

Unit 3), LBP-82-10016 NRC 1550.(1982). From Page 1562 of that case, he stated "the

Board recognized that excessive anxiety on the part of the public could result in an

overreaction and possible disruption of the plans for protective action. It would most

likely take the form of spontaneous evacuation". The Board in the Louisiana Power

case also held later on in that same subheading that "we conclude that public overreaction

to a nuclear accident is likely to be minimized provided the guidance in NUREG-0654

is followed, and we conclude that no additional measure need be taken to cope with

the public safety."
.

*
.
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IV. CONCLUSIO N

For the-reasons discussed above, the Commonwealth respectfully submits that the
i

Graterford inmates have failed to raise an admissable contention and that, therefore,

we request that they be dismissed from this proceeding.
*
.

~

Respectfully submitted,

:
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Et:ards' P:cgra-s'
.

Rredial D:ercise at Graterford Etr.te CorrertionalEU.EJECI: Institutic. in 9)ppcrt Cf the Lirerich Generating
. Station .

On Mr.rch 7,19E5, a reedial exercise was co ,d.::ted at the State
Cerrectienal Institution, Graterford, to de.~enstrate that a pertico25, 1924,cf one of the Cate; cry A deficiencies cited at the July
Linarick Offsi .e Radiological Durgency Prepare &.ess Exercise has
been corre:.ed. 'n.e report en the July 25, 1954, exercise was
fer arded to ytr.: en Septchar 25, 1964.

2.e re edial exercise was cenda:ted to acre fully exercise the
e,=.rgency res;x:nse procedures at the State Cerrecticcal Institution,
Graterford, including sir.clated evacuation of i:n.ates. turing the

exercise the Graterford authorities ade:;uately deenstrated an
understanding of the mergency res;cnse procedurcs and the ability
to adeq.:ately irplerent the:, therefore, this scrtion of category A
deficiency nu-ber 2.has been corrected.

As additienal Categery A and B deficiencies are corrected, we will
n :ify ycu. Id you have any qaestions, please centact Robert S.

-

Wilkers:n, Cnief, Techno1cgical F.azards Division, at 3E7-0200
<
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departuents andi Crs.t e.rford .cr.d the depcrtment. er.d. the .s.ipp ort f or t it ut:.ca:: .
nc A!cre vr.e- reccind et 1:54,;the 1.ite 3:mtersney at 1319 sud the Cereral
E=<.rt cr.py r.t 3 4 3 G'. i .

~.

C.:,od ceerdinction took plack.bc tween the Crzterford Public *nfor=stion
Officer, ithe '::,cpsets. cst of Cdrre ctions sad .PDU.- he Craterfo: d 1:0
simultthd etsitoris.c the. iocci radio and televisic.n s tatioas., e e puially
rTW,Iliestg=cery Cpurry''s IT;S.rtetien.. * The inettes vere infor=ild about the
situttien et 1,incricht c=.d .rt c41rodi s;pdate s cc en hourly besis .

f crz cacci rcreipistsd on li-hour .shifte, ve hicia lo ading teems s ere
4.1a e1thicd ,e 1.nm) te. and are!.icci ricords and reod yet e ps eked. A.s a h s.ac.e teen
voz a ett ifrog crzt.crferd to-em<r ==*e!rmece prepat e f cr in at e
relocetion. ; ne 'x;arte,4=t of correesions terTruct ed ars tarf ort to inaua r.I
cud decimetry to etc.f t ytree=nel, ' VLen raf syirg t he inferzutiot, t r.
creterford ths: tern K62., rcther than* r.1 vs.e utilf red csucing ses.: initial
cor.fucien.. A lock-dern cf the ina:ctes:occiirred at ! * 10 end , v7en siire ct '.c.n
cf the Ibve rnor, ersenttf on.' ccm.,caced as cr.11od :c,r it the craterford 3.tl.p.

. .
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Tre k*t.rf t ur : tur; c- g . int titutic .s 1:
.

hat t e i se turf ty . v2.r.: ,i drif ere .and t ther .t (ut tmt ,4 rals.ted arrterug J er thn neccsatryOrctcritrdi'lrrc c_sf htt121C it sent t o,

ec:ce:r ie cre u.dc t to Leuse arriving ins.a tna .. Avefers
trertl cit 1 f rcf. cbc krmrt itatitutict.L to Crtte.rford : s cypretinAtaly2 - 2-l/' Z ht:urs a a .

Nd tg. Clt c:frcitt, rt TLC LIttt ets<t,
cf Cerrt tic:.z: cf c.c ter.in wt ccMc it Crcterford inf artt.C the DcMrther.t
it;:rrtec:t inf 6:r:d CW.trferd sht.t itic 'ct.Lulc.r.ce ttts s. e.a of se:5.It cen, rne
Eit t : D:-:!rt n ey. hed best diu;ttehea a:
(pttt 191-7) which.coce .neti ec11.fbr ebc' dieEcybyteg this is Lt nr.rtttee.vi:h the'depars.c:t's EERPtch cf ambtituc4,t untilt.ctific.hti.e cf crteuctie=.: , f. ', .6

Ync* r.cc rcirc ce. wit:.G.d ct z.;:ptr=5r.: tely 2C00 vac:
cf ti.r Atcts to sup;.c.g : It.cticuticeg:s. d th cfrula ted tr.2 ccatiumpgg ng.;
Ce ttf en "F" T.t. :c =4 c f e- e . (

-

1. : .Tercer.=ri tihycived it esdiolatic.cl escrcency rurp:nte activit. ice a5ould
'

b:cett
tetc117 fer:11st a-(thf cht terz.inology used during.an n:ergent;yto aveid: er:fu.:ior.;, a

2. , A.shalence r slovid W Eirptsched" to Crr.tcrford at an etriy s tiga (as was
der.e durint tht excrcisc);to avoid Long delays, p;tectis.l.ly 2 nuurs ort;;re , rif s. e vccuctioc .is criered.. f .
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1. T o 6 c cente rc.t r. .h t- r.hility to c.lert .r.nc n ca f l i c c n r a on .cl'

t nd rc.t c :rci.c .in c tim.:17 r nner .--

' 2. To it:0.*.T t re t t: t.hc Icdc e,ur cy. O f . the decicion .tki ,y } rcceas tt*

the De pt.=tne nt r.nd sihetitVt:icn . le.velt . .
-

1
| 2. Oc decenterttc 'thc !a.dequt.cyJ e f con.r.intetti.sn t yt t ra sichin

.

ths De.pe=c:?.c r.t o f 'Cerra etic .s
and fici.de retiviticr'.i .... and A:teng dc ig0t, tad f e.ci U.tir.:

. :
.

4. .t o d t.= e nt e r e.t c: ' het interne.1 mer.r cye and inf t.::.a t ic r. flowt

(collCc'tden t r.nr.lyfiri, and. dis t c=1.nt tac:'.) is e f f ect.ive .indti=ely.t*
.5. .To st==nt tretc the fer.pchility to rtlocate s ele ct ,::e.t egorit.scf inricttt to rupPqrt: incti.tutions, if t$.a situatien todictLtEE' !

E. .To dc='c:nstrcte. the 'cocratienal knowledgei a..d :euppen t front.lected cr.typcinted public offief.tir :rers.rding' pinn
fer.ili~crity/ r ptrEtient sproca.sr and deeicien:.nking.e .

*
7. '.To derio:.rtrctc the cs pcbil:itiec c:f the Depe.rtt.cnt t.f

cerrcetient : cad. the Tick sinctituti:n to -i= pit.tre.nt p.c gency-
=ceportcci plc;n'ti to tyroctet .the he alth trd saft':y sf c=ploycest n d n i n e.t e c t. 4 i

E. I Oo de=:=c*rctet the chiliti*cr 1:f tha Depr.rtroent of .

Ccrrectienc / chc ; rick institutien c.nd the suppcet
tr. cili' tier ato e f terft:ively | utilize ~ extnanti re neuret.:
Whe6 :1ocal .dtpr. bili;tiec iend reseurces .hs.ve beun ext 5 6 dad.
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[M-{, g PENNSYLVANIA EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY
'l P.O. BOX 3321-t

%- * c HARRISBURG. PENNSYLVANI A 17105-3321

..

THIS LETTER IS ONE SENT TO ALL BUS COMPANIES PROVIDING THE
DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS WITH BUSES.

.: .

. . . ' .
. .. .' .

. . .,.
.

Gentlemen:

Some of your employees may be involved in driving buses carrying
-

in=ates from the State Correctional Institution at Graterfor.d in the event
of an accident at the nuclear generating plant located in Limerick.
Montgomery County. Because of this possibility, these drivers may want to
take some training regarding the proper use of dosimetry.

The Pennsylvania Emergency Management Agency (PEMA) hereby offers
to you and your employees a 2-hour course explaining the proper use of
dosimetry. We are prepared to conduct this course at a location and time
to be selected by you and your employees. We ask only that you coordinate
this scheduling with us to avoid any conflicts with our regular schedule of
activities.

You may write to me at the address listed above, or you may
telephone me at 717-783-8150.

With kind regards, I am

Sincerely,
|
1

|

Donald F. Taylor
Director
Office of Training and Education

1-

DFT:tjl (Tel: 717-783-8150)

" Exhibit B"

.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,

NUCLEAR REGULATORY CCMMISSION
' '' '' ""

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD
-

. . . .. , . .. BEFORE ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGES:
Helen F. Hoyt, Chairperson

Dr. Richard F. Cole-
..

- ' -
s

*

Dr. Jerry Harbour

-
,

) .-

In the Matter of ) Docket Nos. 50-352-OL.

) 50-353-OL
PHILADELPHIA ELECT.RIC COMPANY ).-

) ASLBPNN. 81-465-07 OL(Limerick Generating Station, )
Units 1 and 2) ) April 12,1985

)

-
-

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER
ON GRATERFORD PRISONERS PROPOSED CONTENTIONS

e
-

I. History of Intervention by Inmates of the State
Correctional Institution at Graterfore (SCIG)

On September 18, 1981, the Philadelphia Chapter of the National

Lawyers' Guild (Guild) filed a petition with the Board to intervene in

these proceedings on behalf of the inmates at SCIG. The Board's Order

of October 14, 1981 required the filing by the Guild of a Supplemental

Memorandum in Support of the Petition to Intervene. The Board's Special

Prehearing Conference Order on June 1,1982 admitted the inmates as a

party to this proceeding and on April 20, 1984 the Board ordered that

contentions based on the SCIG emergency plan would be filed by the

Graterford inmates 20 days after they received this separate emergency -

.

plan. On December 13, 1984, the Com.onwealth of Pennsylvania

(Commonwealth) provided to the Graterford Prisoners' counsel a sanitized

- 0 /h I f f' &[}
*
-.

- -
- -
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coby of the' Pennsylvania Bureau of Correction Radiological Emergency
' ' '~

', , Respon'g Plan, for the, Graterford Prison (Plan 1). Deleted from Plan 1.
,,

{
, was that information.,,the Bureau of C,orrection described as necessary,,

lbecause of security reasons. On December 20, 1984, the counsel for the
inmates filed a Motion for Order Requiring Full Disclosure by;

Pennsylvania Emergency Management Agency (PEMA) of the Evacuation Plan.

' for State Correcti.pnal Institution at Graterford.. The thrust of the,

motion was that the sanitized version of Plan 1, did not state

information sufficient to permit framing of proposed contentions or to

determine the adequacy of the state's plan. The Board heard ' oral
._ . -

argument on the motion for full disclosure' on January 29, 1985. In ,

attendance and stating the Comaiwealth's position on full disclosure
.

wa,s Mr. Erskind DeRamus, Deputy Comissioner of Corrections for

Ccmonweal th.
'

. .

.

1
It should be noted that throughout the emergency evacuation *-

hearings in Philadelphia, counsel for the Graterford inmates did
not attend the hearings on anything like a regular basis and did
not participate or hear the detailed testimony of the Applicant's
panels of witnesses or the testimony of the Montgomery County
Emergency Coordinator. Several'of Mr. Love's stated concerns in
the two conferences of February 27 and March 22, 1985 had been the
subject of testimony earlier in the offsite emergency planning
hearings. The Board had to rely on, the parties in attendance to
keep the inmates counsel advised when a request was made from the
bench that Mr. Love be present at a Board hearing to attempt to set ' .

schedules. Atomic Safety and Licensing Boards, it should be
remembered, sit away from Comission offices and lack
administrative support capabilities. (

.

S

9
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The_Bdard-denied the inmates motion for full disclosure in relying
-- '-

on Mr.; DeRamus representations and, in particular, the failure of Mr.,
, , , ,

, ,

,,
_

Love to specify the information needed, based on expert opinion, beyond ,",
,

that provided in Plan,1 as a precondition to compelling further

disclosure.
_

On February 8,1985, the Graterford inmates filed a " Notice of
,

, _ Appeal," which was, dismissed without pre, judice by the Appeal Board on

February 12, 1985. The Appeal Board indicated the frunates had not yet

exhausted their options before this Board, including the filing of their

contentions and declined to direct certification of the Licensing
Scard's ruling denyin[ full disclosure. The Appeal Board noted the'

desirability of finding a middleiground to accommodate the competing
'

interests at stake.
'

On February 15, 1985, the inmates filed contentions based on the
.

Plan 1. '

,

On February 27, 1985, the Board held one of two conferences where

for the first time counsel and his expert stated their requests for

2
The Board orally denied the Motion of January 29, 1985 from the
Bench (Tr. 20,479-81) and issued a Memorandum and Order on February
5,1985 repeating its oral decision. We note here that in spite of
the Board's receated requests for the inmates counsel to specify
the information ne needed the Board's orders were mostly ignored
and during the two conferences the Board held with the parties on
February 27, 1985 and March 22, 1985 Mr. Love's demands merely
accelerated as each expressed concern was answered. As the parties
attempted to relay a requested piece of information, inmates '

counsel made additional or new demands not previously expressed to
; the, Board.
i

*

i

|

"
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inYormation'. ' At the February 27 conference and the second conference on
~ ''

~

, March,22,, 1985, the ,Connonwealth's senior officials charged with the.. ,
.

.,
-

responsibility for the inmates and their evacuation entered into the
,. . ..

3
conference and each c" the parties attempted to comply with every

request for information made by inmates counsel and their expert. It
'

should also be noted that on March 18, 1985 the Comonwealth provided,

'

, _ Mr. Love and his expert a copy for examination un, der the Board's

protective order of the new revision (Plan 2) of the SCIG emergency plan

which was virtually the entire plan.
'

At the March 22 progress conference, the Board granted the parties '

. -
,

an opportunity to respond to the remaining Graterford contentions ('Tr.

20,697-98) not withdrawn during Ehe conference. A response date of
^

April 5, 1985 was established. The Applicant, Comonwealth, and the NRC

Staff filed responses. Counsel for the inmates did not.
'

.

II. The Graterford Inmates Contentions and the Stated
Soecific Bases for Contentions

The contentions were stated in a pleading entitled Proposed
w.

Contentions of the Graterford Inmates with Recard to the Evacuation Plan

. Filed February 15. 1985.# As stated the contentions are as follows:

3
Glen R. Jeffes, Acting Comissioner, Department of Corrections.
Comonwealth of Pennsylvania Department of Corrections and John
Patten, Director, Pennsylvania Emergency Management Agency.

.

4
We find these contentions to be the sole issue of the imates. We

(Footnote Continued).
,

'

i

~
,.
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5

.

* ** '
. A'. -There is no reasonable assurance that the evacuation *

plan will protect the staff and inmates at the State
, Corre,ctional Institution at Graterford; and,, , , ,, ,

B. There ,is no reasonable assurance that the evacuation"

plan wtll provide a safe and secure evacuation frgm
- -:

the State Correctional Institution at Graterford.
6Soecific Basis for Contentions

~

0. Medical Services. There is no rea'sor able assurance*

tnat mecical -services will be provided to individuals
contaminated by radiation. Inmates cite as a basis.

''

for'this 10 C.F.R. I 50.47(b)12. -

G. Training. There is no reasoriable assurance that SCIG
personnel drivers (once identified) and the Pennsylvania
State Police will receive any training in preparedness
for a nuclear emergency at SCIG. Inmates cite as a
basis for this contention 10 C.F.R. I 50.47(b)15. '

J. General Conceot of. Evacuation. There is no reasonable
assurance tnat tne general concept of evacuation as

. outlined in Attachment A page E-1-A-1 will provide for
the safety and security of inmates and SCIG personnel
during said evacuation.

.

.

(Footnote Continued)
~

reject any attempt by the inmates to " reserve the right to file '-
additional contentions . . ." if access to an unsanitized plan was
grainted. Although Plan 2 is not totally unsanitized, it is
virtually the complete plan. We further note that an examination >

of the entire conference record discloses that every concern
discussed by the inmates counsel fell into one of the areas in the
stated contentions filed February 15, 1985. Further, these

,

concerns were responded to by the responsible officials'at the
conferences.

5 The original pleading contained three contentions. The third was
dropped at the conference on March 22, 1985 (Tr. 20,677).

6
Basis remaining after conference on March 22,1985 (Tr. 20,677-94).

*

.
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III. legal Princioles Governing the Admission of Contentions 7- - '-

Contentions may be admitted in a Commission licensing proceeding if f
.

_ , , ,

'

they fall within the,, scope of issues set forth in the Federal Register,,
. ., ..

notice of opportunity.for hearing in this case (46 Fed. Reg. 42557

(August 21,196,1)) and applicable Comission case law. See, e.g.,

Northern States Power Co. (Prairie Island, Unit Nos.1 and 2), ALAB-197,
.

, _ 6 AEC 188, 194 (1973), affinned,' BPI v. Atomii Energy Comission, 502
'

F.2d 424, 429 (D.C. Cir.1974); Ducuesne Licht Co. (Beaver Valley, Unit

No. 1), ALAB-109, 6 AEC 243, 245 (1973); Philadelohia Electric Co.

(Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station, Units 2 and 3), ALAB-216, 8 AEC 13
- .

20(1974).
' '

.

Pursuant to 10 C.F.R. 5 2.7sI4(b), intervenors are required to file

"a list of contentions which petitioner seeks to have litigated in the

matter, and the bases for each contention set forth with reasonable '

speci ficity. " 10 C.F.R. I 2.714(~b); comonwealth Edison Co. (Byron

Nuclear Power Station, Units 1 and 2), LBP-80-30,12 NRC 683. 686

(1980); Philadelchia Electric Co. (Limerick Generating Station, Units 1

and 2). LBP-84-18, 19 NRC 1020, 1028 (1984). An intervenor who failseto

file at least one contention that satisfies the requirements of i

.2.714(b) will nrt be pennitted to participate as a party. 10 C.F.R.

I 2.714(b). A :entention must be rejected where:

7
.

The Board accepts the Staff position on the legal principles and
has. incorporated them at this point in this Memorandum and Order.

.

i

e

o'
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U (1)--It constitutes an attack on applicable
* ''

~ statutory requirements;,

"
~ ' ' ~~ (2)' It clii11enges the basic structure of the

Commi.ssion's regulatory process or is an"

: attack on the regulations;- -

.. .

(3) It is nothing more than a generalization
_regarding the intervenor's particular view
of what applicable policies ought,j:o be;

(4) It seeks to raise an issue which is not propera

for,. adjudication in the proceeding or does not.
* '

ap' ply to the facility in question.) or
F

(5) It seeks to raise an issue which is not concrete.

Philadelohia Electric Co. (Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station, Units 2

and 3), ALAB-216, 8 AEC 13, 20-21 (1974); 10 C.F.R. I 2.758(a). The '

'

purpose of the basis requirement,of 10 C.F.R. I 2.714(b) is (a) to
*

, assure that the hearing process is not improperly invoked because the

subject sought to be out in issue suffers from any of the infirmities

set forth in Peach Bottom, suora, at 20-21; (b) to establish sufficient
'

foundation to warrant further inquiry into the subject matter; and (c)

to put the other parties sufficiently on notice "so that they will know

at least generally what they will have to defend against or oppose."
'
. - -

: Peach Bottom, suora, at 20-21; Byron, supra, at 687.
1

At the pleading stage of a proceeding,', contentions need only -

; identify the reasons for each contention. See, Houston Lichting and
'

.

| Power Co. (Allens Creek Nuclear Generating Station, Unit 1), ALAB-590,
,

11 NRC 542, 548 (1980); Byron, suora, at 688. Accordingly, in examining

contentions and the basis therefore, a licensing board may not reach the

merits of contentions. I,d,. ; Peach Bottom, suora , at 20; Byron. _suora,
.

i *

|
<

.

. _ _ - _ _ _- -.
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at'I688. .Ne'vertheless, the basis for contentions mu' t be sufficiently
' **

s

detailed and specific (a) to demonstrate that the issues raised are
*

,, , , , ,

"

admissible and further. inquiry into the matter is warranted; and (b) to,,
_

put the parties on notice as to what they will have to defend against or

oppose. This i_s especially important at the operating license stage,

where a hearing is not mandatory, to assure that an asserted contention,

raises an issue whjch clearly is open to adjudicatifon. Cincinnati Gas &,
,

"

Electric Co. (William H. Zimer Nuclear Power Station), ALA8-305, 3 NRC

8, 12 (1976); Gulf States Utilities Co. (River Bend Units 1 and 2),

ALAB-183, 7 AEC 222, 225 (1974); River Bend, ALAB-444, 6 NRC 760, 768-69
. . .

(1977); Byron, supra, at 689.

In addition, a licensing bo'rd is not authorized "to admit
.

'

conditionally for am reason, a contention that falls short of meeting

the specificity requirements (emphasis original)" Duke Power Co.

(Catawba Nuclear Station, Units l'and 2), ALAB-687,16 NRC 460, 467

(1982).8 Section 2.714 of the NRC Rules of Practice do not pemit "the

filing of a vague, unparticularized contention, followed by "an endeavor

to flesh it out through discovery against the applicant or Staff." g
.

8
No party petitioned the Commission for review of ALA8-687.
However, because of the potential pervasive impact of that decision
on NRC practice, the Comission sua spente took review on two
issues not related to the quoted material, but rather to the good
cause factor in 10 C.F.R. I 2.714(a)(1)(1) as applied to the
admission of' late-file contentions based on the institutional
unavailability of licensing-related documents. Duke Power Co.

.

(Catawba Nuclear Station, Units 1 and 2), CLI-83-19,17 NRC 1041,
1044(1983). _

,

.

a

*
I.

9
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iat 468. -No'reover, a licensing board has no duty to recast contentions
* ''

', , offered ,by a petiti,oner to remedy the infimities of the type described.,

in peach Bottom, suora, for which they may be rejected, in order to make,,
,

,

inadmissible contentions meet the requirements of 10 C.F.R. I 2.714

Commonwealth Ed.ison Co. (Zion Station,. Units 1 and 2). ALA8-226, 8 AEC

381,406(1974).,
,

Finally, a 1,i. censing board should apply all,pf the factors in 10,.

C.F.R. I 2.714(a)(1)', including the Catawba Appeal Board's three part
10test for good cause , in determining whether to admit contentions filed

1

.

- .

I 10 C.F.R. I 2.7'14(a)(1) proyides that nontimely petitions to
intervene or requests for hearing will not be entertained absent a ,

-

. detamination by the Licensing Board that the petition or request
should be granted based upon a balancing of the following factors:

(i) good cause, if any, for failure to , file on time;
,,

(ii.) the availability o'f other, means to- protect
petitioner's interest; (

(iii) the extent to which petitioner's participation
may reasonably be expected to assist in
developing a sound record;

~ . .

(iv) the extent to which existing parties will
'

represent the petitioner's interest; and

(v) the extent to which ' petitioner's participation
will broaden the issues or delay the pro-

.

caeding.
10

The Catawba Appeal Board's three part test,for good cause in filing
a late-filed contention is where it "(1) is wholly dependent upon -
the content of a particular document; (2) could not therefor
advanced with any degree of specificity (if at all) in advan,e bece of
the public availability of that document; and (3) is tendered with

(Footnote Continued).

.

,

b. .
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'

'la'te becaus'e they are based solely on information available in relevant
* ''

', , documents tha,t were unavailable until a short time before the,,

contentions were fil.ed. Duke power Co., et al. (Catawba Nuclear,,
, ,

Station, Units' I and 2), CLI-83-19,17 NRC 1041,1045 (1983).

IV. The Late-Filed Aspect of the Contentions,.

As noted above in 10 C.F.R. I 2.714(a)(1), there is a five part,

balancing test th,4t a Licensing Board must revieg if a late contention,.

is to be admitted. Although inmates counsel has touched on several of

these in the conferences, counsel did not further plea the issue in the

opportunity provided all parties to respond on April 5,1985 to the
,

proposed contentions. The Board's review of the i 2.714(a)(1) tests
follows: e *

.

1. Good Cause. This factor weighs in favor of the inmates.. No
,

contention could have been proffered earlier in view of the
.

~

Comonwealth/ Department of Corrections failure to submit an evacuation

plan for SCIG. As the NRC Staff has noted and the Board had previously

held, the inmates could not formulate contentions until the SCIE plan

was issued. The counsel for the inmates did formulate and timely file *

with the Board contentions after receipt of the Comonwealth plan.

(FootnoteContinued)
the requisite degree of promptness once the document comes into *

existence and is accessible for public examination." Duke power
Co., et al.. (Catawba Nuclear Station, Units 1 and 2). ALAB-687,16
RC.4 0 69 (1982); 17 NRC 1_043-44.

-

,
.

'

.

,- |,
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* ** 2. -Availibility of Other Means. We agree that at this stage there
"

, is no,,other means the inmates have to fonnally litigate the issue of the,, ,

SCIG evacuation plan. However, we find that throughout the two,,
,

,

conferences th's responses by the state's officials, these free and

complete exchanges in response to the inmates requests for information

concerning the evacuation plan, exceeded mere, discovery and constituted6

an informal litigation or other means for the inmates concerns to be.
,

satisfied without the inmates having to present any case of their own.

We find that in fact the inmates have been provided another means of
'

presentingtheirconcegns.-

,

3. ~ Assist in Develooment of a Sound Record. The third test is
whether a late filing party may kssist in development of a sound record. '

.

As the Board has previously noted, we have sought to deterudne from this

party wtiat special expertise it would bring to this proceeding. It has

repeatedly failed and there is no reason to expect that this party will

exercise its responsibility to " set out with as much particularity as

possible the precise issues it plans to cover, identify its prospective

witnesses, and summarize their proposed testimony." U Inreviewinghe~

inmates ' responses at the conferences and the total of all its pleadings '
*

in this proceeding, we find little if any indication of a desire to

assist in developing this record. Although we have the inmates named

.

11

Mississippi Power and Light Co., TNRCet al. (Grand Gulf Nuclear |

Station, Units l' and 2), ALA8.-704 1725, 1730 (1982) .

-
,

* !

l

!

/ |
.

/.
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exNert, Major'dehn Case, except for a limited participation in the two
' ''

'

, conferen,,ces, we do ,not know what the character of his testimony would.. ,

be. We find that ample information,in this record which permits the.,
, .

Board to determine that this factor weighs against admission of these

late-filed contentions.
'

4 Reoresentation by Existino Parties. There is no other party in,

this proceeding who directly represents the inter,ests of this.
,

intervenor. However, because of the unique responsibility the

Comonwealth has for the inmates through two state agencies,

Pennsylvania Emergency Management Agency and the Departmen.t of
.

.

Corrections, there has been and will continue to be an admitted party,

PEMA, who under Comonwealth stakutes is charged with emergency '

protection of all Comenwealth citizens as well as those confined in

state institutions. To find that there is no party representing these
'

inmates' interests is to cast an unfounded doubt on Connonm1th's

agencies in the exercise of their responsibilities and is not supported

by this record. We. note also that the Comenwealth Department of

Corrections has routine as well as emergency responsibilities to provide

for a11'needs for these inmates confined in an institution beyond those

the Conconwealth must provide for all its citizens. Whether any inmate !

contention is admitted in this proceeding does not change the

relationship of the Commonwealth Department of Corrections to the health

and safety responsibilities it has for the evacuation of the SCIG
.

inmates in event of a radiological emergency at Limerick.
I

'
-

.

. _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _
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'J 5. _De' lay'and Broadeninc of the Issues. The adurfssion of any
' '

-

late-filed contention at this point would delay and broaden the issues
-

since hearings on al,1-admitted offsite emergency planning contentions,,
,

were completed en January 29, 1985 and the Board is well into completing

its decision. Jhis factor weighs against the petitioner.

Balancine the Factors. We find a balancing of these above factors,

'

does not support aL mission of these late-filed ce,ntentions.d,.

V. Princiole Bases for Denial of these Contentions

These proposed late-filed contentions and the new concerns,

m. -

articulated by counsel for inmates at the two conferences lacked, as

wehavenoted,specificityandbEsis. We emphasize that there were .

' '

attampts to obtain participation by the inmates counsel and urged him to

discharge his duty to specify with as much particularity as possible the ,
'

basis for th,e contentions. Mr. Love indeed by his silence stonewalled

the Board's urging to outline the concerns of his clients and ignored

the Board's order to specify the areas of concerns af'ar Plan 1 had been

filed. Further, we find no regulatory requirement that support '-

organiza' tion individuals, such as the Guards Union, have an opportunity

12 Among these is inmates counsel's attempt to introduce the Prison
.,

Guard Union into the proceeding (Tr. 20,624-25).

.

e

*

*
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td provige'inpot into the emergency planning proces's as inmates counsel
' ''

has sought here,*

., , ,
,,,

The potential for a " panic" or." riot" situation when inmates learn,

s,,
, ,

of a' radiological emergency involves no litigable issue. Although

counsel for inmates sought to provide this as a basis for some
b
c ,.

j, unspecified part of the contention, there was an absence of any showing
'

that the prison authorities would not be prepared to handle any,,

potential disturbances regardless of its cause. A bare allegation will

! not suffice. No basis has been shown to litigate the adequecy of
|

security measures already in place to prevent or settle any such'

,

disturbances. * *

Another of those unspecifiek trial balloons counsel for inmates ' '

'

raised was the estimated time for evacuation (ETE). As was pointed out

to counsel on several occasions during the conferences, there is no time .

mandated within which an evacuation must be accomplished (Tr.

20,643-44). There has been no showing here that the NRC regulations

require that evacuation times for a prison fall within the estimated

time for the general public. As Commonwealth's counsel points out,'th'e

matter 'of the ETE was known to inmates counsel at the time he filed his
proposed contentions. Further, counsel has not made any showing that a

different estimate would provide benefit to the inmates by providing

better safety.

The Medical Services is still another of inmates basis lacking in

specificity. There is no reference in Annex E, Appendix 13, regarding

medical and health support in the Commonwealth for radiological
.

e

.

a____--_____-__--__-_- _ . _ - _ _ - _ _ _ . - _ _ _ _ _ - - - _ - _ _
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em'ergencies',,nor any demonstration that existing procedures and
* **

- resource,s are,inade,quate to treat contaminated injured members of the,, , ,
,

,,
.

public including Gra.terford inmates. This Board has treated much of
.. ..

counsel's concerns in.its Second Partial Initial Decision and we find

that our prior. rulings on hospital accreditation represents the law of

the case and even if we were inclined to open up'the issue again we note

a lack of the reggjsite specificity and bases'for doing so..
,

We note here that since the March 22, 1985 conference, the parties

have provided the inmates with documents requested during both

conferences in a continuing effort to meet every l'egitimate request of '

:. -

their counsel. These documents include the FEMA review of the Reme'iald

Exercise at Graterford State Correctional Institution in Succort of the * *

Limerick Generatino Station; PEMA letter to all bus companies providing

Department of Correcticns with buses, offering training to bus drivers
.

'

regarding th,e proper use of dosimetry; and an Affidavit of Rocer E.

Linneman on his evaluation of the Montgomery County Hospital.

Norristown, Pennsylvania, plans and preparations for handling radiation

exposure cases as well as radioactive contaminated and injured patients.

We 'have thus provided the forum for the parties to reach a middle

ground for their competing interests; presided over a broad discovery
.

exercise; attempted to meet the legitimate concerns of the inmates

counsel; and we have determined that we may now reach a conclusion on

these contentions.
.

We find that:
.

*

9

.
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' 1. ,A 'baltncing of the factors for late-filed contentions favors

| , denying admission. ,H,owever, foremost in our consideration and decision-

.. ,

e . ..

here is ,the lack of specificity and , basis for the inmates contentions.,
, ,

~

We', therefore,' dismiss those two remaining contentions of the SCIG

inmates as filed on February 15, 1985 and amended during conference of

the parties on March 22, 1985 and dismiss the SciG inmates as a party to,

[ this proceeding. ,,,.

| ..

2. As provided for in our protective order of March 20, 1985 any

party retaining copies of those documents or notes described in that

protective order will surrender them to counsel of Departm.ent ofe .

Corrections at Camp Hill, pennsylvania, within 10 days from the service
.

date of this order.1 E '
'

IT IS 50 ORDERED.

.

FOR THE AT MIC SAFETY AE
LICE ING 80ARD

/ 7
W 4 w/ '

HELEN F. N0YT, CHAIRPERSON // '
Administrative Judge V,

.

.

.

13 The Board has this date returned its two copies of Plan 2 for SCIG
to Mr. Otto.

.

.J
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MONTGOMERY COUNTY LEGAL AlO SERVICE " ",",* "j,[,' ,7,',", ^,",**,

*
MAIN OFFICE

*
NORRISTOWN OFFICE POTTSTOWN OFFICE107 E. MAIN STREET 248 KING STREET -NORRISTOWN, PENNSYLVANIA 19401 POTTSTOWN, PENNSYLVANIA 19444

12151 275 5400 12153 328 8200

PLEAss REPLY to Norristown

.

April 16, 1985

Docket and Service Section
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission *

Washington, D.C. 20555

RE: In the Matter of Philadelphia Electric Company
(Limerick Generating Station, Units 1 and 2)
NOS 50-352 and 50-353

Dear Sir:

Enclosed please find the original and three (3) copies
of Intervenor Graterford Inmates' Supplemental Petition for
Review of Appeal Board Order Dismissing Petition for Directed
Certification, in reference to the above-mentioned matter.

|

Sincerely,
,

Angus R. Love, Esquire

ARL/mf
Encis.
cc: Service List

I

b

.

. .
.

.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
*

| NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
I

| Before the Commission

' . ,.

] In the Matter of a
>

''

, PHILADELPHIA ELECTRIC COMPANY :

| . <l (Limerick Generating Station,'' '

f| Units 1 and 2) : NOS. 50-352 and 50-353
Ii ;

INTERVENOR GRATERFORD INMATES' SUPPLEMENTAL. PETITION
FOR REVIEW OF APPEAL BOARD ORDER DISMISSING.

'
PETITION FOR DIRECTED CERTIFICATION I

,

{
I. INTRODUCTION

1
.

On February 21, 1985, Intervenor Graterford Inmates filed
.

with the Commissign pursuant to 10 C.F.R. 2.786, a Petition for

| Review of an Appeal Board Order of February 12, 1985, dismiss it

without prejudice, the Notice of Appeal filed with the Appeal
Board by the Inmates regarding an interlocutory discovery ruling

by the Licensing Board set forth in an Order of February 5, 1984.
j! The matters which brought this issue before the Nuclear Regula-

! lh tory Commission are as follows: On September 18, 1981, the

Gracerford Inmates filed a Petition to Intervene in the above-
captioned matter. On December 13, 1984, the Inmate'' attorneys !

received from the Commonwealth of Pet.nsylvania via the Pennsyl-

vania Bureau of Corrections, an unclassified copy of the radio-
t

logical emergencyfr'esponse plan for Graterford (heretofore to be
1

g#
'

d i
%.f t

|

.

, ~ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . _ _ _ _ . _ - - . - -- - - - - - - - -_
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ref(tred to as Plan 1). After a review of the said plan by the
.

inmates, their counsel and their expert. Major John Case, field
i

| director of the Pennsylvania Prison Society, a decision was made

to request full disclosure of the Graterford plan. To this end,
h .

the Inmates filed a Motion requesting full disclosure which was,

docketed on December 19, 1984. On January 29, 1985, the Licensins;.

!! Board, after hearing testimony from concerned parties, denied the
!i

Inmates' request for full disclosure of the plan. The Inmates
I then moved for a stay of their obligation to file contentions
i

d within twenty (20) days of the Licensing Board's refusal to re-
Il

quest further disclosure. This stay was requested due to a prior

(BoardOrderofApril20, 1984, which granted the Inmates twenty
;t

I|(20)daysafterreceipt of the evacuation plan for Graterford in|

order to submit specific contentions regarding such. The Inmates

then appealed the Order of the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board

which rejected said appeal on February 12, 1985. The Inmates

then moved with the previously mentioned Petition for Review,
which was filed on February 21, 1985 before this Honorable

'
,

|i| Commission.
-

II. Dispute Additional Disclosures of the Radiological Emergency I

Response Plan for Graterford, the Intervenors have been Denied

the Right to base their Contentions upon Additionally Disclosed
information.

*
.

.

-2-,

.
.
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Fursuant to the Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Board's
.

suggestion in their February 12, 1985 rejection of the Inmates'

appeal, all parties concerned have met twice in an attempt to

work out a solution per the Appeal Board's recommendation. Using

3 the auspices of a protective order, the Inmates' counsel and their

4 ; retained expert, Major John Case, field director.of the Pennsyl-
|
p vania Frison Society were permitted to review a second document

[ entitled, The Emergency Radiological Response Plan (heretofore
!i

[, referred to as Plan 2). Said review was conducted at the State>

'

Correctional Institute at Graterford, Pennsylvania on March 18,

.
1985. Present at that time were Angus R. Love, counsel for In-

!

! sates, !!ajor John Case, designated expert, and Theodore Otto,
N
' counsel for the Bureau of Corrections. Initially, the Inmates

note that the second p,lan represented considerable more detail

than the first plan. The first plan was 27 pages long, and the

second plan was 86 pages long.

A second meeting was held in response to this issue on

p March 22, 1985 with all parties concerned meet.ing in Harrisburg,
li

d Pennsylvania. Initially, it was the Inmates' intention to drop
'1

l

j the present action as they were satisfied with the further dis-
closure brought forth by the review of Flan 2. However, during' a

the discussions of the meeting on March 22, 1985, it became

apparent that the. Inmates would not be allowed.to update'their

previously filed contentions which were based only upon the

.. e
-3-
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infqrmation received by the review of Plan 1. Thus, the Inmates

continue to request that this Appeal be heard by the Honorable-

Commission for the previously mentioned reasons and for the

reasons cited herein. The purpose of requesting further. dis-

closure of the plan was to obtain a better understanding of said
.

.

! plan as it relates to the Inmates. The initial plan was so vague'

Ie

; and uncomprehensive that the Inmates had little or nothing upon

which to file their initial contentions. Those contentions were

j primarily based upon the requirements embodied in 10 C.F.R. 50.47.

1
I regarding emergency planning. These contentions were filed only

after a stay request allowing the matter to be litigated prior to

the filing of any contentions was denied by the Licensing Board,

on January 29, 1985. The Inmates are now told by the Licensing

Board that their original contentions will be the only contention s

I which will be taken in'to consideration by said Board.
i

| "The contentions were stated in a pleading en-
titled Proposed Contentions of the Graterford!

Inmates with Regar to-the Evacuation Plan FiledFebruary 15,19%.g*
" Footnote 4. We find these contentions to be

h|-
the sole issue of the inmates. ' We reject any -.

attempt by the inmates to ' reserve the right to
file additional contentions...' if access to an
unsanitized plan was granted. (See Memorandum and
Order on Graterford Prisoners Proposed Contentions
ASLBP No. 81-465-07 OL April 12, 1985.)"-

The Inmates protest that the additional. disclosure and discussion

of said issues will not be given consideration by the Licensing
Board, thus they must continue to pursue this appeal.

.

-4 - ..

,

, .
,

|
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.| A,possible compromise on this issue was suggested during
1

-

j the meeting by the NRC staff in the person of Donald Hassel, who
,

[ suggested that the Inmates be allowed to respecify the bases for
1

their contentions in light of the additional disclosure. The
,

; Licensing Panel rejected this possible compromise in addition

to the Inmates' request to refile contentions. Thus, the In-'

!. mates have been denied the right to refile their contentions and'

!! I
f the right to respecify the bases for their contentions, despite
li

l the allowance of further disclosure, i.e. a review of the Plan 2.
::
1 For these reasons, the Inmates have no other option but to con-

tinue to pursue their request for full disclosure and to t

it

|' supplement said request with a provision regarding-the right
|

| not only to review the additional information, but to update
i-

,' their initial contentions based upon a review of the second plan..
| For these reasons the Inmates respectfully request this Board to |-

-

i

instruct the Licensing Board to permit contentions based upon !
I

the additional information received.
,

|

l|
Respectfully subm ted,

; ,..

'
t

. ) hsA W
RhGUS R. OVEf,fESQUIRE
Attorney for Inmates, SCIG

.

-5 -
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I UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
,

i
~

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 1

.

Before the Commission

IIn the Matter of :

.

11. PHILADELPHIA ELECTRIC COMPANY
:

i

'i (Limerick Generating Station,
i i Units 1 and 2) : NOS. 50-352 and 50-353

n

il
a CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
!|
il
'. I, Angus R. Love, attorney for the Inmates at the State

Correctional Institute at Graterford, hereby certify that a true
s

II and accurate copy of the Intervenor Gratcrford Inmates' Supple-
!

mental Petition for Review of Appeal Board Order Dismissing

Petition for Directed Certification, in reference to'the above-

captioned matter, was mailed first class, postage prepaid, on

April 16, 1985, to the following list:

Wnistrative Judge Helen F. Hoyt Martha W. Bush, Esquire
Accxnic Safety & Licensing Board M*4nal Services hilding
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory enmdssion 15th & JFK Blvd.

i Washingccm, D.C. 20555 Ph41=dalphia, PA 19107

( W niatrative Judge Jerry Harbour Atomic Safety & Licensing
b Atomte Safety & Licensing Board Appeal Board Panel !
.: U.S. Nelaar Regulatory enmdesian U.S. Relaar Regulatory Canutssion
! Washington, D.C. 20555 Wahingten , D.C. 20555

Wnistrative Judge Richard F. Cole Robert J. 9-- - , Esquire
Atomic Safety & Licensing Board 9 - -1, Denworth & Hellegerst
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory enedasion 16th F1, Center Plaza
m-hington, D.C. 20555 101 North Broad Street

Philadelphia, PA 19107
Ann P. Mcdsdcmi, Esquire
Cotmsel for NRC Staff Docket & Service Section .

Office of the %+4ve Iagal Director U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Caumission
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory enedasion Washington, D.C. 20555 (3 copies)
m-hington, D.C. 20555-

,

.,

.
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Mr. Robert L. Anthony Troy B. Conner, Jr. , Esquire
103 Vernon Iane, Box 186 Conner & Wetterhahn

-

bbylan, PA 19065 1747 Penna. Ave, NW Suite 1050
Washington, D.C. 20006

Asst. Consuner te Jay N. Gutierrez, Esquire
Office of Consuner Advocate U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Cournission
1425 Strawberry Square Region 1
Parrisburg, PA 17120 631 Park Avenue

King of Prussia, PA 19406
-

Atocic Safety & Licensing Board Panel-

U.S. Ntr. lear Regulatory Canission Phyllis Zitzer
i Washington, D.C. 20555 Tfwrick Ecology Action

P.O. Box 761
Frank Romano 762 Queen Street
61 Forest Avenue Pottstown, PA 19464
Anbler, PA 19002

Charles W. F114ntt, Esquire
Zori G. Ferkin, Esquire Counsel for T.imrick Ecology Action
Gowrnor's Energy Council 325 N. 10th Street
P.O. Box 8010 Easton, PA 18042
1625 N. Front Street
Harrisburg, PA 17105 Eugene J. Bradley, Esquire *

Counsel for Pb41=dal+4m Electric
Mr. 'Ihomas Gerusky, Director 2301 Fazket Street

- Bureau of Radiation Protection Pb41adalphia, PA 19101
Dept. of Environmental Resources
Fulton Bank h41 ding, 5th Fl. FAmrd G. Bauer, Jr.
'Ihird and locust Streets V.P. and Ceeral Counsel
Harrisburg, PA 17120 Pb41adal +4a Electric Co.

2301 Par {mt Street
Spence W. Perry, Esqutre Philadalphia, PA 19101
Associate Ce eral Coursel
FDR, Rocn 840 Steven P. Hershey, Esq.

500.Cr Street, SW enminity Iagal Serdcas, Inc.
Washington, D.C. 20472 5219 Chestnut Street -

Philadelphia, PA 19139
James Wiggins
Senior Resident Inspector
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Cocnission
P.O. Box 47
Sanatoga, PA 19464 )

b imTimothy R.S. Cacpbell, Director L wA
Dept. of Emergency Services AN8US R. IRE -,

14 East Biddle Street }intgpme Coun Iagal Aid
West Chester, PA 19380 Counsel Inmates, SCIG

Director,
Penna. Emergency Management Agency
Basement, Transportation & Safety Bldg.
Harrisburg, PA 17120

.
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MAIN OFFICE,
,

NORRISTOWN OFFICE
POTTSTOWN OFFICE107 E. MAIN STREET

248 KING STREETNORRISTOWN PENNSYLVANIA 19401 POTTSTOWN, PENNSYLVANIA 19464
(2156 275 5400 (215) 326 8283

PLE ASE REPLY To: Norristown

April 18, 1985
,

*

Docket and Service Section
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Camission
Washington, D.C. 20555

RE: In the Matter of Philadelphia Electric Company
Limerick Generating Station, Units 1 and 2
Nos. 50-352 and 50-353

Dear Sir:

Enclosed please find the original and three (3) copies of Notice of
Apper.1 frce the Licensing Board's Memorandum and Order on Graterford
Prisoners' Proposed Contentions, in reference to the above-captioned
matter.

Sincerely,

.

Angus R. Love, Esquire

ARL/mf
Encis.

~.

cc: Service List

i

,
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

NUCLEAR REGULAIORY COe?!ISSICN

Before the Atomic Safety and Licensing Apoeal Board

In the Matter of :

PHIIADELPHIA ELECTRIC COMPANY :,

Limerick Generating Station.

Units 1 and 2 : NOS. 50-352 and 50-353

NCTIICE OF APPEAL FROM THE LICENSING BOARD'S MEMORA?OUM
AND ORDER ON GRATERFORD PRISONERS' PROPOSED CONTENTIONS

I. INTRODUCTION

The inmates of the State Correctional Institute at Graterford, through

their counsel, Angus R. Love, Esquire, hereby request a review by the Atomic

Safety and Licensing Appeal Board of a recent decision by the Atmic Safety anc:

Licensing Board issued on April 12, 1985, entitled Memorandum and Order or
t

'

Graterford Prisoners' Proposed Contentions. The inmates request a review of

said Order which denied all contentions which were filed on their behalf before.

the Licensing Board. The inmates note that they currently have an appea]

pending before the Nuclear Regulatory Comission which involves similar issues

to the issues raised in this appeal. The reason for the first appeal was a.

request for further disclosure of the Radiological Emergency Response Plan for

Graterford. Initially, the inmates' counsel was shown a plan entitled, The

Unsanitized Plan, also known as Plan 1, which contained little, if no usefu]
/

information in determining the viability of the evacuation plan. 'Ihe inmates
/

L6@$) .
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requented further disclosure in their appeal. Such disclosure was finally

Ipermitted after a suggestion by this Appeal Panel that the parties attempt to

work under the auspices of a protective order of the court. A second less

sanitized version of the plan, called Plan 2, was made available to the inmaten

and counsel under a protective order of the court on March 18, 1985. When the
,

inmates appealed the initial refusal to disclose any information beyond the,

contents of Plan 1, they requested a stay of their requirement to file their

contentions within twenty days of receipt of Plan 1. The Licensing Board ruled

against the stay and ordered the inmates to file their contentions within the

mandated twenty days. The inmates did so on February 15, 1985. After obtaining

the desired additional disclosures of Plan 2 on March 18, 1985, the inmate,s,

through counsel, requested that they be allowed to update or restyle their

contentions based upon the additilonal information obtained in Plan 2. At a

conference on March 22nd, Helen Hoyt, Chairman of the Atomic Safety and
'

Licensing Board refused to allow the inmates to add any 'further information to

their contentions and held them to the February 15th filing. The inmates conterxl

that this ruling goes against the grain of one of the most fundamental legal

principles of our society, which is due process of law. Thus, they will

continue to appeal this denial which is currently pending before the Nuclear

Regulatory reunission. The remainder of this appeal will deal with the denial

of the inmates' February 15th contentions as they were presented in the Board'o

Memorandum and Order of April 12, 1985.

.

\
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II. IiIS'IORY OF 'IEE CASE

On September 18, 1981, the inmates at the State Correctional Institute at

Graterford, through their attorney, filed a petition with the Licensing Board to

intervene in the above-captioned matter. On October 14, 1981, the Boarcl

required the filing of a supplemental memorandum to address additional concerns,
.

On June 1,1982, the Board admitted the inmates as a party to this proceedinq
.

after the filing of their supplemental memorandum. On April 20, 1984, the Boarcl

further crdered the inmates to file contentions within twenty days of receipt of

the Radiological Emergency Response Plan for Graterford'. On December 13, 1984,

the inmates, through their counsel, Angus R. Love, who had replaced Dor t

Bronstein, received a sanitized copy of said plan, heretofore referred to ao

Plan 1. Plan 1, which is attached to the inmates initial appeal to this Board,

was approximately 27 pages in length and was so censored as to be virtually

unreadable. At this point the inmates, after consultation with their expert,

Major John Case, field director of the Pennsylvania Prison Society, decided tc

appeal the decision and request for further disclosure. As part of the appeal,

the inmates requested a stay of their obligation to file contentions within

twenty days pursuant to the Board's order of April 20, 1984. Said stay was

denied by the Board on January 29,.1985. The inmates filed their contentions or

February 15, 1985 based upon information available in Plan 1. As the Licensing

Board pointed out in Footnote 4 of page 4 of the order of April 15, 1985:

"We find these contentions to be the sole issues of the
inmates. We reject any attempt by the inmates to reserve the
right to file additional contentions...if access to an unsani-
tized plan was granted."

-3-
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This appeal concerns the Appeal Board's dismissals of the originally filec

contentions of February 15, 1985. The appeal currently pending before the

Nuclear Regulatory Comission will concern itself with the inmates' attempt tc

refile their contentions or to restyle the basis for their contentions based
*

upon a viewing of the second plan.

III. ARGUMENT- The Intervenor Inmates at the State Correctional Institute at

Graterford Should Be Permitted to Particioate as a Party before the Licensing

Board in the Above-Caetioned Matter.

In order to continue to participate as a party as mandated by 10 C.F.R.

2.714(b), an intervenor must file at least one contention that satisfies the

aforementioned requirements. In order for a contention to be accepted, it mus

fall within the scope of issues set forth in the Federal Register Notice of

Opportunity for Hearing. See 46 Federal Register 42557, August 21, 1981. See

also Duquesne Light Company (Beaver Valley, Unit No.1), ALAB-109, 6 AEC 243-245

(1973). Pursuant to 10 C.F.R. 2.714(b), said intervenor is required to file "a
~

list of contentions which petitioners seek to have litigated in the matter, .md

the basis for each contention set forth with reasonable specificity." See

Ccc:monwealth Edison Company (Byron Nuclear Power Station, Units 1 and 2),

LSP-80-30, 12 NRC 683, 686 (1980). An intervenor that fails to file at least

one contention that satisfies the requirements of 2.714(b) will not be
permitted to participate as a party.

|

:

l

'I
I
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An intervenor's contention in order to be admitted must also meet thc
specificity requirements. See Duke Power Company (Catawba Nuclear Station,

Units 1 and 2), ALAB-687, 16 NRC 460,467 (1982). In addition to the

aforementioned requirements that a contention must meet, it rust also meet all

the factors in 10 C.F.R. 2.,14(a)l, including the three-part test for good cause
t

as outlined .in the Catawba Appeal Board's decision on whether to admit
G

contentions filed late because they are based solely on information available in

relevant documents that were unavailable until a short time before the
contentions were filed. See Duke Power Company et al (Catawba Nuclear

Station, Units 1 and 2), CLI-83-19,17 NRC 1,041,1,045 (1983) . This involves

a five-part balancing test by the Licensing Board in order to determine if

said contention should be admitted. These five factors include good cause,

availability of other means, assist in developing of a sound record,
representation of existing parties, delay and broadening of the issues. After a

review of these five factors, the Board should balance these various factors in

determining whether or not to admit a late filed contention. Thus, this is the

applicable law with which the inmates' contentions should be judged.

The inmates initially presented three contentions in their February 15th
filing. The first reads: "There is no reasonable assurance that the evacuation

plan will protect the staff and inmates at the State Correctional Instit'ute at

3raterford." The second contention reads: "There is no reasonable assurance

that the evacuation plan will provide a safe and secure evacuation from the

5 tate Correctional Institute at Graterford." The third contention regarding the

-5-
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return to Graterford has been dropped by agreement of parties. Following the

discussions of two closed c;nferences with all concerned parties in Harrisburg,

the inmates were satisfied on a number of issues that the February 15th filinc- *

had raised, and thus dropped all bases for the above-mentioned contentione

except their insistence that there is no reasonable assurance that medica]
,

services will be provided to individuals contaminated by radiation; that there
,

is no reasonable assurance that SCIG personnel, bus drivers and the Pennsylvania

State Police will receive any training in preparedness for a nuclear emergency

at SCIG, and finally, there is no reasonable assurance that the general concept;

of evacuation as outlined in Attachment A, page E-1-A-1 will provide for the

safety and security of inmates and SCIG personnel during said evacuation. The

inmates contend that their two contentions and the three specific bases fo

cor*.entions meet the above-mentioned requirements regarding the admissibility off

these contentions and of,themselves as an intervenor in the licensing process.

The inmates contend that the Licensing Board has failed to apply the proper

standard in determining the admissibility of their contentions. At the pleadinc'

stage of a proceeding, contentions need only identify the reasons for eact ,

contention. See Houston Lighting and Power Company (Allens Creek Nuclear -

Generating Station, Unit 1), ALAB-590,11 NRC 542, 548 (1980); Comonwealtr ,

Edison Company (Byron Nuclear Power Station, Units 1 and 2), LBP-80-30 12 NRC

683, 688 (1980). Accordingly, in the Licensing Board's examination of the

contentions and the basis therefore, the Board may not reach the merits of'

contentions. See Philadelphia Electric Company (Peachbottom Atomic Power

Station, Units 2 and 3), ALAB-216, 8 AEC 13, 20 through 21 (1974). It is the

.
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inmates allegation that the Licensing Board has overstepped its authority anci

gone to the merits of the inmates' contentions prior to determining the

admissibility of such in accordance with established caselaw. Furthermore, the

inmates contend that they have met the aforementioned requirements as to the

admissibility of their contentions. With regard to the standards applicable tc, '

late filed contentions, the inmates point out the following:o

1. Good cause. The first factor the Board must consider is good cause

for failure to file on time. 10 C.F.R. 2.714 Al(i). The inmates point out that.

they were granted intervenor status on October 14, 1981. At that time they were

fully ready to pursue this matter in its entirety. Unfortunately, they waitec

over three years until December 13, 1984 before receiving a copy of the

evacuation plan for SCIG. The inmates contend that this delay was through nc
|fault of their own and should not be held against them in this present-

litigation. Upon receipt of the filing, the inmates did, in accordance with the

Board's order of April 20, 1984, file their contentions within the twenty day

time period as mandated by the Board's order. Thus, the inmates contend that

they have satisfied this initial requirement.

2. Availability of other means. The second factor for consideration

before the Board is the availability of other means to protect the petitioners'

interests. See 10 C.F.R. 2.714(a)l(ii). It is the inmates' contention that

there are no other available means for protecting their interests. The inmates

take issue with the Board's ruling, in particular, their assertion on page 12

that two state agencies, the Pennsylvania Emergency Management Agency and the

.

-7-
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Depart, ment of Corrections, will represent the inmates' interests. In light of

the fact that the Department of Corrections was the party responsible for the

developnent of the emergency radiological response plan, the inmates fail to see

how these persons can be representative of their complaints about a plan that

was developed by the Bureau itself. With regard to the Pennsylvania Emergency
1

Management Agency, the inmates contend that this organization has little or nc
.

experience or contact with the correctional field and thus does not have

standing to represent their interests.

3. Assist in Development of a Sound Record. The inmates contend that

their participation in this proceeding and their retention of Major John Case,

field director of the Pennsylvania Prison Society, will aid in the developnent

of a sound record in this licensing process. They stress the unique nature of

this particular intervenor in that a maximum security facility such as

Graterford has never been included in the evacuation planning requirement for

the 10 mile radius surrounding a nuclear power plant. The presence of a 2,500

m.an maximum security facility within the 10 mile radius presents a challenging

problem for the emergency planners to resolve. The inmates contend that they

should have some input into this unique situation.

4. Representation by Existing Parties. The inmates contend that there

are no other parties who may directly represent the interests of the Graterford

prisoners in this proceeding. See previously mentioned coments regarding the

Board's assertion that PEMA and the Bureau of Corrections will represent their

Lnterests in this proceeding.

-8-
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5. Delay and Broadening of the Issues. The inmates point out with regard

to this issue that there have been many of their concerns which have already

been resolved and a few more which were on the verge of resolution prior to the

entry of the Board's order of April 12, 1985. While the inmates are well aware

of the Applicant's desire to go to full power, they must insist that their-

rights not be denied due to delays which were beyond their control. The inmatesa

were ready to proceed in 1981, however, a three year delay was caused by the

Bureau of Corrections due to their failure to develop a suitable plan in an

adequate time frame. The Board insists that the admission of any late filed

contentions at this point would delay and broaden the issue since hearings or

all off-site emergency planning contentions were completed by January 29, 19C5.
|

|In view of the fact that the inmates did not submit their contentions until
February 15, 1985 in compliance with the Board's order, the inmates find it hard

i

||to believe that they are delaying this process further. Such an assertior,

I

| defies all logic and rational thought.
i
' It is the duty of this Appeal Board to balance these five factors ir,

order to determine whether or not the inmates have met the criteria for the

filing. of late contentions. If it is founri that the factors weigh in the favor.

of the inmates, the Court must then look to the specific bases with which the-

contentions are framed. Section 2.714 of the NRC's Rules of Practice do not

permit "the filing of a vague, unparticularized contention, followed by ar,

endeavor to flush out through discovery against the applicant or staff." Duke

Power Ccrupany (Catawba Nuclear Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-687,16 NRC 460, ;
1

1

!

|
|

|
|

1
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468 (1982). The inmates contend that the matters they have presented to the.

Licensing Board are not vague, unparticularized contentions, but are specific

concerns raised in response to the first Radiological Emergency Response Plan.

The inmates' two primary contentions involve the lack of a reasonable assurance

, that,the evacuation plan will protect inmates and staff, and secondly, that said.

plan will not provide a reasonable assurance that the evacuation will be save-

and secure. In order to further specify and particularize these two admittedly

general contentions, the inmates submitted numerous specific bases for these

contentions. Although many of these are no longer at issue, the three mentioned

in the Board's decision, including medical services training, and the general

concept of evacuation provide additional data regarding the merits of their

claims. In particular, the medical services claim contends that there are ne

medical services as mandated by 10 C.F.R. 50.47(b)12 for the treatment of

individuals contaminated by radiation. A debate has arisen regarding the

standards with which hospitals are charged and the inmates contend that this

debate should continue when the merits of their contentions are discussed. The

inmates are at loss to understand how one can get any more specific in this

regard. The second basis which is still pending for their contentions regards

the training of bus drivers. The inmates contend that the civilian bus drivers

should be afforded the same opportunity as civilian bus _ drivers evacuating

school children and other such persons in'the EPZ. This would involve the

opportunity - for them to undergo training with regard to radiological

preparedness in the event of nuclear emergency. Once again the inmates fail to.

< .
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see how they could be any more specific in this regard. The third basis for the-

contentions entitled, General Concept of Evacuation, is admittedly broader thar, I

the first two, however, this basis was in response to the first plan, page

E-1-A-1 which was approximately 90% censored, thus giving the inmates absolutely

no idea what the general concept of evacuation was. Thus, the inmates contenc,

that they have met the specificity requirements and should be allowed to proceedo

in this matter.

The inmates further contend that they also meet the requirements of 1C

C.F.R. 2.714(b) which states that a contention must be rejected where:

1. It constitutes an attack on applicable statutory requirements;

2. It challenges the basic structure of the Commission's Regulatory

process, or is an attack on the regulations;

3. It is nothing more than a generalization regarding the inter-

venors' particular view of what applicable policies ought to be;

4. It seeks to raise an issue which is not proper for adjudication

in the proceeding, or does not apply to the facility in question;"

or,
,

S. It seeks to raise an issue which is not concrete.

See Philadelphia Electric Company (Peachbottom Atomic Power Station, Units 2 and

3) ALAS-216, 8 AEC 13, 20 through 21 (1974); 10 C.F.R. Section 2.758(a). Ir

that we are at the pleading stage, contentions need only identify the reasons

for each contention. See Houston Lighting and Power' Company (Allens Creek

Nuclear Generating Station Unit 1), ALAB-590, 11 NRC 542, 548 (1980).

-11-
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Furthermore, the basis stated for each contention need not " detail the evidence

which will be offered in support of each contention." See Mississippi Power and

Light Company (Grand Gulf Nuclear Station, Units 1 and 2), AIAB-130, 6 AEC 423,

426 (1973). Inmates contend that they have met this test and that they have
'

been open and frank in their discussions regarding not only the contentions
*

themselves, but have gone further and discussed the various merits of their

claims (see transcripts of two in-camera proceedings with all parties involved,

in_Harrisburg, Pa. on February 27, 1985, and on March 22, 1985). Clearly,there

is no attempt to attack the applicable statutory requirements nor the basic

structure of the regulatory process. The issues raised are concrete and are

properly before the Board, per the Board's own order, and do in fact represent~

the inmates' concerns regarding the Bureau's evacuation plan and how it applies

to their safety. Thus, the inmates contend that they have satisfied these

requirements, therfore their contentions should be admitted.

IV. CCNCLUSICN

The inmates contend that the Licensing Board's decision of April 12, 1985

has prematurely cut off their opportunity to participate in the licensing

process regarding the above-captioned matter. They further contend that the

Licensing Board has failed in its duty to analyze their contentions according to

the established caselaw and applicable regulations of the Nuclear Regulatory

Comission. The obvious discussions regarding the merits of these contentions

should be disregarded as this issue is not properly before the Licensing Board.

-12-
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The inmates deeply regret that they have had to wait since 1981 to have the

opportunity to participate in this licensing procedure, however, they point out

that this occurrence was no fault of their own. In fact, the delay is primarily

due to the Bureau of Corrections' failure to compile the requisite evacuatior
'

plan until December of 1984. The inmates contend that they have met the
.

specificity requirements regarding their contentions, that they have met the

late filing balancing test regarding their contentions, and that they have fully

complied with the regulations of 10 C.F.R. 2.714(b) . The inmates once agair

point out the unique nature of this particular problem. The emergency planning

requirements which were enacted in response to the Three Mile Island accident

and are embodied in 10 C.F.R. 50.47, authorize participation of concerned

individuals within the 10 mile EPZ regarding evacuation plans in the event of d
|

nuclear emergency. 'Ihe State Correctional Institute at Graterford represents d

2,500 inmate maximum security facility within the Pennsylvania state

correctional system and is located 8.3 miles from the nuclear facility. As

mandated by the regulations, the Bureau of Corrections has developed an

evacuation plan for the institution. Due to the inherent difficulties in

running an institution such as Graterford, the inmates request a voice in the

development of the radiological evacuation plan and request the opportunity tc

provide input into the decision-making process. As this is the first such

instance that has arisen since the develognent of 10 C.F.R. 50.47, the inmates

request the Appeal Board to give this matter serious consideration. The fact

-13-
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that the Applicant is anxious to proceed to full power should not cut short this

important issue. For these reasons the inmates request that the Appeal Board

overturn the Board's decision and allow them to participate as a party in this

proceeding.
t

'

Respectfully subnitted,

A . il U
ldGtJ& RT t , 'i.SCp11M'

.

Attorney Inmates, SCIG

.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
|

| Before the Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Board
i

In the Matter of :

I

||| PHILADELPHIA ELECTRIC COMPANY :
,

3
,

Limerick Generating Station
., Units 1 and 2.

'- : NOS. 50-352 and 50-353

i
,J CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE j

.

1 -
i

'! !
I, Angus R. Love, attorney for the Inmates at the State Cor-

|! rectional Institute at Graterford, hereby certify that a true and -
~

ii
|| accurate copy of the Notice of Appeal from the Licensing Board's
;i |
| Memorandum and Order on Graterford Prisoners' Proposed Contentions!

!!

in reference to the above-captioned matter, was mailed to the
,

jfollowing list, first class, postage prepaid, on April 18, 1985.
i.1
f||AdministrativeJudgeHelenF.Hoyt Martha W. Bush, Esquire

|Atomic Safety & Licensing Board Municipal Services Building i
i U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 15th & JFK Blvd. j
. Washington, D.C. 20555 Philadelphia, PA 19107

|
| '

ij Administrative Judge Jerry Harbour Atcmic Safety & Licensing
j' Atomic Safety & Licensing Board Appeal Boad Panel
|I U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Cocmission U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Ccam. j

;

i Washington, D.C. 20555 Washington, D.C.
I

L Administrative Judge Richard F. Cole Robert J. Sugarman, Esquire
Atomic Safety & Licensing Board Sugarman, Denverth & Hellegers
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Conmission 16th F1, Center Plazay

ij Washington, D.C. 20555 101 N. Broad Street

', Ann P. Hodgdon, Esquire Philadelphia, PA 19107

Counsel for NRC Staff Ibcket & Service Section .

Office of the Executive Legal Director U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Ccxrm.
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Cmmission Washington, D.C. (3 copies)
Washington, D.C. 20555

.
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er, Jr., Esquire
!

yMr. Robert L. Anthony .

Conner & Wetterhahn |
'

103 Vernon Lane, Box 186i

Moylan, PA 29065 2747 Penna. Ave, NW,. Suite 2050
Washington, D.C. 20006

Davi8 Wersan, Esquire
i

.

3
Asst. Consumer Advocate Jay M. Gutierrez, Esq.

.- Office of Consumer Advocate U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Conn.
y

|I 1425 Strawberry Square
6 ark AvenueHarrisburg, PA 17120 King of Prussia, PA 19406

| At mic Safety & Licensing Board Panel l

I U.S, Nuclear Regulatory Commission Phyllis Zitzer

L Washington, D.C. 20555 Limerick Ecology Action
P.O. Box 761, '

|; Frank Romano 62 @een St.
61 Forest Avenue Pottstown, PA 19464- ..

,,

Ambler, PA 19002

5||
Charles W. Elliott, Esq.

Zori G. Ferkin, Esquire Counsel for Limerick Ecology
^

|| Governors' Energy Council
325 Oth St iastn,PA2N2 |6 N F t St.

Harrisburg, PA 27105 1k m J.Bradley, Esq.

'| Mr. Thomas Gerusky, Director Counsel for Philadelphia Electric
!! Bureau of Radiation Protection 2301 Market Street
'| Dept. of Environmental Resources Philadelphia, PA .19101 |
i Fulton Bank Bldg., 5th F1. 8

Third and iocust Streets Ed M G. Bauer, Jr. I
'

Harrisburg, PA 17120 V.P. and General Counsel !

Philadelphia, PA 19101 |,,

aE El 1 Steven P. Hershey, Esq. f'
N, h 840 Conmunity Legal Services, Inc.
500 CT Street, SW 5219 Chestnut St.
Washington, D.C. 20472 Philadelphia, PA 19139

| -

|, . James Wiggins |
'

Sr. Resident Inspectori
'

si ex ir " ="t torr = /*wu A~Ct c

Sanatoga, PA 29464 M R. W ," u p W " id
-

,
;. Montgome County Legal A

Timothy R.S. Campbell, Director el f Inmates, SCIG
Dept. of Energency Services
14 E. Biddle Street

; West Chester, PA 29380
h

Director
Penna. Energency Management Agency
Basement, Transportation & Safety Bldg.-i .

Harrisburg, PA 17120*

|

.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

'856247'
ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING APPEAL BOARD '

Administrative Judges:
!

Christine N. Kohl, Chairman April 23, 1985
Gary J. Edles
Dr. Reginald L. Gotchy

1

)
'

in the Matter of )
)

PHILADELPHIA ELECTRIC COMPANY ) Docket Nos. 50-352 OL
) 50-353 OL

(Limerick Generating Station, )
Units 1 and 2) )

)

ORDER

On April 18, 1985, the inmates of the State

Correctional Institute at Graterford, intervenors in this
t

eperating license proceeding, filed an appeal from the>

Licensing Board's Memorandum and Order of April 12, 1985

(unpublished) , dismissing all of their proposed offsite
~

emergency planning contentions. See'10 C.F.R. S 2.714a. In

an order issued today, the Secretary to the Commission,

pursuant to 10 C.F.R. S 2.772, referred to us another -

pleading -- dated April 16, 1985, and filed by the inmates

with the Commission -- which concerns a related matter. We
.

'

will therefore consider simultaneously all of the Graterford

! inmates' arguments on appeal in connection with their

emergency planning contentions.

.y[ |$ *
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Because the hearings in this case have been completed
,

and applicant already has a low-power license, there is good

cause for acting expeditiously on this matter. We therefore

shorten the time fo.r filing responses to the inmates'

appeal. See 10.C.F.R. S 2.711(a). All replies shall be

received by us no later than close of business (5:00 p.m.)'

en April 30, 1985. ,

It is so ORDERED.

FOR THE APPEAL BOARD

O_. b m db - _ b
C. JQn Shbemaker

,

( Secretary to the
Appeal Board

Dr. Gotchy did not participate in this order.
-
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. Angus R. Love, Esq. '
Montgomery County Legal Aid
107 East Main Street4

Norristown, PA 19401

I. Dear Mr. Love:

| This is in reference to your April 19, 1985 filing entitled,
"Intervenor Graterford Inmates' Supplemental Petition for'

'j Review of Appeal Board Order Dismissing Petition for Directed
; certification." This pleading requests action on your,

| February 21, 1985 pleading to the Commission entitled,
; " Petition for Review of an Appeal Board Order of February 12,
! 1985." The February 12, 1985 Appeal Board Order dismissed
; what was, in effect, a petition for directed certification
~

under 10 CFR 2.718 (i) of an interlocutory order limiting
discovery of the evacuation plans for the State Correctional
Institution at Graterford, Pennsylvania.

.

! The Commission completed all action on your February 21, 1985
; pleading by allowing time for review of the Appeal Board Order

to expire on March 26, 1985. Review was:not appropriate
because the issue of the scope of discovery was eliminated

i through agreement of the parties and because petitions for
review of denials of petitions for directed certification are
not permitted under 10 CFR 2.786 (b) (1) .

:
'

Your current pleading also requests review of a Licensing
i Board decision denying your request to use the information
; obtained from the additional disclosure of the evacuation plan

to update your contentions. Petitions for review of such-

'
decisions should, in the first instance, be addressed to the
Appeal Board.

Accordingly, by' order of April 23, your April 19 filing
improperly before the Commission entitled, "Intervenor*

'

Graterford Inmates' Supplemental Petition for Review of Appeal
! Board Order Dismissing Petition for Directed Certification"

has been redirected, pursuant to 10 CFR 2.772 (h) , to the
i

Appeal Board for its consideration.
i

Sin erelyC\
!

-

M~ [cf3 %'

.-'
.

Om'

i ) ;

Samuel J. Chilk }

Secretar{ g g i

Y |
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 00LMgTEC5_

COMMISSIONERS: W H 23 P3:18
Nunzio J. Palladino, Chairman
Thomas M. Roberts' GFFI';E OF 3E(ist. A-7
James K. Asselstine 00CKEllNG & SERVK.!
Frederick M. Bernthal BRANCH

Lando W. Zech, Jr.

.

In the Matter of

PHILADELPHIA ELECTRIC COMPANY Docket Nos. 50-352-OL
50-353-OL

Limerick Generating Station
(Units 1 and 2)

ORDER

By this order, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Secretary

under 10 CFR 2.772, the April 19 filing improperly before the Comission

by Intervenor Graterford Inmates entitled "Intervenor Graterford

Inmates' Supplemental Petition for Review of Appeal Board Order

Dismissing Petition for Directed Certification" is redirected to the

Appeal Board for consideration.

It is so ORDERED.
*

For the Comission
p* ~% -

, 70'%# ';
LU %t; 2. n ~ '.:

'

o YE ;; ' ,. .,, .e -

SAMUEL 4. CHILK

..

J' 8/s
$ 'N (j.O [ SecretaryofftheCommission

%+** -

Dated at Washington, D.C.

this b day of April,1985.

y aspsF 4& ~
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COPHISSION
.

In the Matter of

PHILADELPHIA ELECTRIC COMPANY Docket No.(s) 50-352-OL
, 50-353-OL

-(Limerick Generating Station,
Units 1 and 2),

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
-

I hereby certify that I have this day served the foregoing ' document (s)
upon each person designated on the official service list ccupiled by the
Office of the Secretary of the Consission in this proceeding in accordance
with the requirements of Section 2.712 of 10 CFR Part 2 - Rules of Practice,
of the Nuclear Regulatory Consission's Rules and Regulations.

Dated at Washington, D.C. this
-

M day of koro 1981

kr/rnaA
Office of the Secretary of the Comission

gL'lR O'.IK-lo kve A 0' & VSO
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION-

In the Matter of
'

PHILADELPHIA ELECTRIC COMPANY ) Docket No.(s) 50-352
) 50-353

(Limerick Generating Station, )
Units 1 and 2)

.

SERVICE LIST

Helen F. Hoyt Esq., Chairman Troy B. Conner, Jr., Esq.
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board Conner & Wetterhahn"
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 1747 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20555 Suite 1050
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Dr. Richard F. Cole
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Washington, D.C. 20555 -Vice President & Gen. Counsel
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Washington, D.C. 20555 61 Forest Avenue

** ""*# **" *Christine N. Kohl, Esq., Chaiman
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U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission
Washington, D.C. 20555

.

Gary J. Edles
PhyllisZ'tzlrLrmerick ico ogy ActionAtomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Board
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r

Dr. Reginald Gotchy
Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Board
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission
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Counsel for NRC Staff
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Board and parties - continued 50-352, -353
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING APPEAL BOARD

' In the Matter of

i PHILADELPHIA ELECTRIC COMPANY ) Docket Nos. 50-352
) 50-353

(Limerick Generating Station, )
Units I and 2) )

NRC STAFF BRIEF IN RESPONSE TO "INTERVENOR GRATERFORD
INMATES' SUPPLEMENTAL PETITION FOR~ REVIEW 0F APPEAL BOARD-

ORDER DISMISSING PETITION FOR DIRECTED CERTIFICATION" AND
" NOTICE OF APPEAL FROM THE LICENSING BOARD'S MEMORANDUM
AND ORDER ON GRATERFORD PRISONERS' PROPOSED CONTENTIONS"

^

i

.

- Donald F. Hassell
Counsel for NRC Staff
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING APPEAL BOARD
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In the Matter of )

PHILADELPHIA ELECTRIC COMPANY Docket Nos. 50-352,

) 50-353
(Limerick Generating Station. )'

Units 1 and 2) )

e

i

NRC STAFF BRIEF IN RESPONSE TO "INTERVENOR GRATERFORD
INMATES' SUPPLEMENTAL PETITION FOR REVIEW 0F. APPEAL BOARD
ORDER DISMISSING PETITION FOR DIRECTED CERTIFICATION" AND

" NOTICE OF APPEAL FROM THE LICENSING BOARD'S MEMORANDUM
AND ORDER ON GRATERFORD PRISONERS' PROPOSED CONTENTIONS"
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING APPEAL BOARD

- In the Matter of

PHILADELPHIA ELECTRIC COMFANY Docket Nos. 50-352*

) 50-353
(Limerick Generating Statiorf, )

Units 1 and 2) )

NRC STAFF BRIEF IN RESPONSE TO "INTERVENOR GRATERFORD
INMATES' SUPPLEMENTAL PETITION FOR REVIEW OF APPEAL BOARD
ORDER DISMISSING PETITION FOR DIRECTED CERTIFICATION" AND

" NOTICE OF APPEAL FROM THE LICENSING BOARD'S MEMORANDUM
AND ORDER ON GRATERFORD PRISONERS' PROPOSED CONTENTIONS"

'

~I . STATEMENT OF THE CASE

A. Introduction

On April 12, 1985, the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board issued a

memorandum and order rejecting the Graterford Prisoners' proposed con-

tentions and dismissing the Graterford Prisoners as a party to this

proceeding. On April 16, 1985, the Graterford Prisoners filed with the

Commission a supplemental petition for review of an Appeal Board order

of February 12, 1985, dismissing without prejudice the Graterford Pris-
.___

oners' " Notice of Appeal" concerning an interlocutory discovery ruling

set forth in the Licensing Board's memorandum and order of February 5,

1985. On April 18, 1985, the Graterford Prisoners filed a notice of.

.

appeal seeking Appeal Board review of the Licensing Board's April 12,
.

1985 memorandum and order. On April 23, 1985, the Appeal Board issued

an order indicatiing that (1) the Secretary of the Commission had referred

the Graterford Prisoners' April 16, 1985 pleading to the Appeal Board,

:

/

-- -
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(2) the Appeal Board will consider simultaneously all of the Graterford

Prisoners' arguments on appeal related to their emergency planning con-

tentions, and (3) the time for filing responses is shortened and all

replies shall be received no later than close of business on April 30,
-

1985. 1_/ Pursuant to 10 C.F.R. 9 2.714a and the Appeal Board's order of -

,

April 23,1985, the NRC staff hereby files its brief in opposition to

the Graterford Prisoners' appeal.

'

B. Background and Reference to Rulings

On September 18, 1981, the Philadelphia Chapter of the National ~

Lawyers' Guild (Guild) sought to intervene in this proceeding on behalf
. ,

of certain inmates at the Graterford prison (designated "Graterford

Prisoners"). In response to an Order by the Board dated October 14, 1981,

the Guild filed a Supplemental Memorandum in support of its petition

to intervene. The Board's Special Prehearing Conference Order of June 1,

1982 admitted 'the Graterford Prisoners as a party to this proceeding. 2/

On April 20, 1984, the Board issued an order acknowledging that the-

Graterford Prisoners were unable to present contentions during the

prehearing conference since the emergency plan for the State Correctional-

Institution at Graterford (SCIG) was not available and granting the

.

.

-1/ Philadelphia Electric Company (Limerick Generating Station, Units 1 ,

and 2), Order (unpublished), slip op. (April 23,1985). |

-2/ Philadelphia Electric Company (Limerick Generating Station, Units 1
and 2), LBP-82-43A, 15 NRC 1423, 1442-47 (1982).

.

,

|
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Graterford Prisoners twenty days from the time they receive the plan to

submit any contentions besed upon the plan. 3/

On December 13, 1984, the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania (Commonwealth)
~

provided to the Graterford Prisoners' counsel a " sanitized" copy of the

Pennsylvania Bureau of Correction Radiological Emergency Response Plan,

for the Graterford prison (flan 1), which had certain information deleted

for security reasons. On December 20, 1984, the Graterford Prisoners

filed a motion S/ requesting the Licensing Board to require full disclosure

of the emergenqy response plan for SCIG, alleging that the " sanitized"

v'ersion (Plan 1) provided to them by the Commonwealth did not provide

sufficient information tg allow them to either form a judgment concerning

the adequacy of the plan or propose contentions concerning the plan for
' litigation in the Limerick offsite emergency planning hearings. The *

Applicant, the Commonwealth and the NRC staff filed responses generally

opposing full disclosure, except that the Staff indicated that the

Licensing Board should require the Graterford Prisoners to specify the

information needed, based on expert opinion, beyond that provided in the

" sanitized" version (Plan 1)' as a pre-condition to compelling further

~.

.

.

- 3/ Philadelphia Electric Conpany (Limerick Generating Station, Units 1-

and 2), LBP-84-18, 19 NRC 1020, 1029-30 (1984).

4/ Motion for Order Requiring Full Disclosure by Pennsylvania Emergency --

Management Agency of the Evacuation Plan for State Correctional
Institute at Graterford.

.

%
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disclosure.5/ The Graterford, Prisoners filed a supplemental motion,

indicating that their expert required full disclosure in order to make a-

judgment regarding the viability of the plan. 5/ On January 29, 1985, the

Licensing Board heard oral argument on the Graterford Prisoners' motion*

for full disclosure of the SCIG plan and examined Mr. Erskind DeRamus,,

the Commonwealth's Deputy Commissioner of Corrections regarding the

matter. The Board orally denied from the Bench the Graterford Prisoners'

motion for full disclosure of the plan and permitted them 20 days in
'

which to file contentions based on the " sanitized" version of the plan

(Plan 1). Tr. 20,479-81. It also denied Graterford Prisoners' notion

for a stay of the Board's decision denying the motion pending appeal.
, ,

Tr. 20,842. On February 5, 1985, the Licensing B'oard issued a " Memo-

randum and Order Regarding Graterford Prison" confirming the rulings it

made from the bench on January 29, 1985. The Licensing Board denied the

motion for full disclosure citing, among other things, the Graterford

.

.

5/ Applicant's Response to Graterford Inmates Motion for an Order Re-
~-

quiring Full Disclosure by PEMA on the Evacuation Plan for the State--
Correctional Institute At Graterford (December 28,1984); Response
of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania to Graterford Inmates'
December 20, 1984 Motion for. Full Disclosure of Graterford RERP and
Request for Additional Time to File Memorandum in Support of Said |
Response (December 31,1984); Memorandum in Support of Response of !

.

the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania to Graterford Inmates' December 20, |
1984 Motion (January 18, 1985); [NRC Staff] Answer to Motion of the

|Inmates of the State Correctional Institute at Graterford for Full.

Disclosure of the Evacuation Plan for State Correctional Institute-
at Graterford (January 2, 1985).

-6/ Supplemental Motion Of The Inmates At SCIG Regarding Full Disclosure
.

Of The Evacuation Plan For SCIG (January 28,1985).
-

.

O

__ _ __ _ _ _ _ .
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Prisoners' failure to specify the information needed. Memorandum and4

f Order at 1 (February 5,1985).

On February 8,1985, the Graterford Prisoners' filed a " Notice of

|- Appeal" E , which was dismissed without prejudice by the Appeal Board on

February 12, 1985. The Appeal Board indicated that at the time the -;,

Graterford Prisoners sought Yeview by the Appeal Board they had not yet3

i exhausted their options before the Licensing Board, including the filing
i

! of their contentions. Memorandum and Order at 2 (February 12,1985).

) While declining to direct certification of the Licensing Board's ruling
.

; denying full disclosure, the Appeal Board provided guidance to the

Licensing Board and parties regarding the desirability of finding.a middle1 -

,

ground to accommodate the competing interests at stake. Id. at 3. The
1

Appeal Board directed the Licensing Board's attention to NRC decisions

regarding the use of protective orders to protect discoverable yet!

sensitive information. Id. The Licensing Board implemented the Appeal
:

Board's guidance by scheduling an in_ camera " conference on full disclosure"

of the emergency plan for the Graterford Facility that was held oni

February 27, 1985. U
,
'
, ~
l

. -

!

', -7/ Although the Inmates styled their filing before the Appeal Board a.

" Notice of Appeal," the Appeal Board construed it as a petition for
directed certification. Philadelphia Electric Company (Limerick
Generating Station, Units 1 and 2), Memorandum And Order (unpub--

| lished), slip op at 1-2,. 4, (February 12,1985).
.

!
-8/ Memorandum and Order (Conference on Full Disclosure of Evacuation -

Plan for the Graterford Maximum Security Facility) (unpublished)
slip op. (February 19, 1985); Tr. 20,484-606.

j

"
\

,
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On February ~ 15,1985, the Graterford Prisoners filed contentions

based on the " sanitized" plan (Plan 1) E/ and on February 21, 1985, they

filed a petition for Commission review of the Appeal Board's February 12,
- 1985 Memorandum and Order. On March 8, 1985, the NRC staff and the

Applicant filed answers, which opposed the Graterford Prisoners' petition,

forCommissionreview.3S/ On March 26, 1985, the Commission completed all

action on the Graterford Prisoners' February 21, 1985 petition for review

by allowing the time for review of the Appeal Board February 12, 1985

ordertoexpire.$3/'

On March 15, 1985, the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania Department of

Corrections filed its response to Mr. Love's and his expert's request for
.

information that was raised during the February 27, 1985 conference.J2/

Also, on that date, the Licensing Board scheduled another irl camera

session, which was held on March 22, 1985, to review the progress that

had been made in resolvirg the discovery dispute between the Commonwealth

.

.

9/ Proposed Contentions Of The Graterford Inmates With Regard To The
Evacuation Plan (February 15, 1985) (" Proposed Contentions").

.. - . _

10/ NRC Staff's Answer In Opposition To Intervenor Graterford Inmates'
---

Petition For Review Of Appeal Board Order Dismissing Petition For
Directed Certification (March 8,1985); Applicant's Answer To
Graterford Prisoners' Petition For Review (March 8,1985).

.

11/ See, Letter from Samuel Chilk, Secretary of the Consission to
Angus R. Love (April 23,1985).

.

12/ Response of the Commonwealth Of Pennsylvania Department of Correc----

tions To Requests For Information Raised At The February 27, 1985
Atomic Safety And Licensing Board Conference, attached to letter to -

the Docketing and Service Section, Office of the Secretary,
U.S. N.R.C. , dated March 15, 1985.

~
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and the Graterford Prisoners. El On March 18, 1985, the Comonwealth

provided Mr. Love, the representative for the Graterford Prisoners, and

his expert a copy for examination under the the Board's protective order EI

of the new version of the emergency plan (Plan 2) for the SCIG, which-

was virtually the entire plan. Tr. 20,612-13. During the March 22,--

.

1985 conference, counsel fo/ the Graterford Prisoners' withdrew one of

the t'hree proposed contentions and detennined that most of the bases

supporting the contentions had been satisfactorily resolved.

(Tr.20,677-91). At that March 22, 1985 conference, the Licensing Board

granted the parties an opportunity to respond to the Graterford Prisoner

contentions not withdrawn during the conference. Tr. 20,697-98. The-

Boaro established a response date of April 5,1985. M. On April 4,

1985, the. Applicant and the Comonwealth filed answers opposing the .

admission of the Graterford Prisoners'. proposed contentions. E On April 5,

1985, the NRC staff filed a response opposing the admission of certain

M/ Philadelphia Electric Company (Conference On Graterford Maximum Secu-
(Limerick Generating Station, Units 1

and 2), Memorandum And Order
rity Facility), (unpublished), slip op. (March 15,1985); Tr. 20,490,
20,610. Subsequently, the Licensing Board ruled that the transcript
of the February 27, 1985 in camera conference be opened and confirmed-
its oral ruling that the Fanscript of the March 25, 1985 in camera
session would not be sealed. See, Philadelphia Electric Company
(Limerick Generating Station, UHTes 'I and 2), Memorandum and order
(0pening Transcript of Februar 27, 1985 In Camera Conference on
GraterfordRERP)(unpublished)y, slip op. E 2, (March 27, 1985)..

-
,

14/ Philadelphia Electric Company, (Limerick Generating Station, Units 1-

. and 2), Protective Order (unpublished) slip op. (March 20.1985).

M / Applicant's Answer To Proposed Emergency Planning Contentions Of The
;

Graterford Prisoners (April 4,1985); Answer Of The Commonwealth Of .,Pennsylvania To Proposed Contentions Of The Graterford Inmates With |

Regard To The Evacuation Plan (April 4,1985). '

. .

|

|}
./,

~
_ -
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issues and not objecting to the admission of other issues. 35/ On April 12,

1985, the Licensing Board issued a Memorandum and Order that rejected
I

the Graterford Prisoners' remaining proposed contentions and dismissed

the Graterford Prisoners as a party to this proceeding. 32/-

{, On April 16, 1985, the Graterford Prisoners filed with the Commis-

sion a Supplemental ~ Petition For Review Of Appeal Board Order Dismissing

Petition.For Directed Certification, which took issue with the Licensing

Board's decision of April 12,1985.J8/ On April 23, 1985, this Supplemental
'

Petition, which was improperly filed before the Commission, was redirected

to the Appeal Board for consideration by Order of the Secretary of the

Commission.3E/ In accordance with 10 C.F.R. 5 2.714a, the Graterford
,

Prisoners, on April 18, 1985, filed its notice of appeal seeking review

of the Licensing Board's April 12, 1985 decision.22/
i

1

.

-.

I

16/ NRC Staff Response To Graterford Prisoners' Proposed Contentions---

]
(April 5,1985).

'

J7/ Philadelphia Electric Company (Limerick Generating Station, Units 1 --
and 2), Memorandum And Order On Graterford Prisoners Proposed Con-
tentions (unpublished), slip op. at 16, (April 12,1985). '

i

:

19/ Intervenor Graterford Inmates' Supplemental Petition For Review Of I
--~

Appeal Board Order Dismissing Petition For Directed Certification'

.

(April 16,1985) (" Supplemental Petition").4

---19/ Philadelphia Electric Compan
and 2), Order (unpublished) y (Limerick Generating Station, Units 1

.

1slip op. (April 23,1985). '

20/ Notice Of Appeal From The Licensing Board's Memorandum And Order On
--'

Graterford Prisoners' Proposed Contentions (April 18, 1985) (" Notice
ofAppeal").

~

.

1

9
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II. STATEMENT OF ISSUES ON APPEAL

A. Whether the Licensing Board properly exercised its discretion

in not requiring full disclosure of the SCIG radiological emergency ,

response plan.-

B. Whether the Licensing Board applied the proper standards in
*

,

determining that the propose *d contentions were not admissible.

'C. Whether the Licensing Board properly rejected the Graterford

Prisoners' Request to refile their contentions and respecify the bases for
i

their contentions. I

III. ARGUMENT-

,

A. The Licensing Board Did Not Abuse Its Discretion (In Not Requiring Full Disclosure of The SCIG Plan

The Graterford Prisoners' current request for full. disclosure of '

the SCIG plan (Plan 2) E s'without merit. .In its Memorandum And Order {i

of April 12, 1985, the Licensing Board did not require any further I

disclosure of the SCIG plan (Plan 2) that had been examined by counsel

for the Graterford Prisoners and his expert under protective order. E
.

The Board stated that "[a]lthough Plan 2 is not totally unsanitized.,it

is virtually the complete plan." E This statement by the Board describi

the status of disclosure of the SCIG plan is undisputed. Indeed, the

'

!
'21/ Supplemental Petition at 5.

4.

21/ See, Philadelphia Electric Company (Limerick Generating Station,
Units 1 and 2), Memorandum And Order On Graterford Prisoners Pro-
posed Contentions (unpublished) slip op. (April 12,1985). .

23/ Memorandum And Order On Graterford Prisoners' Proposed Contentions :.

-

at 5. fn. 4. - -

'
.

|, .

'
I

we
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statement is directly supported by counsel for the Graterford Prisoners'

examination of Plan 2. After examining Plan 2, Mr. Love characterized

the disclosure of Plan 2 as follows: . . . we were very pleased . . .
"

to see the plan virtually in its entirety." Tr. 20,612-13, see also,-

Tr. 20,658. Moreover, during the March 22, 1985 conference, counsel for
.

the Graterford Prisoners repeatedly stated that he was satisfied with

the information that had been disclosed regarding the new " sanitized"

version of the SCIG plan (Plan 2). Tr. 20,613, 20,657-58, 20,697, see
'' also, Supplemental Petition at 3. Further, when questioned by the Board

on what further discovery he wanted, counsel for the Graterford Prisoners

only identified the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) report of
,

the exercise that was held at the SCIG on March 7, 1985. Tr. 20,622,

20,659, 20,661. As the Licensing Board noted, the FEMA report of the

March 7,1985 exercise at SCIG has been provided to the counsel for the

Graterford Prisoners. 21/ The only reasons the counsel for Graterford

Prisoners off,ers for seeking further disclosure of Plan 2 is because of

the denial of their alleged rights to refile their contentions and to-

respecify the bases for their contentions. Supplemental Petition at 5.

Although the denial of these alleged rights may be an issue, standing --

alone, which the appellant believes warrants appellate review, that

issue as framed by the appellant does not establish a basis for requiring
.

further disclosure of the new " sanitized" version of the SCIG plan

.

24/ Memorandum And Order On Graterford Prisoners' Proposed Contentions~~~

at 15; Letter from D. F. Hassell to the Licensing Board dated
April 2, 1985, with enclosures.

.

I

e

mm , . - ~' M
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(Plan 2). The appellant has failed to either explain or show any nexus

between the denial of these alleged rights and the need to obtain addi-

tional disclosure of Plan 2. Essentially, the attempt to seek further

disclosure of Plan 2 appears to be grounded on nothing more than the.

Graterford Prisoners dissatisfaction with the Board's denial of certain-

.

other relief that they belidVe they are entitled. In fact the record

below is devoid of any effort on the part of appellant to seek further

disclosure of Plan 2 beyond that examined by appellant on March 18, 1985

and disclosed during the March 22, 1985 conference. In summary, given

the Commonwealth's security reasons for deleting information from the

SCIGplan,2E/ the Staff submits that the Graterford Prisoners' reasons for-

_

seeking further disclosure are unpersuasive and unsound for the follow-

ing reasons: (1) they were satisfied with the disclosure of information

for Plan 2 that has already taken place, (2) they have failed to show

any need for further disclosure in order to either refile their conten-

tions or respecify the bases of their contentions and (3) they have

taken the position they would not go beyond the information contained in

the transcripts of the two conferences in either refiling their conten-

tions or respecifying the bases for their contentions (Tr. 20,694). The -

Staff is of the view that where, as here, the information sought in-

volves sensitive security information, a decision to disclose should at
.*

bottom depend on a balancing of the need for the information as weighed -

against the negative effects- that might be created from disclosure. In,

..

'25/ See, Jeffes Affidavit at 4-5 attached to Letter from Z. Ferkin to
"--

A. Love, dated December 13, 1984.
.

O

e

0
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the present case', the Licensing Board has properly exercised its dis-

cretion in providing a meaningful accomodation of the competing interests

at stake here. . Memorandum And Order at 3 (February 12,1985). Thus, it

did not abuse its discretion in not requiring further disclosure of the.

SCIG plan (Plan 2) in that the appellant has not established here or
.

below that it either needs further disclosure or is entitled to further
disclosure. - -

-

'

B. The Licensing Board Correctly Applied The Proper Standard In Deter-
mining That The Proposed Contentions Were Not Admissible And
Thus Did Not Abuse Its Discretion

1. Introduction*
-

As the Licensing Board correctly stated: "a licensing board should

applyallofthefactorsin10C.F.R.92.714(a)(1)2p/,includingthe

,

26/ Section 2.714(a)(1) provides that nontimely petitions to intervene
or reque'sts for hearing will not be entertained absent a determina-

-~

tion by the Licensing Board that the petition or request should be-

granted based upon a balancing of the following factors:

(1) good cause, if any, for failure to file on time;
..

(ii) the availability of other means to protect peti-
tiener's interest; ..:..

-

(iii) the extent to which petitioner's participation may
reasonably be expected to assist in developing a-

sound record; .

(iv) the extent to which existing parties will represent. ;*

the petitioner's interest; and
1(v) the extent to which petitioner's participation will
!bro,aden the issues or delay the proceeding. - -

'

|

~

.

/

!i.- - -
._ _ _
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Catawba Appeal Board's three part test for good cause, E l in detenntning

whether to admit contentions filed late because they are based solely on

information available in relevant documents that were unavailable until

a short time before the contentions were filed." Memorandum And Order
-

On Graterford Prisoners Proposed Contentions at 10, citing Duke Power
,

Company et al. (Catawba Nuclear Station, Units 1 and 2), CLI-83-19,17

NRC 1041, 1045 (1983). Furthermore, at leas't one contention must be

found acceptable' by the Board - both as to basis and specificity - in
'

order for an Intervenor to be permitted to participate as a party. See,

10 C.F.R. I 2.714(b). These standards for judging the admissibility of
'

the Graterford Prisoners' proposed contentions are not in dispute. In .

fact, the appellant acknowledges that these are the standards to be applied..

Notice of Appeal at 4-5. Thus, the issue confronting the Appeal Board
.

in this case is whether these standards were properly applied by the

Licensing Board. See, Notice of Appeal at 6.

The Cormlission has observed that 10 C.F.R.12.714(a) grants Licens-

ing Boards " broad discretion" in disposing of untimely petitions. El The*

Appeal Board has made clear that it is not inclined to " substitute its

judgment for that of the Licensing Board insofar as the outcome of the~ ~

.

E/ The Catawba Appeal Board's three part test for good cause requires
that the late-filed contention: "(1) is wholly dependent upon-

the content of a particular document; (2) could not therefore be
advar.ced with any degree of specificity (if at all) in advance of
the public availability of that document; and (3) is tendered with-

the requisite degree of promptness once the document comes into
existence and is accessible for public examination." Duke Power

Company, G 9 (1982); 17 NRC 1043-44.et al. (Catawba Nuclear Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-687
-

16 NRC 46

28/ Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc. (West Valley Reprocessing Plant),
--

CLI-75-4, 1 NRC 273, 275 (1975).

/
-

_ __ ._ - . _ _ - . . . _ - - __ _s_
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balancing of the Section 2.714(a) factors is concerned." E Moreover .it
!

| 1s settled that the Appeal Board will not overturn a licensing board's

f evaluation of the lateness factors of Section 2.714(a) unless that analysis

reveals it has abused its discretion. E Consequently, the appellant has-

, a substantial burden on this appeal. cf_. WPPSS No.3, ALAB-747 at 1171.

Within this framework _1/ ,,.now turn to the decision below and to the reasons3

why, in the Staff's judgment, the outcome reached by the Licensing Board

in applying and balancing the Section 2.714(a) factors was not an abuse

of discretion.

2. Application Of Lateness Factors To Late-Filed Contentions-

At the outset, the Staff observes that the Graterford Prisoners had

the burden below of addressing each of the 10 C.F.R. 5 2.714(a)(1) factors

29/ Long Island Lighting Company (Shoreham Huclear Power Station,-

Unit 1), ALAB-743,18 NRC 387, 395-96 (1983); Washington Public
Power Supply System, et al. (WPPSS Nuclear Project No. 3) ALAB-747,
18 NRC 1167, 1171 (1983).

30/ Detroit Edison Company, et al. (Enrico Fermi Atomic Power Plant. ~
-

Unit 2), ALAB-707,16 NRC 1760,1762-3 (1982), [ citations omitted).

31 / Since the Coninission has determined that the lateness factors of
10 C.F.R. 5 2.714(a) are to be applied in determining the admissi-

. bility of late filed contentions based on information from documents
unavailable until shortly before the contentions were filed, the -

Staff submits that the standards of appellate review of a Licensing
Board decision applying the Section 2.714(a) lateness factors to.

untimely intervention petitions should likewise govern appellate
review of a Licensing Board decision applying the same factors to
late filed contentions that are based on information from documents
that were unavailable until a short time before the contentions are
filed.

. .

/
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governing the admissibility of late-filed contentions and demonstrating

that, on balance, these factors favor admission of its untimely conten-

tions. El Before the Licensing Board, however, the Graterford Prisoners did
- not address all of the five factors that 10 C.F.R. 5 2.714(a)(1) required

the Board to consider in determining the admissibility of late-filed con-
,

tentions. Proposed Contentions at 1-2. In its brief on appeal, however,

the appellant addressed all of Section 2.714(a)(1) factors and makes

certain additional arguments for the first time on appeal. Notice of
'

Appeal at 7-9. Such new arguments are clearly improper in that the

Appeal Board has held that, in the absence of "a serious substantive

issue", it will not ente _r,tain arguments that have been raised for the
,

first time on appeal. E l

Nevertheless, the Staff submits that the Graterford Prisoners have

failed to demonstrate on appeal that a balancing of the Section 2.714(a)(1)

factors favors admission of their late-filed contentions thus warranting
'

Appeal Board reversal of the Licensing Board's April 12, 1985 decision.

a. Good Cause

In its Memorandum and Order of April 12, 1985, the Licensing

Board found that the first factor, good cause for the late filing, weighed-

in favor of the appellant. Memorandum And Order On Graterford Prisoners'

.

-32/ Duke Power Company, et al. (Perkins Nuclear Station Units 1, 2,
and 3), ALAB-615, 12 W C 350, 352 (1980).-

-33/ Public Service Electric And Gas Company, et al. (Salem Nuclear Gen-
erating Station, Unit 1), ALAB-650,14 NRL'TJ 69 (1981); see also,
Houston Lighting And Power Company (Allens Creek Nuclear Generating
Station, Unit 1), ALAB-582, 11 NRC 239, 242 (1980).

*

,

,. - - - -
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Proposed Contentions at 10. The appellant argues that it has met this

factor. Notice of Appeal at 7. Consequently, the Licensing Board's

application of the first factor in 10 C.F.R. 5 2.714(a) and its applica-

tion cf the Catawba standard is not at issue on appeal.-

b. Availability of Other Means -

.

For the second fador required to be considered under 10 C.F.R.

5 2.714(a), availability of other means to protect petitioner's interest,

the Licensing Board found that "in fact the [Graterford Prisoners] have

been provided another means of presenting their concerns." Memorandum
,

And Order On Graterford Prisoners' Proposed Contentions at 11. While it

acknowledged that at this juncture there is no other means that the-

appellant has to formally litigate the issue of the SCIG plan, E the Board

reasoned that there had been a full and complete exchange of information

between state officials and appellant that exceeded mere discovery,

during the two conferences that were held in February and March, in

response to the appellant's request for information regarding the SCIG

plan. J_d . Moreover, the Board noted earlier that during these meetingd

efforts were made to accomodate the concerns raised by the appellant.
:

J_d,.at4-5. As a consequence, it explained that this process " constituted- '

!

34/ This fact was properly considered by the Board since the Appeal
.

.

Board has previously held that factor two weighed in favor of a l

tardy petitioner where absent admission to the operating licensing |proceeding the petitioner is not assured of an adjudicatory hearing i.

on the claims it seeks to raise. Detroit Edison Company, et al. |

(Enrico Fermi Atomic Power Plant, Unit 2), ALAB-707,16 NR'C"T760,
1767 (1982). As the Staff argues above, however, based on the
record in this case the Board has not abused its discretion in
weighing this factor against the Graterford Prisoners.

.

I

e

/

,
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an infomal litigation or other means for the inmates concerns to be

satisfied without the inmates having to present any case of their own." I d_.

The appellant contends on appeal that there are no other means

- available for protecting its interests. Notice of Appeal at 7. How-

ever, the appellant references that part of the Licensing Board decision
.

dealing with the fourth factor (representation by existing parties)

under 10 C.F.R. I 2.714(a) and frames its argument in terms of the fourth

factor. Notice of Appeal at 7-8. Thus, the Staff will address the

'

appellant's position regarding the Board's decision under the fourth

factor in that section of its brief covering that issue. Nevertheless,

although the Staff conceded below that factor two weighed in favor of
,

the appellant, E the Staff submits that the Licensing Board's detemination

and reasoning on factor two (availability of other means) was adequately

supported by the record in this proceeding and thus was not an abuse of

discretion. As the Board noted, during the two conferences held with

the parties o.n February 27, 1985 and March 22, 1985, the Commonwealth's

senior officials E charged with the responsibility for the inmates and-

their evacuation participated in the conference and attempted to comply

with every request for information made by the Graterford Prisoners' w
.

.

35/ NRC Staff Response To Graterford Prisoners Proposed Contentions.
-

at 12 (April 5, 1985).

36/ Glen R. Jeffes, Acting Consnission, Department of Corrections, Com- .

monwealth of Pennsylvania Department of Corrections and John Patten,
Director, Pennsylvania Emergency Management Agency.

~

.

d

,/
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counsel and their expert. E Further, as noted by the Board, on March 18,

1985, the Commonwealth's Department of Corrections provided Mr. Love and

his expert a copy for examination of the new " sanitized" version of the

SCIG plan (Plan 2) which was virtually the entire plan. Memorandum And-

*

,
Order On Graterford Prisoners' Proposed Contentions at 4; Tr. 20,612-13..

As a consequence of this exchange of information, the Graterford Pri-

soners withdrew one of their three contentions and withdrew almost all

of the bases for their three contentions because they were satisfied

that the concerns reflected in their bases had been satisfactorily

resolved by the Commonwealth. .Tr. 20,676-91. Thus, the record clearly

reflects that the Comonwealth, through the Department of Corrections-

and PEMA, has been in fact an alternative means whereby the concerns of

the Graterford Prisoners regarding the SCIG emergency plan have been

addressed and resolved. Accordingly, the Staff submits that there has

not been a showing based on the total record of this matter that the

result reached by the Board on this factor is either unreasonable or a -

result that abuses the " broad discretion" that Section 2.714(a) confers

upon Licensing Boards in individual circumstances. E
-

~

.

3_7/ Memorandum And Order On Graterford Prisoners' Proposed Contentions.

at 4; Tr. 20,484-20,606; Tr. 20,607-20,721; Response of the Common-
wealth Of Pennsylvania Department Of Corrections To Requests For
Information Raised At the February 27, 1985 Atomic Safety And Li--

censing Board Conference, attached to letter to the Docketing and
Service Section, Office of the Secretary, U.S. N.R.C., dated
March 15, 1985.

.

38/ See, Nuclear Fuel Services,1 NRC at 275.

.

4

| .
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c. Assist In Development Of A Sound Record

With respect to whether a late filing party may assist in the

development of a sound record (factor three), the Licensing Board cor-

rectly determined that this factor weighed against the admission of the-

Graterford Prisoners' late-filed contentions. Memorandum And Order On
.

Graterford Prisoners Proposed Contentions at 12. In reaching this de-

termination, the Board properly sought to determine from the Graterford

Prisoners what special expertise it would bring to this proceeding E
'

and noted its " responsibility to ' set out with as much particularity

as possible the precise issues it plans to cover, identify its prospec-

tive witnesses, and summarize their proposed testimony", citing Grand
,

Gulf. N The Appeal Board has made clear that this is the proper standard

to be used in applying the third factor. E Before the Licensing Board,

the Graterford Prisoners (Mr. Love) had identified the particular issues

it planned to cover (Proposed Contentions at 3-9) and indicated that it

has retained ,the services of an expert (K%ie:r John Case) and identified

his background. S/ Nevertheless, the Board found that the appellant has

.

. _ , , _

39/ Cf., South Carolina Electric and Gas Co., et al. (Virgil C. Sumer9
,,

Eiclear Station, Unit 1), ALAB-642, 13 NRC E 892-94 (1981).

40/ Memorandum And Order On Graterford Prisoners Proposed Contentions
-

at 11; Mississippi Power and Light Co., et al. (Grand Gulf Nuclear.

Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-704,16 NRCT725,1730 (1982).

41/ WPPSS-3, ALAB-747,18 NRC at 1177; Shoreham, ALAB-743,18 NRC.
-"~

at 399.

42/ Proposed Contentions at 2; Supplemental Motion Of The Inmates At
-

SCIG Regarding Full Disclosure Of The Evacuation Plan For SCIG at 2
andAttachment(January 28,1985).

-

.

9

6

Y
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repeatedly failed to meet this standard. Memorandum And Order On

Graterford Prisoners Pro ~ posed Contentions at 11. This determination is

not challenged by the Graterford Prisoners on appeal. See, Notice of
'

Appeal. The Board explained that in reviewing the appellant's total.

participation in the proceeding, it found little indication of a desire
.

.

to assist in developing a re' cord. Memorandum And Order On Graterford

Prisoners Proposed Contentions at 11. Furthennore, the Board acknowledged

that the Graterford Prisoners had identified an alleged expert but noted

its total lack of knowledge of what the character of his testimony would

be. Jd. at 11-12. The Staff submits that the Board's reasoning and the

result it reached were sound given that it was confronted with a record-

where the appellant had neither identified its prospective witnesses nor

provided any infonnation regarding the nature of the testimony of its

prospective witnesses. The Staff argued below that the Board did not

have enough information in the record to conclude that the appellant had

satisfied its burden of showing that the third 10 C.F.R. I 2.714(a)

factor favored admission of its late-filed contentions. E On appeal, the

appellant merely contends that "their participation in this proceeding

and their retention of Major John Case, field director of the Pennsylvania-

Prison Society, will aid in the development of a sound record in this

licensing process." Notice of Appeal at 8. This argument is not suffi-
'

cient to warrant a determination by the Appeal Board that the Licensing

Board abused its discretion in applying the third factor since the argument.

.

4_3/ NRC Staff Response To Graterford Prisoners Proposed Contentions
at 13.

-

,

d

/
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amounts to nothing more than " vague assertions regarding the petitioner's

abili ty." See, Grand Gulf, ALA8-704,16 NRC at 1730.

d. Representation By Existing Parties
'

For the fourth 10 C.F.R. I 2.714(a) factor (representation by.

existing parties), the Licensing Board determined that there is no other
.

party who directly represents the interests of the Graterford Prisoners.

Memorandum And Order On Graterford Prisoners Proposed Contentions at 12.

The Graterford Prisoners contend on appeal, as it did below, that
'

there is no other party who might directly represent their interests in

this proceeding. Proposed contentions at 2; Notice of Appeal at 8. The

. appellant takes issue wi,th what it asserts is the Licensing Board's ruling ,

that the "two state agencies, Pennsylvania Emergency Management Agency
~

and the Department of Corrections, will represent the inmates' interests"
..

Notice of Appeal at 7-8. However, this assertion by the appellant is

erroneous. The Board did not make a finding on ruling that the two

state interests will represent the inmates' interest in this proceeding.

Moreover, the Board did not find that this factor (representation by*

existing parties) weighed against the admission of the Graterford Prisoners

late-filed contentions. There was also no finding of compatibility on -

the issues between the intervenor and any other party. Thus, although

there is language in the Board's opinion regarding the unique responsi-
'

bilities of those two state agencies as related to the .immates, the

Licensing Board's determination that "there is no other party in this.

proceeding who directly represents the . interests of this intervenor

[Graterford Prisoners]" results in the conclusion that factor four weighed

in favor of admission of.the proposed late-filed contentions.

.

.
. .

.
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e. Delay And Broadening Of The Issues .

With regard to the fifth factor (broaden the issues or delay

the proceeding), the Licensing Board found that this factor weighed

against the Graterford Prisoners since the admission of the proposed,

late-filed contentions would delay and broaden the issues because the
.

hearings on all admitted offtite emergency planning contentions were

concl'uded on January 29, 1985 and the Board is well into completing its

decision on those issues. Memorandum And Order On Graterford Prisoners

Proposed Contentions at 13. The appellant did not address this factor

below. See, Proposed Contentions. However, on appeal the appellant
,

argues that it finds it,hard to believe that a consideration of their-

proposed contentions would further delay the licensing process since

they submitted their contentions on February 15, 1985 in compliance with

the Board's order. Notice of Appeal at 9. The appellant has failed to

offer any reason to suggest that the Board improperly reached its deci-

sion on this factor. The Board was manifestly correct in deciding that

the admission of appellant's late-filed contentions would broaden and

delay the proc,eeding because the issues will be presented for the first

time where none existed before. - -

f. Balancing The Factors

The Licensing Board concluded that a balancing of the five
*

lateness factors of 10 C.F.R. 5 2.714(a) does not support admission of .

these late-filed contentions. Given that the Board correctly found that,

factors two (availability of other means), three (assist in development

of record) and five (broaden or delay issues) weighed against admission '

of the appellant's late-filed contentions, the Staff submits that, while

.

9
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it may have reached a conclusion different from the Board on certain of
;

the standards, the Board's conclusion in balancing the five factors

against admission of the appellant's late-filed contentions did not

constitute ari abuse of the " broad discretion" conferred by Section 2.714(a).-

'

.

3.- Bases and Specificity
~

With respect to that area of the Licensing Board's April 12, 1985

decision concerning the specificity of the bases for the Graterford

Prisoners' proposed contentions, $ the appellant raises three issues on

appeal. Notice of Appeal at 10-11.

First, the appellant argues that its basis, which states "[t]here is-

no reasonable assurance that medical services will be provided to indivi- -

duals contaminated by radiation" citing 10 C.F.R. I 50.47(b)(12), meets

the basis and specificity requirements of 10 C.F.R. 9 2.714(b). Notice

of Appeal at 10-12; Proposed Contentions at 8. Appellant further argues

that the Licensing Board improperly reached the merits in deciding on

whether to admit its contentions. M.at12. Thus it argues its con-

tentions should be admitted. M.

The Staff submits that the Licensing Board properly disposed of the -

medical services issue based on the re:ord in this proceeding and that

such disposition does not constitute an impermissible consideration of
.

the merits of the proposed contention. The agreements with hospitals

. - provided by the Department of Corrections indicate that the hospitals
.

!
44/ Memorandum And Order On Graterford Prisoners Proposed Contentions at '

-

13-15.
.

6
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are accredited by the Joint Committee on Hospital Accreditation (JCHA). E l

During the March 22, 1985 conference, counsel for the Graterford Prisoners

narrowed his medical services bases by contending that JCHA accreditation
*

is not satisfactory to achieve the requirements of the emergency planning

regulations. Tr. 20,670. Although the Staff took the view below that,

as narrowed the issue was reasonably specific in accordance with 10 C.F.R.

I 2.714(b), the Staff can not conclude that the Board abused its discretion

in rejecting this issue. Toward the end of the March 22, 1985 conference,
'

the appellant stated that this concern would be satisfactorily resolved

by an affidavit from Dr. Linnemann on the capability of the hospital that

routinely provides treatment to handle contaminated injured individuals.
,

Tr. 20,720. As the Licensing Board noted, the Affidavit of Roger E.

Linnemann describing his evaluation of the Montgomery County Hospital's

plans and preparations for handling radioactive contaminated and injured

patients has been provided to the appellant. E The Board was clearly

entitled to r.ely on the representations of counsel for the Graterford

Prisoners, which are undisputed, as to what was necessary to resolve
'

their issue regarding medical services. Consequently, the Board was

correct in rejecting the medical issue as lacking in basis and specifi ~

city once the affidavit of Dr. Linnemann had. been provided. Furthermore,

.

45/ See, Response of the Comonwealth of Pennsylvania, Department Of-

Corrections To Requests For Infonnation Raised At The
February 27, 1985 Atomic Safety And Licensing Board Conference,

-

(Exh. F) (March 15,1985).

46/ Memorandum And Order On Graterford Prisoners Proposed Contentions at-

15; Applicant's Answer To Proposed Emergency Planning Contentions Of
.

The Graterford Prisoners (Affidavit of Roger E. Linnemann, M.D.)
j.
,

9

J

'
'
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the Board was correct in noting that much of Mr. Love's concerns had

been treated in its Second Partial Initial Decision and finding that its

proper rulings on hospital accreditation represents the law of the case.
*

Memorandum And Order On Graterford Prisoners' Proposed Contentions at
'

15; Philadelphia Electric Co. (Limerick Generating Station, Units 1 and,

2), LBP-84-31, 20 NRC 444, 533, 535 (1984). E

S'econd, the appellant contends that civilian bus drivers to be used

for implementing the SCIG plan should be afforded the same opportunity

for training as civilian. bus drivers evacuating school children and other

such persons in the EPZ. Notice of Appeal at 10. It argues that this -

issue meets the specificity and basis requirements and should be admitted.-

Notice of Appeal at 10-12. The Staff submits that the appellant's argu-

ments are . simply without merit. The Graterford Prisoners (Mr. Love)

stated below that this concern would be satisfactorily resolved if the
P

Coramonwealth of Pennsylvania acting through PEMA sent a letter to the

civilian bus companies, which are to be used for an evacuation, that

offers the type of training received by bus companies within the EPZ.

Tr. 20,690. This is undisputed by the appellant. The Connonwealth '

agreed to provide such a letter and in fact did do so, as noted by the -

.

l

.

B 'Given the nature of the medical services concerns raised by the IGraterford Prisoners and the Board and parties' resolution of this I
matter, it was not necessary for the Board below nor for this Board

.{to address the recent Court of Appeals' decision in GUARD v. NRC,
753 f.2d 1144 (D.C. Cir.1985) and the deficiencies found therein.

.

O

/
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Licensing Board in its decision. E Again, the Staff submits that the

Licensing Board was entirely correct in relying on the representations

of counsel as to what was necessary to resolve this issue. Accordingly.

the Board was correct in rejecting this issue as lacking in basis and-

specificity once the letter called for by the appellant had been provided.
,

Finally, the appellant argues that its bases regarding the general

concept of evacuation met the basis and specificity requirements and should

have been admitted. Notice of Appeal at 11-12. That basis states:
'

J. General Concept of Evacuation. There is no reasonable
assurance that the general concept of evacuation as outlined
in Attachment A page E-1-A-1 [SCIG Plan 1] will provide for
the safety and security of inmates and SCIG personnel during
said evacuation. . Proposed Contentions at 9.

With regard to the issue of " general concept of evecuation," the Grater-

ford Prisoners (Mr. Love) had determined at the Marc'h 22, 1985 conference

that their concerns had been resolved, except for its additional concerns

regarding the estimated time of evacuation, panic and the participation

of the guard , union. Tr. 20,691. These three additional concerns were all
- explicitly addressed by the Licensing Board in its April 12, 1985 decision.

Memorandum And Order on Graterford Prisoners Proposed Contentions at 13-15.

However, the appellant on appeal has not challenged the Licensing Board's~
,

disposition of these particular matters. Moreover, the appellant itself

concedes that, as pleaded in its February 15, 1985 filing of proposed
.

contentions, the basis " general concept of evacuation" is admittedly broad.

.

48/ Memorandum And Order On Graterford Prisoners Proposed Contentions at
15; Answer Of The Commonwealth Of Pennsylvania To Proposed .I
Contentions Of The Graterford Inmates With Regard To The Evacuation
Plan (April 4, 1985)(Exh. B).

~

.
. ,

i.
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Notice of Appeal at 11. Since the Graterford Prisoners had indicated that

there concerns had been resolved regarding the general concept of evacua-

tion, the Licensing Board was entirely correct in determining (Memorandum

And Order at 13) that it lacked specificity and basis. The Staff submits-

that this bases is not sufficiently specific to put the parties on notice
,

"so that they will know at ihast generally that they will have to defend

against or oppose." Philadelphia Electric Co. (Peach Bottom Atomic Power

Station, Units 2 and 3), ALAB-216, 8 AEC 13, 20-21 (1974).

4. Conclusion

For the foregoing re,asons, the Staff urges the Appeal Board to affirm-

the Licensing Board's rejection of the Graterford Prisoners' proposed

late-filed contentions on the grounds that (1) they failed to satisfy a

balancing of the fine lateness factors of 10 C.F.R. 5 2.714(a) and (2) they

failed to meet the specificity and basis requirement of 10 C.F.R. 5 2.714(b).

C. The Licensing Board Properly Rejected The Graterford Prisoners'
Reouest To Refile Their Contentions And Respecify Their Contentions

In its Memorandum And Order of April 12, 1985, the Licensing Board
~

rejected any attempt on the part of the Graterford Prisoners (Mr. Love)

to " reserve the right to file additional contentions" provided they were

granted access to an unsanitized version of the SCIG plan. Memorandum.

And Order On Graterford Prisoners Proposed Contentions at 4-5, fn. 4.
.

Moreover, the Licensing Board did not permit the Graterford Prisoners a

further. opportunity to modify either their contentions or the basis for .

their contentions. See, Memorandum And Order On Graterford Prisoners
_

*

.-
|
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Proposed Contentions. The appellant complains on appeal that it is

being held to only its original contentions and thus " additional dis-

losure and discussion of said issues will not be given consideration by

the Licensing Board." Supplemental Petition at 4. Further, the appellant-

argues that it has been " denied the right to refile their contentions
,

and the right to respecify the basis for its contentions, despite th.e

allowance of further disclosure, i.e., a review of the Plan 2."

Supplemental Petition at 5.
'

The Graterford Prisoners" argument that they were in effect denied the

opportunity to update their previously filed contentions based on Plan 1-

is without merit. Specifically, in its Memorandum and Order of April 12,

1985, the Licensing Board determined that the late-filed contentions

and the new concerns articulated by counsel for the inmates lacked basis

and specificity. El The Licensing Board, in fact, considered all of the

concerns articulated by the Graterford Prisoners in rejecting their

contentions and dismissing them as a party. EI Moreover, the Licensing
- Board considered new concerns of the inmates (i.e., evacuation time

estimate, panic guard union and JCHA accreditation) that had not been

set forth in the original filing of February 15, 1985. See Proposed -.

Contentions; Memorandum And Order On Graterford Prisoners Proposed

Contentions at 13-15. Thus, the Board had in fact treated the Graterford
*

Prisoners contentions as if they had been amended.

.

M/ Memorandum And Order On Graterford Prisoners Proposed Contentions
at 13. .

50/ Id. at 13-15.
~

.
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The Graterford Prisoners now cite the Licensing Board's April 12,

1985 support of their argument that they were precluded from having their

additional concerns considered by the Licensing Board. Supplemental

Petition at 4. However, the very footnote relied upon by the Gra'. " ford'

,

Prisoners indicates that the Licensing Board believed that it was con-'

idering their " additional cohcerns" and a review of the two transcripts

indicates that all of their concerns were addressed by the Board. Memo-
.

randum And Order On Graterford Prisoners Proposed Contentions at 4-5,

fn. 4. Accordingly, the Staff submits that there was no need for the

Licensing Board to allow a further opportunity to either refile conten-

ions or respecify the basis for contentions since the Board permitted-

the appellant that opportunity during the March 22, 1985 conference.

The Graterford Prisoners do not indicate what matters they believe
>

they were denied an opportunity to present to the Licensing Board after

reviewing the SCIG plan (Plan 2). See also, Tr. 20,672. It is true

that ger.erally after the completion of discovery a contention may be

modifiedormooteddependingonsubsequentevents.51/ Similarly, the

Commission contemplates that through settlement conferences and discovery,

contentionsmaybeeliminatedfromaproceeding.j2/ The Staff submits -

that the Licensing Board's action in permitting the Graterford Prisoners

new concerns to be treated as modifying their original filing and
,

'|

|
.

51/ Duke Power Company (Catawba Nuclear Station, Units 1 and 2),--

CLI-83-19, 17 NRC 1041, 1049 (1983).

52/ Statement of Policy On Conduct of Licensing Proceedings, CLI-81-8,---

13 NRC 452, 456 (1981).
.

/
I
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addressing those matters in its decision is consistent with Commission

policy on discovery. j3,/

Finally, the Staff would note that the appellant has mischaracterized

the nature of the Staff's suggestion concerning another filing by the-

Prisoners, which was for the purpose of focusing matters to assist parties
,

in responding to the contentions as modified. Supplemental Petition

at 5; Tr. 20,703-04.-

'

IV. CONCLUSION

Based on the foregoing reasons, the Staff submits that the Licensing

Board properly exercised,its discretion in (1) denying the Graterford Pri-
,,

soners' late-filed contentions for failure to satisfy either the lateness

factors under 10 C.F.R. 5 2.714(a) or the basis and specificity requirements
_

of 10 C.F.R. f 2.714(b) and (2) rejecting the Graterford Prisoners request

to refile its contentions and their basis. Accordingly, the Appeal Board

should affinn, the results reached in the Licensing Board's decision of
,

- April 12,1985.

Respe ; fully submitted.

'

.

Donald F. Hassel-

Counsel for NRC Staff

. Dated at Bethesda, Maryland
this 30th day of April,1985 -

.

53/ Also, the Graterford Prisoners withdrew one of their contentions
--

and most of the bases of their contentions since the further dis-
closure and exchange of information had resolved those concerns. .

Tr. 20,677-91. This process was also in accord with the Commission
policy on discovery.

-
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

L ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING APPEAL BOARD

Administrative Judges:
'

Christine N. Kohl, Chairman May 1, 1985
Gary J. Edles . (ALAB-806)Dr. Reginald L. Gotchy

|
)

In the Matter of )
)

PHILADELPHIA ELECTRIC COMPANY ) Docket Nos. 50-352 OL
) 50-353 OL(Limerick Generating Station, )

Units 1 and 2) )
)

Ancus R. Love, Norristown, Pennsylvania, for
intervenors, inmates of the State Correctional

,

Institution at Graterford, Pennsylvania.
Trov B. Conner, Jr., Robert M. Rader, and Nils N.
_N'.chols, Washington, D.C., for applicant,
Philadelphia Electric Company.

Theodore G.-Otto, III, Camp Hill, Pennsylvania, and
Zori G. Ferkin, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, for
intervenor, the Commonwealth of Pennsylvariia.

.

Donald F. Hassell for the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
staff.

DECISION

,This appeal involves the continuing efforts by a gr up
of inmates at the State Correctional Institution at
Graterford, Pennsylvania, intervenors in this operating I

license proceeding, to litigate emergency planning issues of
concern to them. Specifically, we have before us a request !

that we set aside Licensing Board rulings (a) dismissing the -

inmates as a party to the case because they failed to file -l
'

'

sufficiently specific emergency planning contentions in a
N N h3D

'

. - - -_- - .h4 .
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! timely fashion, and (b) declining to permit them to
j reformulate those contentions to take account of the prison

emergency plan recently made available to their counsel by
the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. Applicant Philadelphia

Electric Company (PECo), the Commonwealth, and the NRC staff

oppose the appeal.

! As explained below, we reverse the Licensing Board's
!

I rulings, reinstate the inmates as a party, and accord them a

brief period of time to refile their contentions with the
Board. We also remand this matter to the Licensing Board

for further action consistent with this decision.
I.

The initial round of emergency planning contentions was

filed by various parties, including the Graterford inmates,
in 1981. The inmates' basic claim at that time was that
plans to evacuate the prison in the event of a serious

I
j accident at the Limerick nuclear facility (located about

-.

1
See Notice of Appeal From the Licensing Board's

Memorandum and Order on Graterford Prisoners' Proposed
Contentions (April 18, 1985), and Intervenor Graterford
Inmates' Supplemental Petition for Review of Appeal Board
Order Dismissing Petition for Directed Certification (April
16, 1985) (hereaf ter,' Inmates ' Supplemental Petition) .
Counsel for the inmates filed the latter document before the
Commission, but the Secretary, pursuant to his authority
under 10 C.F.R. 5 2.772 (h) , referred it to us by Order of

' April 23, 1985. Later that day, we entered an order callingfor responsive briefs by April 30 directed to both of the
inmates' filings.

.

4
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eight miles frca the prison) are inadequate.2 At the
F

applicant's urging, however, the Licensing Board deferred

ruling on all the proposed emergency planning contentions

| because neither PEco's onsite plan nor the offsite plans of
the Commonwealth and the ' local governments had as yet been|

issued.3 The Board admitted the Graterford inmates'
contention conditionally, subject to respecification once
the offsite emergency plan for the prison was made
available.4

The Licensing Board took up offsite emergency planning
,

issues again in 1983 when it appeared that the emergency
,

plans would soon be available. It directed that contentions
be submitted 45 days after the draft emergency plans were
released.5 In due course, it ruled on the admissibility of
a large number of offsite emergency planning contentions.6

As for the Graterford inmates, however, the Board once again
put off consideration of the specifics of their contentions

because the inmates had not as yet received a copy of any~
.

2
See LBP-82-43A, 15 NRC 1423, 1446-47, 1520 (1982).

3
Id. at 1519-20.

4
Id. at 1520.

5
Licensing Board Memorandum and Order of May 16, 1983 '

(unpublished) at 5.

6
LBP-84-18, 19 NRC 1020 (1984).

,i
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!emergency plan dealing specifically with the prison. The I

Board was nonetheless concerned that the Canmonwealth's
).

failure to develop and to distribute an emergency plan for

the prison was already causing delay in the litigation of
the case. Thus, it* instructed the Commonwealth to make'

available tc the inmates' counsel as promptly as possible a
" form of the plan . . close enough to the final form ..

. .

to give the prisoners adequate grounds for deciding whether
(

to file contentions, and if so, what contentions."7 The

inmates were given 20 days from the time they received the>

plan to file their contentions.

The Commonwealth finally released a plan on December
13, 1984. Referred to as Plan 1, it was a highly
" sanitized" version of the actual plan and excluded a

considerable amount of information that the Commonwealth was
reluctant to release for security reasons. The inmates

promptly filed a motion with the Licensing Board requesting

disclosure of the full plan, under a protective order. 'They
alleged that the abridged version did not provide sufficient|

information to permit the formulation of adequate
-

contentions. The Board denied the motion in an oral ruling ,

on January 29, 1985.0 It confirmed that ruling in a written

1

Id. at 1030.
.

.

8
Tr. 20,479-81.

.

6
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order issued or. February 5 and idirected the inmates to file

contentions no later than February 18. Following a denial

of their request that the Board stay its rulings pending
appeal,9 the inmates sought our intercession by way of a
petition for directed certification. At the same time,

however, they proceeded to attempt to formulate litigable
contentions.10

We dismissed the inmates' petition as premature.11 We
.

observed that discovery rulings, being interlocutory, were
generally not reviewable until the end of the case. We also

.

noted that, in any event, the inmates had not yet exhausted
al1~their options: they had indicated that they would
attempt to comply with the Board's direction to submit

revised contentions. We urged the partles to work together

to resolve the disclosure issues amicably and pointed out

the efficacy of protective orders in handling sensitive, but-

disclosable, material. Our dismissal of the inmates'

petition was expressly without prejudice to a new appeal if
.

I

I Tr. 20,481-82.

10
Tr. 20,482.

11
Appeal Board Memorandum and Order of February 12,

1985 (unpublished).

.
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or when 'the effort to litigate the adequacy of the plan
proved " finally futile."12

'

Efforts to resolve the disclosure problems went forward
in tandem with efforts to particularize the inmates'

specific substantive concerns in light of the limited
information available. The inmates tendered a set of
contentions based on Plan 1 on February 15, and the

Licensing Board convened a conference of counsel on February

27 at which numerous matters involving the plan were
clarified. Finally, on March 18, under a protective order

issued by the Licensing Board, the Commonwealth provided

counsel for the inmates and their " expert" with a copy of

Plan 2 -- a version tantamount to the entire emergency
plan.13

Four days later, Plan 2 was the topic of a conference

of counsel convened by the Licensing Board. During the

course of that March 22 conference, both the inmates and the

Ccmmonwealth clarified their respective positions on a --

number of issues. The inmates also indicated their

satisfaction with the Commonwealth's substantive resolution
of numerous matters and their corresponding willingness to -

.

12
Id. at 2 (emphasis in original).

13
Tr. 20,612-13.

.
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withdraw the fermal request for still further disclosure.14
Throughout the conference, the irmates . requested a final

opportunity to revise their contentions to take into account

Plan 2 and the clarifications that were made at the February
27 and March 22 sessions. The Licensing Board repeatedly

l5-denied these requests and, on April 12, issued a decision

dismissing the Graterford inmates as a party to the ' case.

The Board determined that the February 15 contentions were

insufficiently specific, and that the inmates had also

failed to meet the criteria for filing late contentions.16
,

,

The inmates press two basic arguments on appeal.
{

First, they contend that they have a right to refile their
contentions and to respecify the bases for them, in light of
the recently released Plan 2. Second, they claim that the

1

Licensing Board failed in any event to apply properly
the standards for determining the admissibility of their-

contentions. In this latter connection, they assert that

the contentions should not have been dismissed as either -
late or insufficiently specific.

.

14
Tr. 20,613, 20,657. But see Tr._20,675.

15 Tr. 20,640, 20,657-61, 20,674-75, 20,691-97,
20,702-06.

16
Licensing Board Memorandum and Order of April 12,

'

1985 (unpublished).
.

O

..
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II.

A. The Licensing Board's refusal to permit the
'

Graterford inmates to refile their contentions and to
respecify the bases for them in light of Plan 2 was
arbitrary. As noted earlier, the inmates have been a party
to this case from the outset; their standing to intervene is
not now at issue. The Licensing Board conditionally

accepted their original contention for litigation in 1982,
properly recognizing that a contention could not

specifically challenge a plan not yet in existence.17 The,

Board explicitly recognized on at least one other occasion

that particularization of contentions dealing with,

protection of the prison population must avait the

availability of "some adequate form" of the emergency
,

..

17
LBP-82-43A, sucra, 15 NRC at 1520. We subsequently

held that licensing boards are not empowered to accept
contentions on a conditional basis. Duke Power Co. (Catawba -

Nuclear Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-687,-16 NRC 460, 466
(1982). On review of that decision, the Commission held
further that contentions based on materials not available
until a later point in the proceeding should be ' adjudged by
balancing all five factors governing late-filed contentions,
-found at 10 C.F.R. $ 2. 714 (a) (1) . CLI-83-19, 17 NRC 1041,
1045-47 (1983). The Licensing Board here, however, did
consider the inmates' contentions in' light of the five
late-contention factors. .See LBP-84-18, supra, 19 NRC at
1026-27; Licensing Board. Memorandum and Order of April 12, ,.

,

supra, at 9-13. Thus, any error _in the Board's. initial i

conditional acceptance of the inmates' emergency planning
contention is academic. -But see pp. 11-18, infra.

:

,e
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plan.18 Our February 12 order likewise assumed that,

following resolution of the disclosure. issues and eventual

release of a usable emerge.lcy plan, the Graterford inmates
.

would be given a chance to reformulate their contentions.
! Indeed, there would have 'been no purpose in our encouraging
| -

j efforts to resolve the disclosure issues by consent of the

parties, and setting out the principles the Licensing Board
was to apply in the event the issues could not be resolved

by mutual agreement, if the Board was not going to accord

the inmates an opportunity to-hone their contentions and to
.

respecify their bases in light of the information ultimately
revealed.

The Licensing Board has apparently confused a party's

request for discovery following admission of a contention

with the inmates' legitimate request here for disclosure of
- the plan "close enough to the final form . . to give.

(them] adequate grounds for deciding whether to file
contentions, and if so, what contentions."19 Until an ---

emergency plan complying with that requirement, i.e., Plan

2, was made available to the inmates (on March 18) , their
l
1

obligation,to file contentions within 20 days was not

.

18
LBP-84-18, supra, ,19 NRC at 1030.

19.

Ibid.

.

_

.. ,

. . .
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Otriggered. That being so, the Board's unexplained

reversal of its previously consistent view -- that the

Graterford inmates must be accorded a reasonable opportunity
to' reshape their contentions once an adequate form of the

prison emergency plan was released -- is plainly
arbitrary.21 The inmates are therefore entitled to refile
contentions based on Plan 2.

20
Contrary to the Commonwealth's suggestion, by no

stretch of the imagination can Plan 1 be deemed sufficient
to meet the LiceWsing Board's original requirement. See
Response of the Commonwealth (April 29, 1985) at 1-2. Plan
2.is over 80 pages. Plan 1, only 27 pages in length, was soheavily censored as to be unusable. The Licensing Board,
applicant, and the staff all acknowledged as much. See Tr.20,432, 20,468, 20,474. Compare Tr. 20,640.

The fact that the inmates filed contentions on February
15 based on Plan 1 cannot reasonably be construed as a

| waiver of any future right to refile more specific
i

contentions in the event of the disclosure of a more
complete plan. The inmates sought a stay of their
obligation to file by February 18 and that request was
denied. As they saw it, they had no real option but to file
then. See Tr. 20,697, 20,706. We find that to be eminentlyreasonable action, given that (i) the inmates had no -

particular expectation at that time that the Commonwealth
would ever release more of the plan, and (ii) we encouraged
them in our February 12 order to proceed with the filing.

21 The staff, which did not object below to the
admission of some of the inmates' contentions, argoes that
the Licensing Board did effectively permit the inmates to
revise their contentions during the March 22 conference.
SRC Staff Brief (April 30, 1985) at 7-8, 28-29. To be sure,
the inmates withdrew parts of their February 15 contentions
(see note 37, infra), and some portions of the hearing
transcript and Board memorandum and order suggest an attempt

.

to make other parts of the contentions more specific in
response to Board questioning. But at many more points,

(Footnote Continued)

.-

- - - -
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B. Our decision that the inmates may reformulate their

emergency planning c'ontentions makes it unnecessary for us.

to decide if the Licensing Board erred in finding that the
February 15 contentions lacked adequate bases and

specificity. Whether any such contentions may properly be

considered at this time under the late-filed contention
criteria, however, must be determined. We therefore turn to

the Board's decision that a balance of these factors favors
denial of admission of the inmates' contentions.

As required by Commission precedent, the Licensing
,

Board considered the following five factors:

(i) Good cause, if any, for failure to file on
time.

(ii) The availability of other means.whereby the
petitioner's interest will be protected.

(iii) The extent to which the petitioner's
participation may reasonably be expected
to assist in developing a sound record.,

(iv)
-

The extent to which the petitioner's
interest will be represented by existing
parties.

.

(Footnote Continued) - --

the Licensing Board was unambiguous in its denial of
permission to the inmates to revise their contentions. Seenote 15, supra; Licensing Board Memorandum and Order of
- April 12, supra, at 4 n.4.

22
We also do not address the. inmates' not fully l

-

articulated request for even more disclosure of the
Graterford emergency plan. _See Inmates' Supplemental
Petition,' supra, at 4-5. -As we understand their point on
this score, they are interested in fuller disclosure only as
a consequence of the denial of the opportunity to submit-
revised contentions based on Plan 2. See, e.g.,.Tr. 20,657,

.

20,674-75. In view of our reversal of the Licensing Board's
ruling, we assume that1the inmates no longer seek complete
di'sclosure.

*

.

WP
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(v) The extent to which the petitioner's ,

participation will brggden the issues or
delay the proceeding

i We accord ligensing boards wide latitude when they balance
|

these factors.24 In the instant case, however, we can find
'

.

no justification for the balance struck, and thus the Board

has abused its discretion.

To begin with, the Board found, and we agree, that the

" good cause" factor weighs in favor of the inmates because

no adequately based contention could have been proffered
5

earlier. The Board also recognized, with regard to factor.

two, that there is no other means by which the inmates could

" formally litigate" their concerns about the prison
emergency evacuation plan without the admission of their

cententions. Nonetheless, it found against the inmates on
this factor. In the Board's view, the discussions that had

taken place during the course of the two Board-sponsored I

conferences " constituted an informal litigation" of the
inmates' concerns -- i.e., another means by which their -

interest could be protected.26 We find no rationale for the

23
.

10 C.F.R. S 2.714 (a) (1) , (b). See note 17, supra.

Washington Public Power Supply System (WPPSS Nuclear
Project No.-3), ALAB-747, 18 NRC 1167, 1171 (1983).

j
25

Licensing Board Memorandum and Order of' April 12, ljsupra, at 10.
ti

26
,

,

Id. at 11.

l

.

__ - . _ _ _
- - - - ' '
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Licensing Boar ('s conclusion that informal negotiation among
the parties (even under a board's aegis) is an adequate

'

; substitute for a party's right to pursue its legitimate
interest in issues on.which informal negotiation is
unsuccessful. Moreover, we find no precedent -- and the

Board cites none -- for its conclusion. We therefore

decide that the inmates have prevailed on factor two.28

The Board unequivocally found against the inmates witho

respect to factor three -- the extent to which a petitioner
may be expected to assist in the development of the record.
Relying in part on our Grand Gulf decision, ' the Board

determined that the inmates had not sufficiently
'

demonstrated that they possess either the expertise or the
.

27.Cf. Houston Lighting &' Power Co.
I

(South Texas
- Project, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-799, 21 NRC 360, 384 n.108

(1985) (neither the formal participation by the NRC staff in
a licensing proceeding nor the availability of staff review
outside the hearing process constitutes an adequate
protection of a private party's rights when considering -
factor two).

28
PEco argues on appeal that the inmates, through

their counsel, will have a chance to comment on the
Graterford emergency plan at a public hearing held under the
auspices of the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) ,
as required by 44 C.F.R. S 350.10. Applicant's Brief (April
30, 1985) at 26-27. But this type of " town meeting"
contemplated by the FEMA regulation in question is no more a

.means to " protect" the inmates' legitimate interest under
section 189a of the Atomic Energy Act, 42 U.S.C. S 2239a,.

than.either informal negotiation or NRC staff review.
' Mississippi Power and Light Co. (Grand Gulf Nuclear

Sthtion, Units 1 and 2) , ALAB-704, 16 NRC 1725, 1730 (1982).

.-

_
.

.. . .

. . .
.. ..

.
.
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desire to_ assist in de
influenced in part by thveloping the record.

The Board was
come forward and to specife inmates' asserted fail

to

30 y what the ure to datetestimony might be
character

unduly broad view But we believe the Bo of their'

of

the inmates' responsibi ard took anstage of the
case.

inmates Soon after Plan 1 was
lity at this

engaged an individual to produced, themake

reasonably clear (given threview the plan, I
information tried to

conveyed in Plan 1) e limited amount of \

which they are-concerned the general issues
'

with
proceedings directly relat, and participated actively in

- ed to their interests those-
f

32

30
_ In the

Licensin
suora, at 11-12.g Board Memorandum a d

u

31
, Order of April 12

n
We need

Major John Case,not decide whether th
,

if he
Case was for 15 yearssought to testify,would in fact qualify'ase inmates'* expert",We do anand for

the warden of the Bu knote, however, expert witnesseight y
of Corrections. ears Director of the Bu kthat Major _.
Pennsylvania Prison SHe is c

s County Prison
ociety and.hascurrently field director f

c
numerous s County Departmentstate
John D. Case

attached to Supplemental Mand federal court proceediappeared asor the
at SCIG Regar, ding Full Dis l a witness in-SCIG ngs.
Major (CaseJanuary 28, See Vita of

We believe that thec osure 'of the Evacuation Potion of the Inmates
1985).

manifests both a willingobtain thein
requisite expertise to pa ' lan forat least some and ability toengagement of

ness
areas i

of contention. ticipate32 r

. inmates' failure toThe Licensing Board i effectively, |

emergency planning issuesattend all of the hearings unduly critical.of thOrder -

early on.that the inmateof April 12, supra,.Licensing Board Memora don offsite |

es
in this at 2 n

s had "a.l.case
separableThe Board recognizedn um and i

not embraced within the special interest
more general ' energency "

(Footnote Contiriued)
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alone. It is not surprising, therefore, that the inmates
were separately admitted to this proceeding because of their
"special" interest.34 Indeed, as the recent dispute over

'

the disclosure of the emergency plan makes plain, the,

relationship of the. inmates to PEMA'and the Department of
Corrections is essentially an adversarial one. Thus,

neither PEMA nor the Department of Corrections can be

reasonably expected to represent all of the inmates'

interests and, as a result, the inmates prevail as well on
factor four.,

-

Finally, the Board found that the admission of the

inmates' emergency plan contentions would delay the case and

broaden the issues because hearings on all previously
admitted contentions have now been completed and the Board

is in the process of drafting its decision.35 Plainly, the

admission of any contentions at this stage poses the
potential for some delay. However, this factor cannot be

controlling in the special circumstances of the case.
-

First of all, any delay likely to result at this stage
cannot be laid at the feet of the Graterford inmates. They

entered thi's case in 1981 and, as far as we can tell, were
prepared to go to hearing at that time. The inmates'

.

34 LBP-82 .43A, supra,-15 NRC at 1520. -

35
Licensing Board Memorandum and Order of April 12,

supra, at 13.

,-

s
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efforts to litigate their concerns in a timely fashion were
thwarted because the Commonwealth was unable to complete

'

preparation of its prison evacuation plan until late last
year. It would be the ultimate " Catch 22" to weigh the
delay factor heavily against the inmates in this

circumstance.

Moreover, it is far from'certain that any additional
delay occas'ioned by consideration of the inmates' concerns

would be substantial. Consensual resolution of some or all
of the inmates' remaining concerns may still be possible.36

,
.

If not, the record. suggests that the Board could hold a

hearing on any contentions promptly and over a relatively
~

short period.37 Summary disposition may also be
appropriate.38

.

.

6 Over the past two months, the Commonwealth and the
inmates have cooperated in a largely successful effort to-
resolve or to narrow their substantive differences. It
appe'ars to us that some additional effort by the parties,
undertaken in this same spirit, may well resolve some, if
not all, of the few remaining areas of conflict without the
need for litigation. Commission policy favors such
legitimate efforts to reach a good faith, mutually
satisfactory resolution of issues. -See 10 C.F.R. S 2.759.
See also Statement of Policy on Conduct of Licensing
Proceedings, CLI-81-8, 13 NRC 452, 455 (1981).

37
.

Tr. 20,698-02. We note in this regnrd that the
inmates have already stated that the plan is satisfactory in
a number of respects. See, e.g., Tr. 20,681-83.

38
_ ,

-

~See 10 C.F.R. S 2.749.

,s.
.
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In sum, we hold that the balance of the five factors
weighs overwhelmingly in the inmates' favor. Thus, when the

'

inmates refile their contentions, the Licensing Board is to
j determine only whether they have adequate bases and,

specificity.39 ,

The Licensing Board's March 22 oral ruling denying the
request of the Graterford inmates to submit revised

;

contentions, and its Memorandum and Order of April 12
, dismissing the Graterford inmates' contentions, are

reversed. The inmates are reinstated as a party to this
proceeding. They may file revised emergency planning

contentions (with specific bases) by no later than May 15,
1985. This matter is remanded to the Licensing Board for
further action consistent with this opinion.40

' See 10 C.F.R. S 2. 714 (b) . In this connection, we-.
note that consideration of the substantive merits of any
contention is not appropriate. Houston Lighting and Power
Co. (Allens Creek Nuclear Generating Station, Unit 1),_
ALAB-590, 11 NRC 542, 547-49 (1980); Alabama Power Co.
(Joseph M. Farley Nuclear Plant Units 1 and 2) , ALAB-182, 7
AEC 210, 216-17 (1974). .

-

40
The Board now has before it applicant's February 7,

1985, request for an exemption from certain of the
requirements of 10 C.F.R. S 50.47, in order to permit full
power operation ~during the pendency of any litigation
concerning the Graterford inmates' contentions. We offer no

'

views on the propriety of such exemption. We note only that
the Licensing Board will obviously need to take .this *

decision into account when ruling on applicant's request.
~

.

O
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UNITED $TATES
} [ s 3(f,i NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION'

C 4j WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555
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March 6, 1985

Helen F. Hoyt, Cha'rperson Dr. Jerry Harbouri '

Administrative Judge Administrative Judge
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comis'sion U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission
Washington, D.C. 20555 Washington, D.C. 20555

Dr. Richard F. Cole
Administrative Judge
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission ~

Washington, D.C. 20555,

i .

In the Matter of
PHILADELPHIA ELECTRIC COMPANY

(Limerick Generating Station, Units 1 and 2)
.

Docket Nos. 50-352 and 50-353

Re: Draft . Protective Order and Affidavit of Non-Disclosure *

Dear Administrative Judges:

I am enclosing with this letter a redraft of the documents provided to the
parties who attended the prehearing conference in Harrisburg, Pa. The
changes reflect coments received from Robert Rader, counsel to Philadelphia

, Electric Compt.ny and changes made by the Staff.

In the event that it is determined that a protective order and non-disclosure
affidavit are required it will be necessary to fill in the blank spaces that
now exist in the attached drafts. This can be accomplished through the - -cooperation of the parties. '

Sincerel

Jse p Rutberg
A istant Chief Hea ing Counsel

Attachments: As stated '

!

) cc: See page 2 ~
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cc: with attachments
-

Robert Rader
Zori G. Ferkin
Angus Love, Esq.
Theodore G. Otto, III -

cc: without attachments
David Wersan
James Wiggins
Kathryn S. Lewis
Frank R. Romano
Ms. Phyllis Zitzer
Ms. Maureen Mulligan
Troy B. Conner, Jr., Esq.
Mark J. Wetterhahn, Esq.
Marvin I. Lewis
Charles W. Elliott, Esq.
Joseph H. White III
Thomas Gerusky
Dir. Pa. Emer. Mgmt Xg'ncy

-

Sugarman and Denworth
-

)Robert L. Anthony
| Spence W. Perry, Esq. -

r Martha W. Bush
; Gregory Minor
| Steven P. Hershey, Esq.

Timothy R. 5. Campbell, Director
Edward G. Bauer, Jr.
Docketing and Service Section
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board ,

Atomic Safety and Licensing
Appeal Board Panel
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICAs''
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of
I PHILADELPHIA ELECTRIC COMPANY ) Docket Nos. 50-352

.) 50-353
(Limerick Generating Station', )

Units 1 and 2) -) i
,

d

N

PROTECTIVE ORDER

{ Counsel and representatives of the parties 1/ o this proceeding who '

t

have executed an Affidavit of Non-Disclosure in the form attached or are.4

.
- -.

members of the NRC staff and subject to internal requirements concerning

the treatment of " protected information" $5/ shall be pennitted access to'

" protected information" upon the following conditions:

1. Only counsel and representatives of the parties who have executed

an Affidavit of Non-Disclosure may have access to protected information.
,

,

All executed Affidavits of Non-Disclosure or copies shall be provided to
,

the Licensing Board and the parties.

2. Counsel and representatives who receive any protected information

(including transcripts of irt camera hearings, filed testimony or other

documents that reveal protected information) shall maintain its confi-
!

'

--1/ For the purpose of this Protective Order reference to parties is
limited to the Graterford Inmates, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania,

i
Philadelphia Electric Company, and the NRC staff.

,

2/ As used in this order, " protected information" has the same meaning
--

as used in the Affidavit of Non-Disclosure, attached hereto.

.

a *

4

4
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( dentiality as required by the attached Affidavit of Non-Disclosure, the

terms of which are hereby incorporated into this protective order.

3. Counsel and representatives who receive any protected informa-

tion shall use it solely for the purposes of participation in matters

directly pertaining to this proceeding and any further proceedings in

this case and for no other purposes'.

4. Counsel and representatives shall keep a record of all documents

containing protected information in their possession and shall account

for and deliver that information in this proceeding to in

accordance with the Affidavit of Non-Disclosure that each has executed.

5. In order to ke,ep the service list as limited as possible and -

thus to ' reduce the possibility of materials becoming lost or misplaced,
-

copies of documents will be formally served on each Board member and only

on the following, who shall be considered " lead counsel" for service
.

purposes:

Counsel for Inmates Angus B. Love, Esq.
Montgomery County Legal Aid
107 East Main Street
Morristown, Pennsylvania 19401

Counsel for Governor's
Energy Counsel: Zori Ferkin 1

. Governor's Energy Council
P.O. Box 8010 l

1625 N. Front Street
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17105

Philadelphia Electric: Troy B. Conner, Jr., Esq. |-

Mark J. Wetterhahn, Esq. '

Conner and Wetterhahn, P.C.
Suite 1050
1747 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006 '|

|
NRC Staff: Donald F. Hassell

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

,

|

/
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6. There shall be a limit of. two transcripts per party for any

proceeding conducted on the record in which protected information is,

disclosed or discussed. Parties shall not photocopy these transcripts

without the express prior approval of the Board.

7. Authorized persons may review at a designated facility the RERP

as modified by Order of this' L'icens'ing Board. In addition, (a) any notes
.

which' authorized persons have made from their review of the RERP and

(b) copies of pleadings and testimony containing protected information

may be maintained by authorized persons at the following designated
,,

offices:

Staff: r y / 4 6 ( b le D , b b 8c< M, WJ-Vy- .

Commonwealth of -

Pennsylvania:
.

Counsel for Inmates:

Philadelphia Electric: Troy B. Conner, Jr. , Esq.
Mark J. Wetterhahn, Esq.
Conner and Wetterhahn, P.C.
Suite 1050
1747 Pennsylve.nia Avenue, N.W.'

Washington, D.C. 20006

8. Counsel for Inmates, in keeping protected information at the
_

above-designated office, shall take such protective measures and procedures

as follows:

(a) The building in which the protected information (i.e.,

notes and pleadings) will be maintained will qualify as a controlled

access building in that it is either attended around the clock or locked

at night;

.
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(b) The protected information, when unattended, will be stored

in a locked security storage container. 3/ Access to the security storage s

container will be positively controlled by use of keys or other comparable

means; and

(c) While in use, the protected information will be under the

sole control of an authorized perso'n.

9. With respect to transportation of the protected information in

question, procedures will be utilized which ensure compliance with this

order. Specifically, documents containing protected information, when

transmitted outside an a'uthorized place of use or storage, will be enclosed

in two sealed envelopes,or wrappers, with the inner envelope or wrapper .

'

containing the name and address of the intended recipient and marked on
-

both sides, top and bottom, with the words " PROTECTED INFDRMATION." The
_

outer envelope or wrapper will contain the intended recipient's name and

address, with no indication that the document inside contains protected

information. Protected information will be transported by registered or

certified mail or by other courier methods or hand delivery which ensure

that a receipt is obtained to verify delivery or by an individual author-

ized access pursuant to this order. Any authorized individual trans- 'L

'

porting ,the protected information in question will be instructed to retain

the documents in his personal possession at all times.

.

.

3/ As used in Protective Order, a locked security storage container is--

as defined in 10 C.F.R. 5 73.2(m).
~

,.
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11. Counsel, representatives , or any other individuals who have

reason to suspect that documents containing protected information may

have been lost or misplaced (for example, because an expected paper has

not been received), or that protected information has otherwise become

available to unauthorized persons, shall notify this Board promptly of

those suspicions and the reasons far them.

It is so ORDERED.

.
.

FOR THE ATOMIC SAFETi AND LICENSING BOARD
..

.# *

Administrative Judge
.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of )
)

PHILADELPHIA ELECTRIC COMPANY ) Docket Nos. 50-352

(LimerickGeneratingStation, ..)) 50-353,

Units 1 and 2) )

.

AFFIDAVIT OF NONDISCLOSURE
*

I. I, being duly sworn state:

1. As used in this Protective Order:

(a) " Protected information" is (1) any fann of the Pennsylvania.

.
Bureau ~of Correction Radiological Emergency Response Plan (Appendix

E-Annex 1) (RERP); and (2) any information obtained by virtue of this

proceeding which is not otherwise a matter of public record and which

deals with or des ribes features of the RERP.

(b) " Authorized person" is (a) a person designated by this

Board from lists furnished by the parties who has executed an Affidavit

of Non-Disclosure and filed it with the Board, including counsel for the

inmates of the State Correctional Institute at Graterford (Counsel for

Inmates) and any expert who has been determined to be qualified by the

Licensing Board, (b) an employee of the Nuclear Regulatory Connission
.

entitled to access to protected information, (c) any other person so

designated by the Licensing Board as having a need to review the

protected information. Nothing in this definition shall be deemed to '

deny or affect access by an officer, employee, or contractor of a party

to information maintained in the normal course of business by that party,,-

o

I-
,.
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or to deny or affect access to protected infomation by members of this

Board, the cognizable Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Board, the,

Commission, their respective staffs, and appropriate law enforcement

agencies.

(c) A " lead attorney or representative" is an individual

designated by a party and ap' proved by this Board to accept service of

protected information, insure that it is distributed only to those

persons authorized to receive it on behalf of that party, and to assume

overall responsibility for the control and protection of sensitive
..

information in the hands of that party.

(d) A " designated facility" [ indicate secure locations]
.

(e) A " designated office" is one office approved by each party

f
for the preparation of written pleadings and testimony containing protected- '

information and for the storage of protected information in the hands ofs.

that party.

2. I shall not disclose protected information to anyone except an-

other authorized person, unless that information has previously been
'

disclosed in the public record. I shall safeguard protected information

(including any portions of transcripts of jn, camera hearings, filed '

testimony or any other documents that contain such information) so that

it remains at all times under the control of an authorized person and is

not disclosed to anyone else.
.

3. I shall not photocopy any pr'otected information by any means

without the Board's express approval or direction except to the extent

necessary to make required service on another party. So long as I
_

,e

e
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possess protected information, I shall continue to take these precautions,

until further order of the Board. -

4. I.shall similarly safeguard and hold in confidence any data,

notes, or copies of protected information and all other papers which

. contain any protected.information by means of the following:

(a) reviewing and using'the document constituting the RERP

(which shall not be photocopied or otherwise reproduced) only at a

designated facility, and keeping any notes with respect to the document

only at a designated office;

(b) preparing written pleadings and testimony containing

protected information only at a designated facility or a designated -

. .

office;

{ (c) keeping and safeguarding all such materials in a safe or
-

locked filing cabinet to be located at all times in a designated facility
or a ' designated office; and

(d) performing necessary typing or reproduction services or

other secretarial work connected with the preparation of papers

containing protected information at a designated facility or a designated

office. "O

S. I shall use protected information only.for the purpose of

preparation for this proceeding or any further proceedings in this case

dealing with emergency planning for the State Correctional Institute at -

Graterford, and for no other purpose.

6. [If affidavit is by lead attorney] I shall keep a record of'

all protected information-in my possession and in the possession of any-

authorized person acting on behalf of the party I represent, including

.

8
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any copies of that information made by or for them. At the conclusion of

this proceeding, I shall account to the Board or to a Commission employee

designated by the Board for all the papers or other materials containing
~

protected information 1n my possession or the possession of any authorized

person acting on behalf of the party I represent. When authorized persons,

I~
'

have finished using the protected information, but in no event later than

the conclusion of this proceeding, I shall deliver those papers and materials

to the Board (or to Counsel of the Pennsylvania Department of Correction),

together with all notes and data which contain protected information.
..

7. I shall not corroborate to any unauthorized person the accuracy

or inaccuracy of information obtained outside this proceeding by using
.

f protected information gained through the hearing process.-
,#'

.

.

[ title]
.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

Before the Commission

In the Matter of )
)

Philadelphia Electric Company ) Docket Nos. 50-352
) 50-353(Limerick Generating Station, )

Units 1 and 2) )
.

APPLICANT'S ANSWER TO GRATERFORD
PRISONERS' PETITION FOR REVIEW

Seventeen identified prisoners have been admitted as a

consolidated party to the captioned proceeding under the
collective group designated as the Graterford Prisoners.1!

The Graterford Prisoners seek review of a Memorandum and
Order entered by the Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal
Board (" Appeal Board") on February 12, 1985. That order

dismissed without prejudice a petition filed by the

Graterford Prisoners that sought directed certification of a

Memorandum and Order entered by the Atomic Safety and
censing Board (" Licensing Board") on February 5, 1985.1

The Licensing Board had ruled that the Graterford

Prisoners were not entitled to full disclosure of - the plan
.

1/ Philadelphia Electric Company (Limerick Generating~

Station, Units 1 and 2) , LBP-82-43A, 15 NRC 1423, 1447
(1982).

2/ Limerick, supra, " Memorandum and Order Regarding
.

Graterford Prison"/_(February 5, 1985).
i

| - NW $N
M-8E-300

i
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' for evacuating the Graterford Prison and for taking other
protective action in the event of a radiological emergency
at the Limerick Generating Station (" Limerick"), which had

previously been released in a sanitized form. The Board

ruled that, despite repeated directives to specify informa-
tion allegedly needed by the Graterford Prisoners to formu-

late and litigate their contentions, beyond that which was

disclosed in the sanitized version of the plan, they had not
done so. The Board further ruled that security concerns

outweighed the interest of the Graterford Prisoners in

obtaining further disclosure of the plan.

The Appeal Board denied certification of that discovery
order, holding that the Licensing Board's order did not meet

the standard for obtaining interlocutory review and that the
intervenor had not yet exhausted its remedies before the

Licensing Board.d! Nonetheless, ths Board encouraged the

parties, with the assistance of the Licensing Board, to

attempt to find some middle ground that would accommodate

the competing interests at stake. It noted that a protec-

tive order could be drafted- to limit time and place of

access 'to sensitive information.M The Graterford Prisoners
then filed the instant petition for review.

J

|

3/ Limerick, supra, " Memorandum and Order" (February 12,
)1985) (slip op. at 2) . l

4/ Id. at 3.

.
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The petition should be dismissed for three reasons.

First, the Commission's rules expressly exclude Commission

review of "a decision or action on a referral or certifica-
2. 730 (f) . "E Accordingly, notion under ' SS2. 718 (i) or

Commission review may be obtained on this matter until the

Appeal Board is vested with jurisdiction over a final,,

appealable order issued by the Licensing Board with respect
to the Graterford plan.

Second, the Licensing Board's discovery order which

precipitated the appeal is now moot. On February 27, 1985,

the Licensing Board convened a conference attended by

counsel for the Graterford Prisoners, the Commonwealth of

Pennsylvania, the Pennsylvania Department of Corrections *

(including Acting Commissioner Glen R. Je f fes) , the NRC and

Applicant to discuss fuller disclosure of the Graterford

plan under a protective order. Significant progress was

made, including a commitment by the Department of Cor-

rections to release certain portions of the plan under

protective order identified by counsel for the Graterford

Prisoners as critical to their contentions.b! Another

1/ 10 C.F.R. S2.786 (b) (1) .

1/ A more complete description of the precise undertakings
cannot be made in the public record because the
transcript has been placed under seal. See Limerick,
supra, " Memorandum and Order (Conference on Full
Disclosure of Evacuation Plan for 'the Graterford
Maximum Security Facility)" (February 19, 1985) (slip

.

(Footnote Continued)
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conference has been scheduled for March 22, 1985, following
,

review of the newly disclosed portions of the plan by

counsel an'd appropriate representatives of the parties.1/

Third, even assuming the Commission were to review the

Licensing Board's discovery order which prompted this

appeal, there has been no showing that the Board abused its

discretion. The only issue at this point is whether public-

ly available documents exist which reasonably enable the

Graterford Prisoners to formulate proposed contentions. C_f, .

Duke Power Company (Catawba Nuclear Station, Units 1 and 2),

CLI-83-19, 17 NRC 1041, 1045, 1048 (1983). Clearly, they

have received sufficient information from the previously

released, sanitized plan to do so, because the Prisoners

have proposed several contentions relating to transportation

(Footnote Continued)
op. at 2). Counsel for Applicant has read the contents
of this pleading describing the conference to counsel
for the Department of Corrections, who stated that he
has no objection to the public disclosure of this
information.

7/ At the time of the conference, the NRC staff offered a
-

proposed form of protective order and affidavit of
nondisclosure for consideration by the Board and
parties. Objections to the form of those documents
were due March 4, 1985. Applicant suggested minor
changes. On March 6, 1984, Staff counsel submitted a
redraft of the proposed form of protective order and
affidavit which reflects the Staff's and Applicant's .

changes. No objections from other parties has been
reported to or received by Applicant's counsel.

.
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for an evacuation, sheltering, communications, radiological
_

monitoring and supplies, and other matters.8,/

The Licensing Board has not yet determined, however,
that the Graterford Prisoners have filed at least one

admissible contention. It is therefore premature to decide

what further disclosures, if any, to which the Graterford

Prisoners would be entitled in order to litigate any admit-
ted contention (s).

For the reasons discussed above, the petition for

review should be denied.

Respectfully submitted,

CONNER & WETTERHAHN,,P.C.

*

Mark J. Wetterhahn
Robert M. Rader

Counsel for the Applicant

March 8, 1985

8/ See Proposed Contentions of the Graterford Inmates with-

S ard to the Evacuation Plan (February 15, 1985). '

<
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

In the Matter of )
)

Philadelphia Electric Company ) Docket Nos. 50-352
) 50-353

(Limerick Generating Station, )
Units 1 and 2) )

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that copies of " Applicant's Answer to
Graterford Prisoners' Petition for Review," dated March 8,,
1985 in the captioned matter have been served upon the
following by deposit in the United States mail this 8th day
of March, 4985:

Helen F. Hoyt, Esq. Atomic Safety and Licensing
Chairperson Appeal Panel
Atomic Safety and U.S. Nuclear Regulatory

Licensing Board Commission
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Washington, D.C. 20555

Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555 Docketing and Service

Section
Dr. Richard F. Cole U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Atomic Safety and CommissionLicensing Board Washington, D.C. 20555U.S. Nuclear Regulatory

Commission Ann P. Hodgdon, Esq.
Washington, D.C. 20555 Counsel for NRC Staff

Office of the Executive
Dr. Jerry Harbour Legal Director
Atomic Safety and U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Licensing Board Commission

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Washington, D.C. 20555
Commission

.

Washington, D.C. 20555

.
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_ Atomic Safety and Licensing Angus Love, Esq.
Board Panel 107 East Main Street

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Norristown, PA 19401
Commission

Washington, D.C. 20555 Robert J. Sugarman, Esq.
Sugarman, Denworth &

Philadelphia Electric Company Hellegers
ATTF: Edward G. Bauer, Jr. 16th Floor, Center Plaza

Vice President & 101 North Broad Street
General Counsel Philadelphia, PA 19107

2301 Market Street
Philadelphia, PA 19101 John L. Patten, Director

Pennsylvania Emergency
Mr. Frank R. Romano Management Agency
61 Forest Avenue Room B-151
Ambler, Pennsylvania 19002 Transportation and

Safety Building
Mr._ Robert L. Anthony Harrisburg, PA 17120Friends of the Earth in

the Delaware Valley Martha W. Bush, Esq.106 Vernon Lane, Box 186 Kathryn S. Lewis, Esq.
Moylan, PA 19065 City of Philadelphia

Municipal Services Bldg.
Charles W. Elliott, Esq. 15th and JFK Blvd.325 N. 10th Street Philadelphia, PA 19107
Easton, PA 18064

Spence W. Perry, Esq.
Miss Phyllis Zitzer Associate General Counsel
Limerick Ecology Action Federal Emergency
P.O. Box 761 M:nagement Agency
762 Queen Street 500 C Street, S.W.
Pottstown, PA 19464 Room 840

Washington, DC 20472
Zori G. Ferkin, Esq.
Assistant Counsel Thomas Gerusky, Director
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania Bureau of Radiation
Governor's Energy Council Protection
1625 N. Front Street Department of Environmental
Harrisburg, PA 17102 Resources

5th Floor
Jay M. Gutierrez, Esq. Fulton Bank Bldg.
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Third and Locust Streets

Commission Harrisburg, PA 17120
631 Park Avenue
King of Prussia, PA 19406

i
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James Wiggins
Senior Resident Inspector
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory

Commission
P.O. Box 47
Sanatoga, PA 19464

Timothy R.S. Campbell
Director
Department of Emergency

Services
14 East Biddle Street
West Chester, PA 19380

Mr. Ralph Hippert
Pennsylvania Emergency

Management Agency
|

B151 - Transportation and
Safety Buil' ding

Harrisburg, PA 17120

Theodore G. Otto, Esq.
Department of Corrections
Office of Chief Counsel
P.O. Box 598
Camp Hill, PA 17011

b'd~Mr A A -

Robert M. Rader

I
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NORRISTOWN OFFICE
POTTSTOWN OFFICE107 E. MAIN STREET

248 KING STREETNORRISTOWN, PENNSYLVANIA 19401
POTTSTOWN, PENNSYLVANIA 19464

(2151 275-5400 (215) 326-8280

PLEASE REPt.Y TO: Norristown

February 25, 1985

Atomic Safety & Licensing Board
Panel

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
) Washington, D.C. 20555

RE: In the Matter of Philadelphia Electric Company
(Limerick Generating Station, Units 1 and 2)
Docket Nos. 50-352, 50-353 and Graterford Inmates -

Evacuation Plan -

Dear Sir:

I am writing once again in reference to the Board's Order
issued on February 8,1985, entitled Order Setting Reply Date
to Applicant's Motion for Exemption from the Requirements of Y
10 C.F.R. 50.47(a) and (b) as They Relate to the Necessity of
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board Consideration of Evacuation
Procedure Provisions of the Emergency Plan for the State Cor-
rectional Institute at Graterford. I at this time would like
to withdraw my letter dated February 15, 1985, at which time I
asked for an extension in which to answer the applicant's re-
quest for such an exemption. I mistakenly interpreted the
Board's prior Order of February 8,1985 and was unaware that a
date has already been set upon which to file responses to the
applicant's motion. I now am aware that March 18, 1985 is the
date in which all motions will be due. I will comply with the
Board's Order as written and respectfully request that the
February 15th letter be disregarded and I apologize for this
error.

Sincerely,

Angus R. Love, Esquire
ARL/mf

cc: Service ,s t' -
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